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ABSTRACT 

The primary focus of this study is on the Sanya ("Three Headquarters Offices") 

commanders of the Northern Song, who commanded the three divisions of the Song 

imperial army, namely, the Infantry, Cavalry, and Palace Corps. 

The first three chapters examine the institutions pertaining to the selection and promotion 

of the Sanya commanders, concluding that the Northern Song selected and promoted for 

high army command ranks men whose loyalty to the throne had been tested and proven. 

It is further demonstrated that the Northern Song exercised effective control over its army 

commanders and had their powers scrutinized by civil officials, the majority being 

southern bureaucrats advanced through the civil service examinations. The two chapters 

that follow analyze the social and geographical backgrounds of the Sanya commanders, 

revealing that elite members of the Northern Song military in general enjoyed special ties 

to the emperors and the ruling house. Such imperial connections safeguarded their 

political and family fortunes from rapid downward sliding. The Northern Song elite, as 

such, was a self-perpetuating elite group, composed of predominantly northern military 

men who were closely associated with the dynasty's founding elite. The remaining 

chapter in the body text further sheds light on the super elite status of the Sanya 

commanders, attesting that they were among the highest paid office-holders in the 

Northern Song and were recipients of high political honors and privileges. 



This study calls into question the received view of the inferior status of the Northern 

Song military elite. I suggest that during the Northern Song period a unique and 

distinctive balance between aristocratic and bureaucratic forces was achieved whereby 

state power was split between the semi-hereditary northern military elite and the newly 

arisen professional, bureaucratic elite. The ruling class of Northern Song society was 

therefore neither thoroughly aristocratic nor thoroughly bureaucratic, contrary to the 

generally held assumptions about the nature of the Song elite. In my opinion, the rise of 

southern civil leadership in state and society around the mid-eleventh century challenged, 

for the first time in Chinese history, northern aristocratic monopoly of state power and 

eventually precipitated its demise by the Southern Song. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Richard Davis points out in the preface to his book Court and Family in Sung China, 

"Not Many Topics {sic\ in the study of Chinese society have attracted as much scholarly 

attention yet generated so little consensus as that pertaining to the nature and evolution of 

its traditional elite."' Surprisingly enough, while much has been written in Western 

languages about the civil segment of the traditional Chinese elite, little has been done on 

its military counterpart. The study of the Song elite is no exception to this scholarly trend. 

Over the past decades, scattered articles and dissertation works have appeared concerning 

individual military figures, the most notable being Yue Fei in the Southern Song.^ Studies 

of the military elite, especially those on the high command levels, however, are still 

notably absent from the English-language literature on the Song. 

The study of the Song elite began around the middle of the last century pioneered by the 

Chicago-based scholar, E. A Kracke. His studies focus on the core elite - the scholar-

officials. Based on his quantitative analysis of two complete and extant examination lists 

from the Song dynasty, he concludes that the civil service examination system provided a 

major avenue for social mobility in the Song, as well over half of the jinshi degree 

' Richard Davis, Court and Family in Sung China, 960-1279, Bureaucratic Success and Kinship Fortunes 
for the Shih of Ming-chou (Durham: Duke University Press, 1986). 
^ See, for example, Hellmut Wilbelm, "From Myth to Myth: The Case of Yueh Fei's Biography." In Arthur 
Wright and Denis Twitchett, eds., Confucian Personalities (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1962); 
Harold Kaplan, "Yueh Fei and the Founding of Southern Sung China" (Ph.D. diss., Columbia University, 
1970). 
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holders were from non-official families.^ Many researchers echo his view. John Chaffee, 

Richard Davis, and Beverly Bossier, for instance, all favor greater rates of social mobility 

for the Song."* Robert Hartwell, however, has argued for the opposite. He insists that the 

aristocratic tradition persisted well into the first half of the Song,^ during which two 

semi-hereditary elite groups, the founding elite and the professional, bureaucratic elite, 

dominated Song government. He holds that the influence of these two elite groups 

declined over time, and by the Southern Song they merged with a new elite, the land-

holding gentry characterized by a localized orientation and diversified occupations. 

Robert Hymes, his student, further develops Hartwell's local elite theory through a case 

study of the Fuzhou elite,^ a subject that falls beyond the scope of this work. 

This study focuses not on the civil elite studied by the above authors, but on the military 

elite of the Northern Song. My notion of the military elite expands the military part of 

Hartwell's founding elite, to include not only members of the military families 

established at the beginning of the dynasty, but also those who rose to prominence during 

the course of the Northern Song. While agreeing with Hartwell on the semi-hereditary 

nature of the Northern Song founding elite, I take issue with his labeling of the civilian 

^ E.A. Kracke, "Family versus merit in Chinese civil service examination under the Empire." Harvard 
Journal of Asiatic Studies (Octoher, 1947); 105-23. 

John Chaffee, The Thorny Gate of Learning in Sung China, a Social History of Examination (Binghamton, 
NY: State University of New York, 1995); Richard Davis, Court and Family in Sung China', and Beverly 
Bossier, "Powerful Relations and Relations of Power: Family and Society in Sung China, 960-1279 " (Ph.D. 
diss., University of California, Berkeley, 1998). 
^ Robert Hartwell, "Demographic, Political, and Social Transformation of China, 750-1550." Harvard 
Journal of Asiatic Studies 42 (1982): 365-442. 
® Robert Hymes, Statesmen and Gentlemen, The Elite of Fu-chou, Chiang-his, in Northern and Southern 
S'wwg (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986). 
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professional, bureaucratic elite in the same light. In my opinion, Northern Song society is 

neither an entirely aristocratic society like the Tang nor a completely open, fluid society 

like those of later imperial dynasties.^ While the old northern aristocratic tradition 

persisted well into the Northern Song, a new southern bureaucratic tradition, upholding 

the principle of meritocracy, came into existence around the mid-eleventh century. This 

resulted in the split of state power for the remainder of the Song dynasty between the 

examination graduates turned southern literati and the northern military elite. The Song 

period occupies a unique place in Chinese history in that it marks a transition from the 

northern monopoly of all forms of state power to a situation in which the newly arisen 

• R 
south was, for the first time in Chinese history, offered a share of the state power. 

The Subject: the Sanya ("Three Headquarters Offices") Commanders 

This study seeks to shed light on the nature of the Northern Song military elite through 

examination and analysis of the extant information on the one hundred and seven Sanya 

' David Johnson, for example, believes that Song society was essentially a very different one from the 
Tang. See his book. The Medieval Chinese Oligarchy (Boulder: Westview Press, 1977) and his article, 
"The Last Years of a Great Clan: The Li Family of Chao Chun in Late T'ang and Early Sung." Harvard 
Journal of Asiatic Studies 37 (1977): 5-102. In this, he echoes Patricia Ebrey who suggests that aristocratic 
power was waning even in the Tang. See her book. The Aristocratic Families of Early imperial China: A 
Case Study of the Po-ling Ts 'ui Family (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1978). 
^ The idea of a great Tang-Song transition was first put forth by the Japanese scholar Naito Konan in 1922, 
which did much to stimulate Song studies in Japan. See Naito Konan, "Gaikatsuteki To-So jidaikan [An 
overview of the Tang and Song periods]." Rekishi to chiri, vol. 9, no. 5 (1922): 
1-12. See also, Hisayuki Miyakawa, "An Outline of the Naito Hypothesis and its Effects on Japanese 
Studies of China." Far Eastern Quarterly 14 (1955): 533-52. For a discussion of the social transformation 
of the elite during the Tang-Song periods, See Peter Bol, "The Transformation of the Shi," in his book. This 
Culture of Ours, Intellectual Transitions in T'ang and Sung China (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 
1992), pp. 32-75. 
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commanders. These were commanders of the "three headquarters offices" of the Infantry, 

Cavalry, and Palace Corps, who stood at the top of the Northern Song military hierarchy. 

At the outset of my research, the most compelling problem confronting this author was to 

identify the probable military elite of Northern Song China. For the purpose of this study, 

the Northern Song military elite is defined as a group of men 1) who held substantial 

military power and authority; 2) who ranked 5 grade and above in the bureaucratic 

structure; and 3) who were either the genuine apex grades holders or the Sanya 

commanders.^ The genuine apex grades holders were field commanders whereas the 

Sanya commanders were headquarters generals. They all ranked above 5b grade. 

I chose Sanya commanders as the subject of my inquiry for two reasons. First, for the 

greater part of the Northern Song dynasty, the Sanya commanders were promoted from 

the ranks of the genuine apex grades holders. The experiences of the Sanya commanders 

can thus be used to provide a representative sampling of the Northern Song military elite 

in general. Second, the Sanya commanders ranked among the highest in the military 

establishment. Such appointments carried great influence, wealth, and social prestige. A 

study of the Sanya commanders would therefore demonstrate how the Northern Song 

military elite fared in a time when China was experiencing civil ascendancy, and put to 

test the conventional wisdom concerning the status of the military in the Northern Song, a 

' For more information on the genuine apex grades, see chapter two, pp. 58-61. For a listing of the Sanya 
command ranks, See chapter one, pp. 34-6. 
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status summed up in the oft-quoted saying Zhongwen qingwu, "emphasize the civil and 

de-emphasize the military." 

Northern Song military personnel included not only the regular army officers' corps 

(junyuan), but also a group of men who were officials of military rank (wu sanguan). The 

former comprised bona fide army commanders, commanding army units whose sizes 

varied with their ranks. The latter, unless commissioned, had no contact whatsoever with 

the army, but merely served in governmental posts. 

The elite elements in the Song military establishment were drawn from both the regular 

army officers' corps and government officials of military rank. They further formed two 

personnel groups, the genuine apex grades holders (zhenren) and the Sanya commanders 

(Sanya guanjun). These were men entrusted with substantial military powers equivalent 

to our modern-day army generals of various ranks. The elite status of the men of genuine 

apex grades and Sanya command ranks is indicated by the fact that nearly all the military 

biographies entered in the state historical records, such as the official Songshi concern 

military men of these two categories. 

I follow Worthy in the translation of this Chinese phrase. See his dissertation, "The Founding of Sung 
China, 950-1000: Integrative Changes in Military and Political Institutions" (Ph.D. diss., Princeton 
University, 1975), p. 295. Richard Davis, however, translates the phrase as "revering the civil while 
slighting the martial". See his article, "Martial Men and Military Might in the Historical Writing of Ouyan 
Xiu." In Kim Yub Paksa Cengnyen Kinyem Sahak Nonchong (Chungbuk, Korea: Chungbuk Historical 
Society, 1998), 
p. 753. 
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The Approach 

In the present study, I mainly treat the subject as a sample of a considerably broader 

circle of people active at the highest level of the military establishment in the Northern 

Song. In spite of their disparate backgrounds, they all made their way to the top of the 

social hierarchy by achieving distinction in their individual careers. Although military 

experience was assuredly an important aspect of the lives of the people considered in this 

study, military activity will be largely peripheral to this discussion. The focus is on the 

military as well as political careers of these individuals, because their careers had 

implications for their social status. Thus I pay more attention to rank and privilege than to 

rhetoric and policy. Available biographical information makes it possible for me to 

reconstruct the career patterns of these military men, as Song official biographical writing 

tended to document in painstaking detail the ranks one earned at various points in his 

career. I am particularly intrigued by the following questions: Who were these men? 

From what social and geographical backgrounds were they chosen? What career paths 

did they go through before their accession? And lastly, what distinguished them from the 

civil elite of their times? 

The six chapters that follow are arranged in such a manner that the subject may be treated 

from different angles. While a chronological story line is followed in the narrative, the 

structure of the central chapters is thematic. The first three chapters describe, in broad 
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outlines, military institutions, from which our subjects emerged and within which they 

are found most active. 

Chapter one examines in detail one of the two parallel military personnel systems, the 

regular army officers' corps. The Song imperial army rank hierarchy consists of four 

command levels, corresponding to the four army organizational units: company, battalion, 

regiment and brigade. The Sanya ranks were at the apex of the army command hierarchy. 

The Song government was comprised of two arms: one was the civil and the other, the 

military, each being regulated by different personnel systems. The subject of the chapter 

two is the military official hierarchy designed for the organization of officials of military 

rank. The Division Ranks (banxing) comprised the lowest reaches in this military official 

hierarchy. Descendants of privileged military families shared a common career pattern in 

rising through the Division Ranks. They were first recruited into the military service 

through the yin protection of their relatives, a Song practice that permitted officials of 

certain ranks to secure official ranks for their assignees. The Division Ranks provided 

them with opportunity to gain initial work experience for their subsequent advancement. 

Some later rose to be Sanya commanders. 

Among the military officials, there was a special group of men who were designated in 

official parlance as the Anterior Ranks (qianban). These were former Imperial Elite 

guardsmen in the Palace Corps (dianqian zhubanzhi) or junior army officers in the 
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Upper Four Armies (shang sijun). Upon being released from regular army duties, they 

were granted ranks in the military official hierarchy. Some later became Sanya 

commanders. 

Chapter three examines the garrison system in the Northern Song. Song imperial armies 

were stationed nationwide to preserve peace within and to guard against foreign invasion 

without. Weighty military forces, however, were primarily concentrated along the 

northern and western frontiers, where a great majority of the Northern Song military elite 

shared experience in serving tours of duty, and in the capital area. The Sanya 

commanders were mainly drawn from senior commissioned army officers who had 

rendered long-term border service. Though in name and rank they were headquarters 

generals, the Sanya commanders were also frequently transferred from their command 

posts in the capital to serve on the frontiers. The Song exercised strict control over the 

garrison troops. The powers of their commanders were therefore greatly curtailed. 

Chapter four looks at the geographical attributes of the Sanya commanders. A striking 

pattern emerges, revealing that the ranks of the Sanya commanders were predominantly 

filled by northerners who were mainly from Hebei, Hedong and Henan, regions notable 

for long, strong martial traditions. During the late Tang and the Five Dynasties periods 

men from these three regions competed in their bid to rebuild a new order in the empire. 

It was due to the political alliance that united these three rival military power groups that 

the unification of China was once again achieved. Because the Song dynasty was created 
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by the joint efforts of these three military power groups who once dominated the Five 

Dynasties political arena, members from their camps constituted the backbone of the 

Northern Song military elite and monopolized the high imperial army command. 

Chapter five examines the social attributes of the Sanya commanders to reveal the social 

origins of those who were most likely to be promoted into the military elite ranks. My 

findings all suggest that men who enjoyed special ties with the emperors and with the 

imperial ruling house were the most favored choices. This selection pattern suggests that 

Song rulers deliberately selected those whose loyalty they could count on to take control 

of the army. 

Chapter six turns to examine the elite status of the Sanya commanders, revealing that 

military elite members in general enjoyed substantial influence, wealth and social 

prestige. They were among the highest paid office-holders in the Northern Song and were 

recipients of high political honors and privileges. 

This study highlights two paradoxical features of the Northern Song military elite. On the 

one hand, powers of military elite members were under close scrutiny of the central 

government. On the other hand, military elite elements in general enjoyed substantial 

influence, wealth, and social prestige. The analyses in the last three chapters on the 

historical origins of the Northern Song military elite and its social and geographical 

composition all point to its semi-hereditary and highly privileged character. 



In the meantime, thanks to the expansion of the civil service examination system under 

the Northern Song, southern literati were introduced into the state polity. Beginning 

around the mid-eleventh century, they came to be the dominant players in court politics. 

In consequence, two distinct elite groups emerged on the national scene, together 

constituting the elite layers of Song society. These two elite groups possessed different 

characteristics. While the newly arisen southern literati formed the backbone of the 

professional, bureaucratic elite, the northern military elite retained semi-hereditary 

orientation. Greater social mobility was therefore only associated with the civil elite. The 

military elite, on the other hand, was a relative stable, if not a closed, social order. 

Historiography and Sources 

China had, from very early times, a strong tradition of official biographical writing for 

the purposes of preserving history as well as for moral exhortation {chenge yangshan, or 

commending the good and condemning the evil).^^ Being made the subjects of this type 

of writing was a great political honor for people who were portrayed in a favorable light 

or an unspoken shame for those whose evil deeds were therein exposed. The feelings of 

honor or shame could further extend to their families and posterity. On a more pragmatic 

note, having one's deeds recorded in official history could have positive impact on the 

careers of his descendants and the political fortunes of his family. The descendants of 

those who, by the official standards, died a martyr's death and were therefore recorded in 



the state history could certainly benefit from the martyrdom of their forebears. Evidence 

from our sources indicates that having illustrious relatives in one's family line whose 

deeds were recorded in the official history {guoshi) often redounded to a person's credit 

and thereby helped his career. 

A great majority of the Sanya commanders considered in this study had their biographies 

entered in the official Songshi. These biographies provide much of the foundation for the 

current study. In addition, I have also gathered eulogies written for some of these men on 

commemorative or funerary occasions. Treating eulogies as historical documents can of 

course be problematic, as Bossier has aptly pointed out.'^ However, the official records 

were, for the most part, reliable historical sources, though one needs to be constantly alert 

for errors and discrepancies in the texts. It should also be kept in mind that the authors of 

these biographies were official historians whose civilian values and Confucian bias 

inevitably colored their views of their military colleagues and their writing about them. 

Perhaps for this reason, biographies written for military men tended to be deficient both 

in style and in content compared to the biographies written for civil officials. Information 

on the dates of the subjects' births and deaths, their agnatic and affinal ties or other vital 

aspects of their lives is often missing in the texts. Fortunately for this study, each of the 

biographies used documents in great detail the ranks its subject held in his lifetime. This 

provides the much needed data for the present study. While the official Songshi provides 

" For issues concerning Chinese biography, See Denis Twitchett, "Problems of Chinese Biography." In 
Arthur Wright and Denis Twitchett, eds, Confucian Personalities, pp. 25-39. 

Beverly Bossier, "Powerful Relations and Relations of Power," p. 17. 
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the primary source of material for this study, other contemporary sources, such as Xu 

zhizi tongjian, Song da zhaoling ji. Song huiyao jigao as well as a variety of notebooks, 

stories, and collected works, were also consulted. 

The statistics given below are based on the biographical data contained in the Songshi 

where approximately three hundred and eighty-four military biographies can be found. 

Among them eighty concern Sanya commanders. This number, of course, does not reflect 

the actual total of the Sanya commanders appointed during the Northern Song. One can 

be certain, however, that the actual number could not have been very large due to the 

highly sensitive nature of the posts and the high-maintenance costs such appointments 

entailed. In addition, I have also gathered the names of those who do not have 

biographies in the Songshi, but whose biographical information can nonetheless be found 

in other sources. For some, however, nothing is known except for the fact that they were 

once appointed to Sanya positions. Thus, the available total number of the Sanya 

commanders, with and without biographical information, amounts to one hundred and 

eighteen. Among them we have some knowledge of one hundred and seven. 

Recognizing that choosing the Sanya commanders as the subject for inquiry might 

exclude many influential military figures and accepting the notion that formal position is 

not necessarily a true index of power, I nevertheless completed detailed biographical 

studies of available Sanya commanders in the conviction that such a group would provide 
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a representative sampling and set the parameters of experience, roles, attitudes, values, 

and goals of the Song military elite in general. 
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CHAPTER ONE: THE ARMY RANKS 

In Song official parlance, the army command hierarchy was designated by the term 

junban, or the Army Ranks. Military personnel organized under the Army Ranks formed 

the regular army officers' corps (junyuan), differing from their commissioned counterpart. 

The former operated within the confines of army units to which they were attached and 

along with which they were deployed. The latter served only for specified terms of office, 

normally, three or four years for a term, on commissioned garrison command duties. 

To understand the organization and command structure of the Song imperial army as well 

as the selection and promotion of its officers' corps, a review of the historical 

development of the army is in order. Edmond Worthy has carried out a detailed study on 

this subject matter. I am deeply indebted to him for the material presented below. Indeed, 

the general background information on the organizational and administrative structure of 

the Northern Song imperial army is almost entirely from his monumental work "The 

Founding of Sung China". 

Edmund Worthy, "The Founding of Sung China, 950-1000: Integrative Changes in Military and Political 
Institutions " (Ph.D. diss., Princeton University, 1975). 
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The Emperor's Guard and the Palace Corps 

The Song imperial army (jinjun) was inherited from the Five Dynasties, especially the 

Later Zhou (951-60). At the time Zhao Kuangyin (927-76) ascended the throne, the 

imperial army was comprised of two large units, the Emperor's Guard (shiwei jun) and 

the Palace Corps (dianqian jun). The Emperor's Guard, consisting of infantry and 

cavalry divisions, emerged during the second quarter of the tenth century.'^ Its growing 

military supremacy underlay the transfer of power from the localized military governors 

to the central government and accelerated the process of political integration. The 

power of the Emperor's Guard, however, eventually grew beyond the emperor's span of 

control and became a source of instability. In 950, it placed its commander on the throne. 

This commander was Guo Wei (904-54), who had no claim whatsoever to be emperor 

apart from the fact that the bulk of the Army was under his control at the time.'^ 

Guo Wei (Zhou Taizu; r.951-953) was fully aware of the king-making role that the 

Emperor's Guard had played in his usurpation. Naturally he was afraid that others might 

imitate his example. To forestall potential threats, he set out to reform the imperial army. 

I follow Worthy in the translation of army ranks and units in this chapter. 
Li Siyuan (r. 926-933), the Shatuo warlord who later became the second emperor of the Later Tang (923-

936), was credited with the creation of this imperial army unit. The principle behind his military policy was 
that at no times should there be an army outside the metropolitan territories stronger than the emperor's 
personal Guard so as to insure the court dominance over the provinces. But he did not foresee that the 
Guard itself would become a source of instability at the capital when its chief commanders became overly 
empowered. See Wang Gungwu, The Structure of Power in North China during the Five Dynasties (Kuala 
Lumpur; University of Malaya Press, 1963), p. 187-8. 

Worthy, "The Founding of Sung China," p. 107. 
" Wang Gungwu, The Structure of Power in North China, p. 206. 
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The reforms included the establishment of a new military unit, the Palace Corps, which 

was directly led by the emperor. The Palace Corps, however, did not match the 

Emperor's Guard in size or strength until the reign of his successor, Chai Rong (921-59; 

1 8 
Zhou Shizong), who rapidly built it up. Emperor Shizong (r.954-9) selected the freshest 

and best soldiers to form the Palace Corps while filling the ranks of the Emperor's Guard 

with weaker holdovers from earlier reigns.'^ In 956, he further created the lofty rank of 

supreme commander (du dianjian) for the Palace Corps to institutionalize its superior 

prestige and position. The Emperor's Guard, on the other hand, did not boast an equally 

high rank.^'' The waxing power of the Palace Corps inevitably grew beyond control when 

Shizong's seven-year old son succeeded to the throne in the latter half of 959. By then 

Zhao Kuangyin, who had been in command of the Palace Corps for over six years, had 

steadily built up his power and influence. When the time was ripe for Zhao Kuangyin to 

take over the throne for himself, with the aide of the mightiest unit of the imperial army 

under his command, he wasted no time in doing so. 

The Three Military Bureaus (Sanya) 

Emperor Song Taizu (r.960-76) ascended the throne in 960. Following his suppression of 

two separate rebellions led by two recalcitrant military governors who challenged his 

Worthy, "The Founding of Sung China," p. 146. 
" Worthy, ibid., p. 154. 

Worthy, ibid., p. 153. 
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• 21 usurpation, he immediately began to reorganize the command structure of the imperial 

army so that it would be responsive solely to him. 

As a first step, Taizu conducted a wholesale removal of former Zhou generals.He then 

filled some of the openings with men he hand-picked. But he intentionally left the more 

important senior posts vacant. For the remainder of the dynasty, for instance, no officer 

was appointed supreme commander (dianqian dudianjian) or vice supreme commander 

of the Palace Corps. The commander-in-chief ranks of both the Emperor's Guard and 

Palace Corps did not always have incumbents.Even the posts of provost marshal were 

not consistently occupied either. The calculated result of not staffing all the senior posts 

of the imperial army was to enhance the emperor's position as the supreme commander 

of the entire imperial forces. 

These two rebels were Li Yun, military governor of Lu Prefecture in Hedong and Li Chongjin, 
commander-in-chief of the Emperor' Guard. For a detailed account of Taizu's suppression of these two 
rebellions, see Worthy, "Sung Mopping Up Campaigns." In his dissertation, ibid., pp. 42-6. 

Taizu carried out this task through highly diplomatic means. One such example is often linked to a 
drinking party in which Taizu persuade his generals voluntarily to relinquish their military posts in 
exchange for an attractive "pension" in the form of luxurious lifestyle for themselves and continued 
prosperity for their descendants. For a vivid account of this incident, see XTJ, pp. 49-50/2. Much of Li 
Tao's account is based on Sima Guang's narration, see Sima Guang, Sushui jiwen (Beijing; Zhonghua 
shuju, 1989), pp. 11-2. See also, Nie Chongqi, "Lun Song Taizu shou bingquan [On Song Taizu's 
concentration of military authority]." In his book, Songshi congkao (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1979), 
pp. 263-82. 

Worthy, "The Founding of Sung China," p. 175. 
For example, after Han Chongyun's dismissal, there was a hiatus of six years before someone else was 

appointed. After Muyong Yanchao was elevated from vice commander-in-chief in 959, this rank was left 
vacant until an appointment in 979. Thereafter, in Taizong's reign, appointments were sporadic. Worthy, 
ibid., p. 176 

After Zhang Qiong's suicide in 963, Yang Xin held the post for four years. Records do not reveal a 
successor to Yang until 979. Worthy,/Wd, p. 206. 
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With the senior posts of the Emperor's Guard constantly left vacant,the commanders of 

its infantry and cavalry divisions functioned as the regular superior Guard officers. This 

effectively split the command authority of the Guard in half and paved the way for its 

final institutional division. The splitting of the formerly unitary Bureau of the Emperor's 

Guard {siwei si) into two separate units, however, did not officially take place until early 

in the eleventh century when Wang Chao, then provost marshal of the Guard, was 

dismissed from his post.^^ Thereafter, the senior ranks of commander-in-chief, vice 

commander-in-chief, and provost marshal of the Guard were never filled again.^^ This 

important step marked the final establishment of the Northern Song military system 

which was to be characterized by a two-tier administrative structure consisting the 

Bureau of Military Affairs {sumi yuan) and the Three Military Bureaus, with the latter 

subordinate to the former. This system persisted well into the closing years of the 

Northern Song despite many changes. 

Another key development resulting from the permanent elimination of senior Guard 

command structure was the elevation of the Palace Corps command in rank above the 

two former Guard units, namely, the Infantry and the Cavalry. Before the formal 

establishment of the Three Military Bureaus, the Bureau of the Corps ranked below its 

Guard counterpart. For example, the position of Guard provost marshal, the third in the 

For an appointment record of the Emperor' Guard on the senior command level, see Worthy, ibid., 
p. 176. 

XTJ, p. 1312/5. 
ZGFJ 35, 30b; QSKS 12, 7b. See also, Worthy, ibid., p. 176. 
See the Appendix B, Chart 1: "Major Political Control over the Central Imperial Forces." 
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chain of Guard command, was considered in the last half of the tenth century to rank 

T A 
above the Palace Corps commander-in-chief. From the early eleventh century onwards, 

however, the commander-in-chief and vice commander-in-chief of the Palace Corps 

became the highest-ranking officers in the Northern Song military establishment. The 

political ascendance of the Palace Corps over the former Guard units was in line with the 

general trend of the times towards political and military centralization which is often 

metaphorically termed ^^qianggan ruozhi",^^ literally meaning "strengthening the trunk 

and weakening the branches." The trunk can be interpreted as anything that was 

associated with the center. 

As a result, the Song imperial army, after the year 1005, was composed of three divisions: 

the Palace Corps (dianqian juri), the Cavalry (majun) and the Infantry {bujun), 

collectively known as the armies of the Three Military Bureaus, or the Sanya. Thus, 

any one that had been promoted into the Sanya command ranks would be a commander 

of one of these three divisions. Within the Sanya command system in its mature form, 

there was a clearly defined rank hierarchy. Beginning with the provost marshals {du 

yuhou) at the bottom, the next higher rank in the hierarchy was that of the vice 

commanders-in-chief {fu du zhihui shi) and ultimately, the commanders-in-chief {du 

zhihui shi). As a general rule, commanders of the Palace Corps ranked higher than 

The commander-in-chief of Elite detachments, however, ranked lower than the commanders-in-chief of 
Guard Infantry and Cavalry divisions. This was due to the fact that the highest organizational level of the 
Imperial Elite was only that of regiment. The Infantry or Cavalry, on the other hand, had brigade units. 

I follow Worthy in the translation of this Chinese phrase. See Worthy, "The Founding of Sung China," p. 
197. 
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commanders of the Cavalry or Infantry on the same command level, and an appointment 

to the headquarters command in the Cavalry seems to have carried greater prestige than 

the same rank in the Infantry. A complete list of the Sanya command ranks includes, in 

order of descending rank: commander-in-chief (2b) and vice commander-in-chief (4a) of 

the Palace Corps, commanders-in-chief (5a) of the Cavalry and the Infantry, vice 

commanders-in-chief (5a) of also the Cavalry and the Infantry, and provost marshals (5b) 

of the Palace Corps, the Cavalry, and the Infantry respectively.^^ The total number of 

Sanya commanders at any given time in the Northern Song never exceeded nine. 

Oftentimes because some of these ranks were left unfilled from time to time, there were 

only a handful of men acting in the capacities of Sanya commanders at a particular time. 

Table 1: Classification of the Sanya Command Ranks. 

Bureau of Cavalry Bureau of Palace Corps Bureaus of Infantry 

Commander in-chief Commander in-chief Commander in-chief 
(5a) (2b) (5a) 

Vice Commander 
(5a) 

Vice Commander 
(4a) 

Vice Commander 
(5a) 

Provost Marshal Provost Marshal Provost Marshal 
(5b) (5b) (5b) 

See Worthy, ibid., pp. 162-3; 176. See also XTJ, pp. 1312/5. 
" See Table 1: "Classification of the Sanya Command Ranks." 
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The collective term Sanya was used to refer to the Bureau of the Palace Corps {dianqian 

si), the Bureau of the Infantry (bujun si) of the former Emperor's Guard, and the Bureau 

of the Cavalry (majun si) also of the former Guard. Together they constituted the second 

top echelon of the military bureaucracy in the Northern Song. 

The duties of the Three Military Bureaus were nearly identical. They kept the persoimel 

registers of their respective armies, assumed responsibilities for training, promotions, 

demotions, rewards, and punishments. The Three Military Bureaus, but probably the 

Palace Corps Bureau in particular, were also charged with assembling guard detachments 

for imperial processions or expeditions and with organizing guard formations for major 

ceremonies. The difference between the three offices' assignments was that while all 

were generally concerned with frontier defense, the two former Guard bureaus probably 

played a greater role in the administration of provincial garrisons.This may explain 

why the two former Guard units were sometimes also called waijun, or the outer armies, 

in our sources. The Bureau of the Palace Corps, on the other hand, was more involved in 

the defense of the person of the emperor, the palace and the capital region. The Palace 

Corps units were therefore also known as neijun, or the inner armies. 
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The Bureau of Military Affairs 

The Bureau of Military Affairs {shumi yuan, hereafter, referred to as BMA) was the 

pinnacle of the Northern Song imperial army pyramid. In the Northern Song, it 

functioned as the bureaucratic overlord of the army. Not only did it set military policy 

and strategy, it was also involved in command of forces, and approving promotions of 

senior officers. The Three Military Bureaus, or the Sanya, were responsible to the BMA. 

They were the command arms of the BMA, but did not possess authority to dispatch their 

troops; only the Bureau of Military Affairs did. 

The BMA came into existence during the ninth and first half of the tenth centuries.^^ 

During the Tang, simultaneously with the increase in the political power of the military, 

the institution of the shumi yuan, originally intended to uphold imperial power over the 

military as well as to facilitate its communication with the bureaucracy, arose. All 

commissioners at the time were eunuchs. Their power base was in the inner palace and 

their basic functions were to serve as "eyes and ears" of the emperor over a broad range 

of matters concerning state affairs. Other than transmitting documents and information 

between the emperor and his outer court, no executive authority was granted to them.^^ 

With the opportunity to manipulate the flow of information came the power to influence 

Information given here on the duties of the Three Military Bureaus is taken from Worthy, ibid., p. 163. 
Information presented here on the historical development of the shumi yuan system is derived from 

discussions in Worthy and Winston Lo's works unless otherwise noted. See Worthy, ibid., pp. 212-53; See 
also, Winston Lo, An Introduction to the Civil Service of Sung China (Honolulu: University of Hawaii 
Press, 1987), pp. 44-45; 59, 71 and 54. 
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decision-making in various ways. Late in the dynasty, the eunuchs turned commissioners 

not only began to exercise control over the Tang imperial army, but also attempted to 

encroach upon many of the prerogatives and functions traditionally claimed by the chief 

ministers. 

The powers of the commissioners further expanded under the Five Dynasties, paralleling 

major changes in the shumin yuan. First, the shumi yuan shifted from an irmer-palace 

based eunuch organization to a government apparatus staffed mainly by bureaucrats. 

Under this new system, the commissioners began to take executive action in both civil 

and military affairs. Second, commissioners started to hold concurrently the rank of chief 

minister and vice versa. Many such office-holders became powerful players at court. One 

such man, Guo Wei (904-54), ascended the throne from his office as Commissioner of 

the Latter Han (947-50). 

The Northern Song, however, successfully circumscribed the power of the commissioners. 

The management of state affairs was placed under two separate administrative systems: 

the Bureau of Military Affairs {sumi yuan) and the Secretariat Chancellery (zhongshu 

menxia), collectively referred to as the "Dual Authorities" (liangfu), one for the military 

and one for civilian affairs respectively. 

WXTK 58. 
SS, "zhiguan", pp.3783-7; 3797-802/6. See also, Worthy, ibid., p. 239. 
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Emperor Taizu is credited for bringing about these institutional innovations. It is recorded 

that Taizu delegated military responsibilities to commissioners of Military Affairs, 

regularly excluding chief ministers from strategy sessions and never granting them 

authority to dispatch troops, as Shizong had done. On the other hand, he entrusted the 

chief ministers with the sole responsibility for civil matters, thereby inhibiting any 

possible encroachment upon their powers and prerogatives by the commissioners as had 

so often occurred in the Five Dynasties. 

To enforce his policy of a dual government structure, as well as to block the channeling 

of information between the two offices, Taizu made it a practice that chief ministers 

would not appear at imperial audiences with commissioners of the BMA and vice versa. 

Even their exchanging greetings before the audiences was deemed suspicious and 

therefore subject to punishment. Each of the "Dual Authorities" was required to keep 

separate, confidential records (shizheng ji) of these meetings. The private, exclusive 

audiences were, as Worthy has pointed out, a control device to split the authority of the 

two offices as well as a means for the emperor to hear contradicting views and perhaps 

play the "Dual Authorities" off against each other.^^ 

Conscious of the problems that an overly powerful minister could cause, the Song also 

stopped the Five Dynasties practice of giving the chief minister concurrent appointment 

as commissioner and vice versa. From 964 until the beginning of the Southern Song, 
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Taizu's policy of not making concurrent appointments to the Bureau and the Secretariat 

Chancellery was faithfully observed, with the exception of the 1040's at the height of the 

Tangut attacks. Under such circumstances, any personal relationships developed across 

the line dividing the Dual Authorities would be greatly frowned upon. An imperial-

ordered divorce case bears out this point. 

In spring 964, Zhao Pu was appointed Chief Minister. In the meantime. General Li 

-2Q 
Chongju was made Commissioner of Military Affairs. These two men had been in 

Taizu's service for many years before his enthronement. In various ways, they had 

greatly contributed to the founding of the Song. Sometime during the years in the Kaibao 

period (968-76), Li Chongju married his daughter to Zhao Pu's son. Hence, the 

incumbent Chief Minister and Commissioner of Military Affairs became in-laws. This 

marriage alliance between the empire's two most powerful officials greatly disturbed 

Taizu.""^ Shortly afterwards, one by one, Taizu removed them from office; each was given 

an insignificant assignment outside the capital.To add insult to injury, Taizu further 

ordered the marriage to be nullified. The marriage alliance that was initially intended to 

enhance their positions both at court eind in society thus cost Zhao Pu and Li Chongju 

their political careers. Taizu, however, used this opportunity to lay down the principle 

that his dynasty would not tolerate any attempts to step over the line dividing military and 

civil affairs in government. 

Worthy, ibid., p. 239. 
XTJ, p. 119/2. 
XTJ, p. 289/2. See also, Worthy, "The Founding of Sung China," pp. 241-2. 



This separation of powers was intended to insure the supremacy of the emperor so that he 

could not be challenged either by a powerful chief minister, as in the Tang, or by a 

commissioner, as in the Five Dynasties. Moreover, Taizu's division of authority was also 

intended to confer upon his bureaucracy a dual structure in a permanent institutional 

sense, so that its military branch would be assured of a role and status in goverrmient as 

important as that of its civil counterpart. Thus, in Taizu's political schema, nowhere did 

the principle of civil supremacy seem to have fit. The implementation of this principle 

was, as Worthy has observed, a later development.''^ 

The early Song period, not surprisingly, produced some powerful commissioners such as 

Zhao Pu, Li Chongju, and Cao Bin. Yet from the early eleventh century onward, probably 

from the time of the official establishment of the Three Military Bureaus, the somewhat 

secondary position of BMA commissioner, compared to that of chief minister, was 

clearly defined. While the chief minister ranked the highest in the bureaucracy (la), the 

grade of the commissioner was fixed at lb, equivalent only to that of a vice chief minister. 

Another important feature of the Northern Song BMA commissioner office is that its 

occupants were predominantly civilians. Only a few military men served in this capacity, 

and their incumbencies were brief While in office, they were also looked on by their 

civilian colleagues with mistrust and jealousy.''^ A close examination of the geographical 

XTJ, pp. 298, 304 and 306/2. 
Worthy, ibid., p. 305. 
XTJ, p. 4153/13. 



origins of the civilian commissioners reveals that in the opening years of the Northern 

Song, such civilians were primarily northerners. Most were military experts themselves 

and enjoyed close army ties. From the mid-eleventh century onward, however, 

southerners began to hold the BMA commissioner office. These newly risen southern 

bureaucrats not only differed from their northern military colleagues in physical 

appearance — The former tended to be pale and short while the latter were dark and tall. 

There were also other more fundamental differences, resulting from different cultural 

values and lifestyles, far more important than the contrast of their physical traits. As a 

result, these southern-born civilian commissioners had no pre-formed ties whatsoever 

with the military. Given the southern civil leadership at court over the northern army 

commanders, the BMA and the imperial army bureaus functioned in a perfect check and 

balance relationship that was fundamental to the imperial centralization of military power. 

Only the BMA could authorize troop movements, while only the imperial army officers 

could command troops. The intended result of this institutional arrangement was that 

neither the BMA civilians nor the Sanya commanders enjoyed exclusive, total control of 

the troops."*"^ The position of the emperor as the supreme commander of the armed forces 

was therefore enhanced. 

Worthy, "The Founding of Sung China," p. 244. 
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Chart 1; Major Lines of Political Control over Central Imperial Forces. 
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Worthy summarizes the Bureau's scope of authority as such: "overseeing military and 

border defense matters; handling 'military and state affairs of an urgent, confidential 

nature' (junguo jiwu), which must imply military emergencies and campaign operations; 

management of cavalry mounts; supervision of the imperial army; and the dispatch and 

receipt of secret orders." Given the emperor's rigidly enforced separation of military and 

civil affairs, BMA commissioners did not have any leeway for executive action in civil 

affairs. 

In the area of military administration, the BMA was concerned only with the Palace 

Corps and the former Emperor's Guard units, while the Ministry of War (biiigbu) 

oversaw the affairs of the provincial armies (xiangjun) and local militia. Some of the 

BMA's responsibilities overlapped those of the Three Military Bureaus. It appears that 

the BMA granted authorization for any imperial army actions, while the Three Military 

Bureaus executed orders and implemented any necessary administration. 

Imperial Army Organization and Command Structure 

For our purposes, the organization of first, two and later, three divisions of the imperial 

army will be broadly described, leaving out the small but sometimes important 

institutional innovations made by Taizu and his successors.'^^ Despite these innovations. 

The following discussion of the organization and command structure of the imperial army is based on 
information from Worthy's dissertation, ibid., pp. 154-65. For an excellent graphic illustration of this 



the basic institutional framework and hierarchy of the officers' corps remained intact, 

even if some ranks were intentionally left vacant. 

The senior command of the Emperor's Guard at headquarters level was staffed by the 

commander-in-chief, vice commander-in-chief and provost marshal. This headquarters 

level was also split into infantry and cavalry, each with an officer corps corresponding in 

title to the three ranks of the headquarters supreme command, that is, the commander-in-

chief, vice commander-in-chief and provost marshal. Collectively, they formed the 

Bureau of the Emperor's Guard {siwei si). An institutional division of the formerly 

unitary Bureau of the Guard into the Bureau of the Infantry (bujun si) and the Bureau of 

the Cavalry (majun si) took place in the early eleventh century. Thenceforward the 

commanders-in-chief of the cavalry and infantry functioned as the highest-ranking 

officers in each division. 

Below the Bureau of the Emperor' Guard in Taizu's reign, the next command level was 

the brigade (xiang) where there was a further division into left and right brigades (it 

seems that the commander-in-chief of the left brigade ranked higher than his counterpart 

of the right). Only a few larger or more important armies had brigades, which were 

broken down into varying number of regiments (fun). In Taizong's reign two new 

command ranks, one for the Emperor' Guard (longshen wei sixiang du zhihui shi) and 

one for the Palace Corps (pengri tianwu sixiang du zhihui shi), were created above the 

matter, see Worthy, "Chart I: Command Structure of the Emperor's Guard" and "Chart II: Commander 



brigade level as a substructure under the headquarters command.''^ The addition of these 

two new elite ranks was not only intended to slow down the promotion rate in the army, 

but also to institutionalize the practice of apprenticeship for Sanya appointments. 

Thereafter it became a standard practice that no appointments to Sanya positions were 

made final and official until at least a three-year interim term in one of these two 

command offices had been served. 

The primary fighting unit of all armies was the battalion (zhihui). An army's size was 

measured by the number of battalions under its command. The size of each battalion 

varied but probably averaged 500 men. The number of battalions in each regiment, or 

army if it had no brigade level, was by no means fixed and fiuctuated over time. Some 

armies are known to have nearly 100 battalions while others had only 50 or fewer. 

The lowest organization unit of both the Emperor's Guard and the Palace Corps was the 

company (du), of which an undetermined number were grouped into one battalion. Extant 

sources reveal almost nothing about the size of companies. Edmond Worthy estimates 

that probably one hundred soldiers or fewer formed one company. 

The structure of the Palace Corps, however, differed significantly from that of the 

Emperor's Guard. In the first place, its top command, which formed the Bureau of the 

Palace Corps (dianqian si), had five posts, the upper two being the supreme commander 

Structure of the Palace Corps." Ibid., pp. 155-6 and p. 159. 
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and vice supreme commander, neither to be found in the Guard. Only did the remaining 

three resemble the top command structure of the Emperor's Guard. Secondly, unlike 

those of the Guard, the various armies of the Corps were either entirely cavalry or 

infantry, thereby eliminating one entire stratum of command found in the Emperor's 

Guard. Their organization and command hierarchy from the newly created sub-Sanya 

command rank downward paralleled their counterparts in the Emperor's Guard. 

The third distinct feature of the Corps was the various Imperial Elite units (dianqian zhu 

banzhi) started by Shizong, which were further organized into two parts, the general 

Divisions {ban) and the various Imperial Detachments (yulong zhu zhi). These were 

imperial personal guards. Some units may have also been used for ceremonial functions. 

Their daily contact with the emperor allowed him to take direct command over the Elite 

elements without always going through the channels of the Palace Corps Bureau, a 

situation not true of other units of the imperial army. Unlike other imperial army troops, 

which were regularly posted to the provinces, the Elite was never stationed away from 

the palace or the emperors If the emperor ever left the capital, a contingent of the Elite 

traveled with him. 

Four particular imperial armies, collectively known as the Four Upper Armies (shangsi 

jun), stood out from others. These were: the Transcendent Defenders {shenwei juri) and 

Dragon Defenders (longwei jun) of the Emperor' Guard, and the Solar Supporters (pengri 

'®XTJ, p. 657/3. 
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juri) and Military Celestials (tianwu jun) of the Palace Corps.Each army was further 

split into left and right brigades and each brigade was composed of three regiments. Each 

of the brigades in the four armies was responsible for guarding specific boroughs (xiang) 

of the capital. The metropolis Kaifeng was composed of three major parts, the Palace 

City (gongcheng), the Old City (jiucheng) and the New City (xincheng) ; each part was 

enclosed by concentric walls. The two outer cities were further divided into boroughs."*^ 

While the person of the emperor was protected by his guard, the Imperial Elite, a eunuch-

controlled army force maintained the security of the Palace City. The two Palace Corps 

units of the Upper Four Armies were in turn responsible for the Old City of Kaifeng 

where important government offices were located. The two Guard units of the Upper 

Four Armies were then assigned to the outer city. 

The troops of the Four Upper Armies and the Imperial Elite were promoted from the 

general ranks of the imperial army; the latter were built up through recruitment, selective 

transfer from the provincial army (xiangjun), and, prior to 979, induction of defeated 

soldiers or armies."^^ The most extensively utilized means of expanding the imperial army 

was through selective transfer from provincial armies. Early Song provincial armies 

consisted primarily of the forces under military governors. Later they were constituted of 

They were so named by Taizong in 977. See XTJ, p.395/3. 
For more information on Sung capital Kaifeng, see E.A. Kracke, "Sung K'ai-feng: Pragmatic Metropolis 

and Formalistic Capital." In John Haeger, ed., Crisis and Prosperity in Sung China (Tucson: University of 
Arizona Press, 1975), pp. 49-77. 

Only a few battalions of the best soldiers from conquered territories were incorporated into the imperial 
army. The vast majority of vanquished troops were ordered to return to till the land or to their original 
occupations. The Song imperial armies were seldom augmented with defeated troops after 979. 
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imperial army castoffs or any soldiers not qualified for promotion into imperial army 

ranks. As such, the provincial armies were not much of a fighting force, but they 

nonetheless performed useful labor services in the localities. 

The emperor personally supervised the process of selection and promotion to insure that 

the crack troops thus formed were to be loyal to him alone. The path of promotion among 

the armies was from the provincial army to the imperial army at large, next to the Four 

Upper Armies, and finally to the Imperial Elite, each level successively skimming off the 

most able soldiers from the next lower level. 

The Northern Song Regular Army Officers' Corps 

It can be imagined in the absence of sources that the numerical strength of the Northern 

Song army officers (yuanliao) must have been great given the size of the Song standing 

army. Two personnel systems concerned the army officers, the regular and the 

commissioned army officers' corps. The former (junyuan) held army command ranks, 

directly taking orders from the Three Military Bureaus. The latter, however, held titular 

ranks in the Song military official hierarchy. And they were assigned garrison 

command duties by the Bureau of Military Affairs (shumi yuan) in accordance with the 

CO , , 
commission system of their day. The purpose of the commission system was to exert 

According to Winston Lo, during most of the two Song periods, the army generally exceeded one million 
men of which two-thirds were troops of the line. Lo, Introduction, p. 7. 

A titular rank in the Song military official hierarchy determined one's base pay, fringe benefits, the yin 
privilege and overall status. 

For more information on the commission system, see Winston Lo, Introduction, pp. 115-40. 
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strong central control over state affairs by means of centralized personnel administration. 

Under this system, officials were selected to man offices of administrative duties, and 

rotated from post to post to preclude the development of local roots or personal cliques 

based on permanent ties of superordination and subordination. 

Regular and commissioned army officers were two separate military personnel systems. 

One could not hold concurrent ranks in both systems at any given time. A formal transfer 

would have been required of anyone who moved from one rank into the other. Such 

transfers as are known to have occurred, however, always involved transfer from the 

ranks of regular army officers to the ranks of commissioned army officers. This type of 

transfer, in fact, was seen as a major promotion in the careers of Northern Song military 

men, as the celebrated Southern Song scholar-official, Wang Yinlin (1223-1296) attested. 

He wrote. Northern Song men "did not regard the speed of promotion in titular offices as 

a reflection of glory or shame. They regarded a weighty commission as a shortcut to 

success."" Therefore in Northern Song times, being commissioned itself was a matter of 

consequence. In official parlance, transferals pertaining to regular army officers who held 

yaojun honorific apex grades were called luozhi zhengren, literally, dropping army 

command ranks to take on genuine apex grades (ranked 5b-2b).^^ All other forms of 

" YH 119, 38a. See also, Lo, ibid, p. 116. 
For more information on the military apex system, see chapter two. 
This persotmel action is also termed chuzhi in our sources. See XTJ, p. 1123/5; 1590/6; 1739/6. 
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transferal may be loosely classified as zhuan qianban, or transferal [from the Army 

Ranks] to the Anterior Ranks (ranked 9b-7a).^^ 

It should be pointed out that as with the corps of regular army officers (Junyuan), 

commissioned army officers were also drawn from men who rose through the military 

official ranks (wu sanguan, ranked 9b-5a). This system will be treated in a separate 

chapter." This chapter mainly concerns the regular army officers. 

The regular army officers may be divided into two basic persormel groups, the junior 

(Jieji) and the senior (jiangxiao). The demarcation was the company vice commander-in-

chief Above and inclusive of this rank were senior officers and below junior ones.^^ The 

numerical strength of the second group was undoubtedly greater than the first one. The 

general tendency is that the higher the command level, the fewer its incumbents. We 

know that the top command level of the Song imperial army, the officers of the Three 

Military Bureaus, never exceeded nine at any given time in the Northern Song period. 

The senior officers' corps may also be divided into two categories: jiang (generals) and 

Xiao. Officers at the following four command levels, namely, company, battalion, 

regiment, and brigade, in order of ascending rank, all fall into the xiao category. The 

generic term used in Song official parlance for army officers in the xiao category was 

For information on this form of official transfer, see SS, "bingzhi", pp. 4877-94/7. 
See chapter two. 
See SS, "bingzhi", pp. 4882-3/7. 
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liexiao (various xiao) or junxiao (army xiad), which may be further divided into two 

groups, xiaoxiao (junior xiao) and daxiao (senior xiao), depending on rank. The Sanya 

commanders were of course headquarters generals. In 988, two new command ranks were 

created by Taizong. Holders of these two positions ranked above the brigade 

commanders-in-chief yet below the Sanya commanders. Their status in the Army Ranks 

may be likened to that of our modern-day army brigadiers (zhunjiang). Unlike the regular 

army officers of the xiao category, who were attached to specific units, Sanya 

commanders as well as holders of the two newly created sub-Sanya ranks were 

institutionally kept detached, through regular and constant transfer of posts, from the 

troops under their command. This institutional arrangement was intended to prevent the 

building-up of personal loyalties between high-ranking army officers and the armies they 

commanded. Our sources described this Northern Song military practice as "jiangbu 

zhuangbing" literally meaning "generals should not permanently command armies". For 

this reason, unless otherwise specified, the term "the regular army officers' corps" in this 

study mainly refers to the army officers in the junior and xiao categories, excluding the 

Sanya commanders. 

Song army officers generally fared much better than the rank and file.^" The military was 

a salaried social group. A wide gap existed between salaries paid to ordinary soldiers and 

those to senior officers. The soldiery in the imperial army was divided into three 

XTJ, p. 657/3. 
For a comprehensive treatment of the Northern Song army, See Wang Zengyu, Songchao bingzhi chutan 

[An introductory study of the military system of the Song dynasty] (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1983). 
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categories according to their varied qualifications. These were the upper army (shangjun), 

the middle army (zhongjun) and the lower army {xiajun). The standard pay rate for a 

soldier in the upper army was one thousand cash per month, five hundreds and less than 

five hundreds for the soldiers in the middle and the lower armies respectively.^' The pay 

rates for Sanya commanders, on the other hand, were from thirty-five to three-hundred 

thousands per month. Moreover, while soldiers were generally tattooed in order to 

prevent desertion, the officers were exempted from this defacing practice. Yet our 

sources mention army officers not infrequently with tattoos on their faces or other parts 

of their bodies. These military identities alone betrayed their social origins. Di Qing, for 

instance, was a former guardsman in the Imperial Elite. He retained his facial tattoo even 

after he became Commissioner of Military Affairs. 

Promotions of Regular Army Officers 

The selection and appointment of army officers were always a matter of the utmost 

importance to Song rulers. Two different terms were used in Song official parlance to 

designate the promotion of regular army officers. The term pailian referred to promotions 

of junior officers whereas the term zhuanyuan concerned senior officers.While the 

Three Military Bureaus, the Sanya, may have been given sole responsibility for the 

Wang Zengyu, ibid., p. 216-8. 
® See SS, "zhiguan", pp. 4101-12/6. 

The Songshi contains passages on this matter. See SS, "bingzhi", p. 4877-94/7. 
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pailian personnel actions, the zhuanyuan process was often under close scrutiny of the 

Bureau of Military Affairs and was carried out in accordance with the imperial will. The 

standard procedures included several steps. First, the Three Military Bureaus submitted 

for promotion a list of candidates (baoming Juzhuang) whose military fitness was to be 

tested by the Bureau of Junior Army Officers (juntou si). After the Bureau of Military 

Affairs reviewed and approved each case, the Bureau of Military Reception (yinjian si) 

would make arrangements for the selected candidates to meet with the emperor. The 

emperor then finalized the selection and promotion process. 

The junior officers' corps derived its membership mainly from the rank and file of the 

soldiery. It appears that times of crises were particularly favorable for career-minded 

soldiers who were endowed with exceptional military skills and talent. In peacetime, as 

during long periods of the Northern Song, the lot of ordinary soldiers in the military 

service was more or less predictable. During the reign of the Renzong emperor (r.l023-

1063), thanks to the war with the Western Tanguts, not a few soldiers were promoted into 

the ranks of junior officers due to their war merit. Under normal circumstances, however, 

the criteria for the selection of the junior officers seemed to have been rather technical. 

They were selected on the basis of the individual's strength to draw strong crossbows.^^ 

Imperial Elite guardsmen were subject to the personnel action of zhuan yuan, suggesting that they were 
accorded officer status. See SS, "bingzhi", p. 4882/7. See also, XTJ, p. 1731/6 on the zhuanyuan action 
concerning the provost marshals of various Imperial Elite attachments. 

See SS, "bingzhi", p. 4882/7. 
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The promotion of the senior officers' corps, on the other hand, mostly followed the order 

of rank progression, drawing its membership from the guardsmen (weishi) in the Imperial 

Elite^^ and from its junior officers' pool. In war times, merit in battlefield frequently 

enabled one to move up rapidly in the army command hierarchy. In peacetime, however, 

seniority and other political or bureaucratic factors were the major considerations for 

army promotions. 

The promotions of senior army officers were made triennially following the performance 

ftl 
of a grand state ceremony. The emperor personally presided over this process. In order 

to make way for future promotions, those who had reached command positions at the 

68 brigade or regiment levels would be released (chuzhi) from their current offices. As 

most of these army officers by then may have earned yaojun apex grades for themselves 

in addition to their current army ranks, under normal circumstances, they would be 

awarded genuine apex grades (luozhi zhengren; ranked 5b-2b). In the Northern Song, the 

genuine apex grades holders were classified as jiangshuai (generals). Thus, being made 

genuine apex grades holders meant a promotion from the regular army officers' corps, or 

the "xiflo" category, into the jiangshuai category. Genuine apex grades holders were 

often given frontier or regional garrison assignments, manning such important garrison 

According to SS, "Biography of Cui Yanjin," p. 9006/13, Cui was made a company commander-in-chief 
{zhihui shi) in the Upper Four Armies from a mere guardsman (weishi) in the Imperial Elite. In fact, it was 
a Northern Song practice that Imperial Elite guardsmen were promoted into the echelon of senior army 
officers after serving first, 10 years and later, 8 years in the Elite units. See also, SS, "Biography of Gao 
Qiong," p. 9693/14. 
" See SS, "bingzhi", p.4882/7. 

Regiments were the highest organizational units in armies that did not have brigades. See SS, "bingzhi", 
p.4877/7. 
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command offices as Zongguan (area commanders-in-chief), qianxia (circuit general), and 

dujian (director-in-chief), dependent on their respective ranks.This career change for 

70 former regular army officers was undoubtedly a favorable one. 

However, under unfavorable circumstances, such as when the concerned officer exceeded 

the age limit for the army service,^^ had serious illness, or was charged with serious 

malfeasance, he would be given insignificant appointments elsewhere. Our sources 

indicate that one option for dealing with such individuals was having them placed under 

the administration of the Bureau of Junior Army Officers or, worse yet, sent out to less 

attractive provincial posts. 

The careers of Imperial Elite guardsmen and low-ranking army officers in the Four Upper 

Armies appear to have held greater promise. Some moved up steadily through the Army 

Ranks. Others were made commissioned army officers at the outset of their careers. In 

the latter case, a formal change of one's status {zhuan qianban, ranked 9b-7a), from a 

former elite serviceman in the army to an official of military rank (wu suanguan) in the 

government, was required. Thereafter they would be posted to frontier garrison points, 

acting as jianya (supervisor of militia), xunjian shi (patrolling inspector), or zhaizhu 

® Yan Shougong, SS, pp. 10459-60/15, and Xu Jun, SS, p. 9484/14, were cases of retired army officers 
being made genuine apex grades holders. See also, XTJ, p. 2295/8. 
™See SS, p. 9616/14. 
" According to Winston Lo, the mandatory retirement age for Song army officers was 55 sui (fifty-four 
years, in Western reckoning). See his book, Introduction, p. 64. 

See SS for the examples of Fan Tingzhao and Gao Qiong, pp. 9697-8/14 and pp.9691-4/14, respectively. 
Fan and Gao were sent out on provincial assignments after being demoted from their regimental command 
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(stockade commander) and the like. These offices comprised the lower reaches in the 

frontier garrison command structure. 

It is interesting to note that in the early decades of the Northern Song, holders of the top 

army command ranks tended to be drawn from the ranks of regular army officers on the 

basis of their accumulated war merit (jungong). During the latter half of the Northern 

Song, however, as military promotions were made increasingly regularized, the standard 

procedures of promotion followed a slow and set path. Sanya commanders were then 

directly drawn from the pool of commissioned army officers who had rendered long-term 

meritorious service at critical frontier posts (biangong). Regular army officers of the xiao 

category during this later period had to serve a few terms of border service, in the 

capacity of commissioned army officers (zhengren), before they could be further 

promoted into the headquarters command ranks. Great care was thus taken by the Song 

rulers to ensure that only the best elements in the imperial army were promoted into the 

ranks of the commissioned army officers. Distinguished service records for army officers 

and exceptional military skills for Imperial Elite guardsmen were prerequisites for such 

promotions. And such promotions meant they were elevated from the Army Ranks 

(junban) into the Military Official Hierarchy {wu sanguan jie). 

positions in the imperial army. Later, however, they were all called back to the capital and were given 
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CHAPTER TWO: THOE MILITARY OFFICIAL RANKS 

The Northern Song bureaucracy was not a monolithic structure; it was made up of an 

aggregate of personnel systems and a bewildering cluster of bureaus, departments, and 

agencies whose purpose, scope, and relationship to one another often remain obscure. Yet 

two major personnel structures stood out. In official parlance, they were known as 

sections, designated by the epithets Left, or the wen (civil) and Right, or the wu (military). 

The Left Section comprised officials of civilian credentials while the Right Section 

comprised officials of military rank. These two groups of officials constituted the 

n'\ backbone of the Song bureaucracy. 

Military Official Rank Systems^'^ 

Within the military service, there further existed a number of rank systems. These were, to 

name just a few: the servitors (shichen) in the Division Ranks {banxing)^^ the vice chiefs 

and chiefs of the various bureaus in the inner court {nei zhusi shi fu), the Horizontal File 

According to Winston Lo, in addition to these two personnel systems, the Song bureaucracy comprised 
two other groups of functionaries, namely, the physicians (/ guan) and the technicians (jishu, primarily 
astronomers). These functionaries had their own rank systems and career pattern. Compared to the civil and 
military officials, however, they represented definitely a specialized minority. See his book. An 
Introduction to the Civil Service of Sung china (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1987), pp. 250-70. 

Primary sources on the Song military official systems can be found in SS, "zhiguan", pp.4029-33/6. 
On the Northern Song servitors, see Koiwai Hiromitsu, "Ho-So no shi shin ni tsuite [On the servitors in 

the Northern Song]," Shukan toyogaku, October 1982, pp. 34-54. For a tabulation of servitor ranks, see 
Wang Zengyu, Songchao bingzhi chutan [An introductory study of the military system of the Song dynasty] 
(Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1983). 

Wang Zengyu, ibid., p. 163. 
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{hengxing), and the genuine apex grades holders (zhengren).^^ While each formed a rank 

hierarchy of its own, there was a hierarchical order among these rank systems when 

considered together. The standard promotion path for a Northern Song military official was 

as follows. 

He first entered the servitors' ranks. This provided him a starting point in officialdom. 

Later, dependent on his performance, seniority and other factors, he may be further 

promoted into the ranks of the vice chiefs and chiefs of the various bureaus in the inner 

court. With this advancement, he was then entitled to some initial yin protection privileges 

for his relatives. Promotion into the Horizontal File meant an even greater leap in one's 

career, for he now enjoyed ready access to the emperor. The genuine apex grades were 

reserved for men who had rendered meritorious service to the state. Only a small number of 

men, selected from among the chiefs in the various bureaus of the inner court as well as 

those in the Horizontal File, may be promoted into this elite circle.^' The zenith in a 

Northern Song military official's career was his attainment of the rank of military governor. 

The servitors' echelon comprised the lowest reaches in the Song military bureaucracy, 

which may be further divided into servitors major and minor. The servitor minors were 

ranked in three grades beginning with the lowest 9b in the nine numerical grade system 

(jiupin) which had been put into practice from the Three Kingdoms until the end of the 

For tabulations of military officials in all these rank categories, see Wang Zengyu, ibid., pp.245-7. 
The honorific yaojun grades were also granted to army commanders ranked on the regimental level or 

above. 
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imperial era for structuring officialdom. Each grade of the servitors minor was in turn 

divided into varying numbers of sub-grades, making a total of eight. The servitors minor 

came under the management of the Bureau of the Three Echelons (sanban yuan). The 

servitor major, on the other hand, contains only two grades without further splitting into 

sub-grades. Altogether the servitors' rank formed a hierarchy of ten grades which 

provided the standard promotion procedures for men who embarked upon the servitors' 

track. One was promoted one rank above or more at a time dependent on his job 

performance, seniority and many other factors. Some servitors were known to have 

remained at the same rank for extended periods. Unlike the servitors minor, the 

administration of the servitors major was the responsibility of the Bureau of Military 

Affairs (shumi yuan). 

Above and beyond the ten grades of the servitors' rank, the ladder led to the rank of the 

vice chiefs and chiefs of the various bureaus in the irmer court (nei zhusi shi fu) which 

were graded from 7b to 7a but contained as many as 40 sub-grades.It can be imagined 

that the great majority of the Northern Song military officials spent their lifetime 

crawling up the narrow path from the servitors to the various vice-chiefs and chiefs. Only 

a select lucky few could make their way through. By contrast, the vice chiefs and chiefs 

of the Horizontal File (hengxing shi fu), though graded from 7b to 5a, contained only 12 

Bearers of these ranks tended to be provincial military officials serving on local-level assignments. 
Additional honorific appointments, such as the gezhi or the yaojun apex grades, may be awarded to those 
who were exceptional among this group. 
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70 
sub-grades. The Horizontal File clearly offered a fast track in the upward mobility in 

the military bureaucracy. Not surprisingly, it was often occupied by men who were 

particularly close to the throne.^'' 

Table 2.1: Classification of Northern Song Military Officials. 

Grade Rank Salary 

5a Chiefs of Horizontal File 60 
5b 

Chiefs of Horizontal File 
37 

6a 

Chiefs of Horizontal File 

27 
7a Chiefs of Various Bureaus 25 

7b Vice Chiefs of Horizontal File 20 7b 

Vice Chiefs of Various 
Bureaus Si) 

20 

8a Servitors Major 17 8a Servitors Major 
14 

8b Servitors Minor 10 
9a 

Servitors Minor 
5-7 

9b 

Servitors Minor 

4 

Note: The numbers given in the salary column are in the units of 1000 cash. 
Source: SS, "zhiguan", pp. 4104-05/6. 

Further above, there were the genuine apex grades {zhengren, graded 5b-2b) reserved for 

men of unusual caliber. The genuine apex grade system consists of a rank hierarchy of its 

own. In order of ascending rank, the apex grades include Prefect (cishi, 5b), 

Commissioner of Militia (tuanluan shi, 5b), Commissioner of Defense (fangyu sh, 5b), 

The bearers of these ranks were central, court-attending military officials. See Lo, Introduction, p. 69. 
See Table 2.1: "Classification of Northern Song Military Officials." 
The Songshi contains some source material on the genuine apex grades system. See SS, "zhiguan", 

pp.3 946-8/6. 
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Surveillance Commissioner (guancha shi, 5a), Deputy Military and Surveillance 

Commissioner (jiedu guancha liuho; after the year 1117, it was changed to chengxuan shi, 

or Commissioner of Pacification, 4a), and ultimately Military Governor (Jiedu shi, 2b). 

Men of these genuine apex grades were senior military officials next only in rank and in 

prestige to the Sanya commanders. 

Table 2.2: Comparison of the Genuine Apex Grades and the Sanya Command Ranks. 

Grade The Genuine Apex Grades The Sanya Command Ranks 

2b Military Governor Commander-in-chief of the Palace Corps 

4a Deputy Military and 
Surveillance Commissioner 

/Commissioner of 
Pacification 

Vice Commander-in-chief of the Palace Corps 

5a Surveillance Commissioner Commanders-in-chief of the Infantry and the 
Cavalry 

Vice Commanders-in-chief of the Infantry and the 
Cavalry 

5b Commissioner of Defense 

Commissioner of Militia 
mm^m 

Prefect 

Provost Marshals of the Palace Corps, the Infantry 
and the Cavalry 

Source: SS, "zhiguan", pp. 3927-31/6. 

See Table 2.2: "Comparison of the Genuine Apex Grades and the Sanya Command Ranks." 
According to one Northern Song decree dated 1114 (the fourth year of the zhenhe period), Sanya 

commanders took rank precedence over genuine apex grades holders. For example, the commander-in-
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It should be pointed out that the nomenclature of the genuine apex grades all dated back 

to pre-Song periods when they were associated with substantial offices. None of them 

were initially intended as military appointments; some were in fact civil posts. By Song 

times, these offices not only became little more than honorary, but also were reserved for 

officials of military rank. Take the office of military governor for example. During the 

mid-Tang period, court officials were often given appointments as military governors to 

act as commanders-in-chief of the garrison troops on the frontiers. In the Five Dynasties 

period, however, powerful military men came to dominate the ranks, wielding much 

greater power than their civilian predecessors in the areas to which they were posted. 

They became ever more autonomous and encroached up the central government's 

military, fiscal, and administrative prerogatives in the provinces. The Song successfully 

eradicated the system of military governors, and rendered such offices no more than 

sinecure positions. Attainment of the rank of military governor nonetheless marked the 

crowning achievement of a military career, for it carried a stipend rivaling that of the 

chief ministers of the state. 

In addition to high pay, military governors in the Northern Song also enjoyed many other 

special privileges, the most noticeable being their access to the public funds (gongshi 

qian)}^ Usually, such funds were large. Nominally they were used for entertaining 

officials who traveled through their jurisdictions or for rewarding armies under their 

chief of the Palace Corps (2b) was considered superior to military governors of genuine apex grades (2b), 
though both held a 2b grade in the nine numerical grade system. See SS, "zhiguan", p. 3928/6. 

Lo, Introduction, p.69. 
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command. The Songshi, however, informs us that when military governors served their 

terms and left for new posts, they could take the remaining funds with them.^^ This 

practice, according to our sources, was not deemed act of embezzlement, but was 

accepted as a fringe benefit of their office and rank. 

In the ritual protocol, the military governors were accorded the status of regional lords 

(fanhou or fangbo). As such, they enjoyed the privilege of dining with the emperor on the 

occasions when they were paying courtesy calls to the court. Needless to say, genuine 

apex grades holders in general, and military governors in particular, were among the rich, 

powerful, and privileged segment in Northern Song society. 

Military Elite Segments 

The Gezhf^ 

Northern Song military officials, like their civil counterparts, held specific ranks, or guan, 

in the military bureaucratic structure. Their ranks determined their base pay. 

See Table 6.2: "Public Funds Schedule for Senior Military Officials, " in chapter six. 
See SS, p. 13580/20. 
For a brief description of the gezhi, see Winston Lo, ibid., p. 67. My discussion here on the gezhi is based 

on this description. 
In Winston Lo' terms, they are called personal ranks or titular offices. See his book, Introduction, 

pp. 58-70. 
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Chart 2: Military Elite Segments 
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fringe benefits, and overall status. On the other hand, their actual work assignments^^ 

were based on a different system of appointments called commissions (chaiqiari). 

In addition to these two types of appointment, a few particularly favored military officials 

received a third type of honorary appointment. For the servitors and vice chiefs, this 

honorary appointment was known as gezhi (appointments in the Postern Gate 

Administration). In theory, gezhi were appointments to the postern gates (gemen) of the 

imperial city which had charge of court protocol and served as a link between the inner 

and the outer courts. Appointments to the Postern Gate Administration thus involved 

ready access to the emperor with all the advantages that such access implied. Servitors 

and vice chiefs who were appointed warders of the palace postern gates (gemen zhihou) 

or secretarial receptionists {gemen tongshi sheren, later changed to genmen xuanzan 

sheren, or audience attendants) may be considered the personal aides of the emperor. It 

should be pointed out, however, this status was originally shared by all servitors, but with 

the numerical expansion of the servitors' corps it was no longer so unless the servitors 

also received these gezhi appointments. Appointment to the Postern Gate Administration 

could, of course, be honorific but was nevertheless eagerly sought out since it usually 

entailed preferential treatment in future job assignments as well as in rank promotion. In 

general, servitors and vice chiefs primed for diplomatic missions or for appointments to 

administratorships of large prefectures in the interior and command ranks in the frontier 

zixu in Song official parlance and functional offices or functional ranks in Winston Lo's terms. See his 
book, ibid. 
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garrison armies usually received concurrent appointments in the Postern Gate 

Administration to bolster their prestige. 

The Honorific Yaojun 

In the same way that the gezhi appointments were reserved for a small number of 

servitors or vice chiefs who were considered superior to their ordinary peers, the 

honorific yaojun appointments formed an elite segment ranked above the other members 

of the groups from which they were drawn. Men were recruited into this group from the 

various chiefs in the inner court bureaus as well as those in the Horizontal File, and from 

members of the regular army officers' corps who held regimental command ranks or 

above. Because the yaojun holders were the immediate candidates for the next higher 

elite segment, the genuine apex grades holders, attaining an honorific yaojun appointment 

was itself significant in one's career advancement. 

The yaojun grades were structured in the same way as the genuine apex grades were. The 

two systems differed, however, significantly. First, the yaojun grades were honorific. The 

genuine grades, on the other hand, were substantial and determined an official's base pay, 

fringe benefits and his overall status. Second, the yaojun grade was commissioner 

of pacification (chengxuan shi) whereas the highest genuine apex grade was military 

governor. During the Northern Song, the rank of military governor entailed high pay and 

great social prestige and therefore, was not awarded lightly. The official Songshi sheds 
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light on the wide gap that existed between the rank of honorific yaojun grades and that of 

genuine apex grades. It states that "when an honorific yaojun commissioner of 

pacification (chengxuan shi) is promoted into the rank of genuine apex grades on the 

basis of his personal merit, he is only to be made a prefect (cishi) of the genuine apex 

grades."^*^ 

In summary, as has been demonstrated above, there was clearly an elite structure within 

the Northern Song military bureaucracy. The hierarchy, from the bottom to the top, 

comprised the segments of the gezhi, the yaojun, the zhenren and finally, the Sanya 

commanders (Sanya guanjun). The Sanya commanders were, of course, the elite among 

the elites.^' 

Servitors 

The importance of the Servitors' corps in Northern Song official service and their 

relevance to this study merit a separate section. We know that some servitors eventually 

rose to be prestigious Sanya commanders in the later stages of their careers. 

See SS, "zhiguan", p. 3948/6. See also, Wang Zengyu, Songchao bingzhi chutan, p. 244. 
See the Appendix C, Chart 2: "Military Elite Segments." 
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The presence of servitors in the Song bureaucracy is a very interesting phenomenon. In 

name they were military officials. However, in terms of the nature of the substantive 

offices they often held, or the assignments they tended to be given at various points in 

their careers, they cannot indiscriminately be called military. In fact, a considerable 

fraction of these men were, for the most part, civil servants who had no connection 

whatsoever with the military. Yet some were bona fide soldiers. Still others performed 

both military and civil duties. They acted as civil servants and military officers at 

different points in their careers. And, depending on their current job assignments, they 

could switch back and forth from one identity to another with considerable ease. 

Being able to move from one world into another with the endorsement of the system 

provided men in the servitors' track with unlimited opportunities for career development. 

Unlike the regular army officers who operated within the confines of the units to which 

they were attached, and unlike most of their civilian colleagues whose literati background 

rendered them militarily incompetent, the servitors could make the best out of the two 

worlds they straddled. Depending on luck and personal effort, they could position 

themselves for a series of successful assignments for winning military merit and rapid 

promotion. In addition to more exciting prospects in the army, they could also move 

readily from a military to a civilian role in which their military expertise was in high 

demand. 

Unless otherwise noted, my discussion on the servitors here is mainly based on information from 
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For a small number of servitors, the appointment in the lowly servitors' rank provided the 

initial work experience for their subsequent career advancement. Some indeed worked 

their way up through the military official hierarchy. We have evidence of former servitors 

being promoted into the upper-level elite segments such as the genuine apex grades and 

the Sanya command. A few even made their way into the court and became powerful 

ministers. The case of Cao Liyong was an example in point. Cao started as a servitor 

minor in rank. When war with the Khitans broke out in the year 1004, Cao was merely a 

mounted imperial courier in the army (zouma chengshou). Nevertheless, he was chosen 

as the state envoy and sent over to the Liao army camp to negotiate for peace. Cao's 

mission was successful. For this and other deeds, he was appointed Commissioner of the 

Bureau of Military Affairs. 

Servitors in Historical Perspective 

The servitors under the Tang and the Five Dynasties had originally served as the personal 

aides of emperors. In fact, a significant number of them were recruited from the private 

retinue of the emperors before their accession. These palace functionaries comprised 

three echelons and were not charged with narrowly defined responsibilities. Overtime, 

the roles of servitors changed. This institutional evolution proceeded along two parallel 

lines during the Northern Song. On the one hand, they entered the sphere of the regular 

civil service (the Division Ranks, or Banxing); on the other hand, they joined the ranks of 

Winston Lo's book, Introduction, pp. 61-70. 



commissioned army officers (the Anterior Ranks, or qianban). These two identities of the 

servitors ~ military officials in the civil service and commissioned army officers in the 

military establishment — were not mutually exclusive. 

In his insightful study of the Song civil service, Winston Lo included the Division Ranks 

servitors under the rubric of civil servants.^^ He had a point in that this group of servitors, 

though military in rank, functioned, in the main, within the scope of the civil service. But 

from a military perspective, the servitors were also an integral part of the military service, 

for they provided an alternative talent pool for future commissioned army officers in 

addition to the army ranks.^"* 

Conceptually several stages may be discerned in the transformation of the servitors from 

mere personal aides of the emperor to full-fledged members of the civil as well as 

military service. In the beginning, their status was similar to that of the eunuchs. In fact, 

like the eunuchs they were under the jurisdiction of the Court for Proclaiming Imperial 

Majesty (xuanhui yuan), which was responsible for maintaining discipline over eunuchs 

and other palace persormel. The first step in this transformation consisted in their being 

transferred out of the jurisdiction of the xuanhui yuan to a personnel agency of their own, 

namely, the Bureau of the Three Echelons (sanban yuan). This took place in the year 987. 

Second, new grades of rank were created for the servitors which, together with the 

existing ones, formed a hierarchy of ten grades. With the vast expansion in the number of 
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servitors, an important cleavage developed between those holding the top two grades and 

those of the lower eight. Thus they came to be known as servitors major and servitors 

minor. While servitors major tended to be bona fide soldiers, servitors minor were 

military rank officials employed in various capacities in the civil service. Third, servitors 

major were no longer subject to the same personnel agency and were instead placed 

under the management of the Bureaus of Military affairs (shumi yuan). Finally, the term 

servitors, when used by itself without other epithets, referred exclusively to military rank 

officials in the civil service. The first three stages were accomplished by the early years 

of the eleventh century; the fourth stage was implemented only with the onset of the 

Southern Sung. 

The completion of administrative changes paved the way for rapid numerical expansion 

of the servitors. In 991 they numbered less than three hundred but by 1017 they had 

surpassed four thousand. Their numbers doubled in the early years of the twelfth century. 

Statistics on Northern Song official service are incomplete, but there is reason to believe 

that the servitors not only constituted a large bloc in the civil service, but also formed a 

considerable fraction in the military establishment. 

Classification of Servitors 

Lo, Introduction, p. 28. 
Lo, ibid., p. 64. 
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The servitors' corps may be classified, according to their entry methods and substantive 

offices or assignments, into two major categories, the Anterior Ranks (or qianban) and 

the Division Ranks (or banxing). 

Elite Servicemen as Servitors 

The Anterior Ranks derived its membership mainly from the Imperial elite servicemen in 

the junior officers' corps.®' Thus, men in the Anterior Ranks were, for the most part, 

bona fide soldiers with considerable combat experience.^^ During the war years with the 

western Tanguts, an increasing number of former Imperial Elite guardsmen and low-

ranking army officers in the Upper Four Armies were promoted into the servitors' corps 

and were given border assignments. These men swelled the ranks of the servitors major 

in contrast to the servitors minor who were predominantly civil service careerists. This 

situation may have been a consequence of the reward system. As military merit was the 

passport to rapid promotion in the military establishment, commissioned army officers 

who distinguished themselves on the battlefield or in the border service naturally rose to 

the top of the servitors' hierarchy. Military rank civilians, on the other hand, had to 

depend on seniority for promotion, and as a result, congregated at the bottom. It should 

The Songshi contains some source material on the Anterior Ranks. See SS, "bingzhi", pp.4877-94/7. 
The Songshi records a case in which an imperial physician was transferred from the Miscellaneous Ranks 

{zaliu) into the Anterior Ranks {qianban) during the opening years of the Southern Song. He was awarded a 
rank in the chiefs of the various bureaus (grade 7a). See SS, pp. 13686-8/20. During much of the Northern 
Song, however, the Anterior Ranks were reserved for men from the army ranks. 



be noted that servitors of the Anterior Ranks were placed under the jurisdiction of the 

Bureau of Military Affairs {shumi yuan). 

Scions of Privileged Military Families and Others as Servitors 

Servitors in the Division Ranks were predominantly minor who came under the 

management of the Bureau of the Three Echelons {sanban yuan). While the membership 

of this category reflected the diverse nature of the servitors' corps, the majority of its 

recruits were those who entered officialdom through the yin protection of their relatives. 

They were mostly given assignments in the interior, and the assignments they were given 

were not always military in nature. Yet, while they functioned in the main in the civil 

service, their duties, to varying degrees, involved some levels of the use of legitimate 

force. In fact, they were most likely to be seen in the local law enforcement as district 

sheriffs (xianwei, a civilian office), patrolling inspectors (xunjian, a military office), 

supervisors of militia (jianya, also a military office), and the like. These men were given 

responsibilities for peace and order within their respective jurisdictions and as such 

shared command authority over the local armed forces or the militia with their civilian 

colleagues (such as magistrates and prefects) who were posted in the same localities. The 

civilians, however, assumed rank precedence over their military lieutenants. 

Among the Division Ranks, those who ranked at the bottom of the hierarchy of the 

servitors minor and performed primarily miscellaneous functions in the areas of tax 
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collection or revenue production were designated by a more specific epithet jiandang 

shichen, or state service agents. While appointments in the state service agencies 

provided the necessary initial work experience for a handful of aspiring servitors to rise 

through the bureaucratic ladder, for the great majority of its rank holders, this career track 

meant a dead-end-street in their careers. 

Expedient career tracks for the Division Ranks servitors did exist but they were such 

appointments that called for the maximum use of their military expertise such as the 

suppression of the bandits in the interior and border service on the north and northwest 

frontiers. Generally speaking, active duties in the border service as commissioned army 

officers or mounted imperial couriers in the army (zouma chengshou) held greater 

promise for their future than any other civil positions that made light of their military 

expertise. While aspiring servitors eagerly sought out such opportunities to distinguish 

themselves, criteria for appointments of a highly military nature, likewise, were held high. 

Only those servitors who were judged as being "militarily talented" (or caiwu) were to be 

given such appointments. These were men who had a proven record of meritorious 

service on their previous interior assignments. 

The war in 1030s and 40s with the Western Tanguts heightened the need for able army 

officers. In response to the border crisis, from the eleventh century onwards, high 

preference was given to men who scored high in the military entrance tests, men who 

were successful graduates of the military examinations and the military college, as well 
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as men who had submitted military plans to the court.^^ On the basis of their recognized 

military skills or special talent, they were recruited into the servitors' corps, and 

subsequently were assigned to border posts. In most cases, such appointments required 

the sponsorship endorsement of at least three high-ranking court officials. 

Not every one in the servitors' corps started from the bottom rank of the servitors' 

hierarchy. As the great majority of the servitors were recruited on account of the yin 

protection of their relatives, their initial ranks in the military hierarchy varied with the 

ranks of their benefactors. A 1043 edict sheds light on the award of initial ranks in this 

AO 

regard. The beneficiaries of the yin protection included, in degrees of closeness to the 

benefactors in terms of kinship relationship, one's sons and grandsons, relatives of the 

qiqin mourning obligation, in-laws (zunshu) and others. Military officials qualified for 

dispensing such yin protection ranged from the vice chiefs of the various bureaus in the 

inner court {mi zhusi fushi) and generals in the various imperial guards (huanwei 

jiangjun) to the commissioners-councilors (shixiang). The grades of their ranks, together 

with the degrees of the kinship relationship between the assignors and assignees 

determined the ranks to be awarded. The highest servitor rank was to be granted to sons 

of the commissioners-councilors (ranked la, the highest honor possible for Northern 

Song military men). The rank in question was then that of dongtou gongfen guan (Palace 

Servitor on the East; ranked 8a, the highest rank in the servitors minor). 

" XTJ, p.2952/9. 
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In addition to men of privileged family backgrounds, the servitors minor were also drawn 

from other social groups, albeit at a much smaller scale. Retired low-ranking army 

officers, ambitious clerks, frustrated civil service examination candidates, commoners 

who possessed exceptional military prowess as well as barbarian chieftains who entered 

the service of the Chinese state could all claim a share in the pool of servitors minor. That 

an alternative route leading towards an official career was open to men of such diverse 

and even questionable social backgrounds was not due so much to the indispensability of 

their service as to the court's careful political calculations. Among the servitors minor, 

there were such elements whose goodwill the state could not take for granted but sought 

to cultivate. Oftentimes, these men started from the bottom. Many served in such lowly 

positions as informal or semi-formal service agents, for example, the township elders 

(qizhang), until they worked their way up and attained formal status. In fact, there was a 

sub- hierarchical structure below the rank of the servitors, consisting in its turn of three-

echelon servicemen. Many members of these groups of informal or semi-informal 

servicemen were relatives of low-ranking military officials whose yin protection was not 

significant enough to secure a formal servitor rank for their relatives, or men who 

possessed somewhat doubtful potential that the state sought to contain and hamess.^^ 

XTJ, p.3505/11. 
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Selection 

While some prospective servitors who had an army career in mind might be exempted 

from the basic literacy requirement,'®'' all other categories of servitors were expected to 

be literate. The general literacy requirement for the prospective servitors in the Division 

Rank made sense in that their future job responsibilities all involved, to varying degrees, 

the use of their reading and writing skills in order to perform their assigned duties 

efficiently. For instance, as the skills of bookkeeping and accounting were indispensable 

to the state service agents, so were a reading knowledge of the laws and statutes for the 

law enforcement officers. However, it was those who possessed both martial skills and 

military tactics as well as some literary knowledge were highly prized and enjoyed better 

chances to rise high in the military hierarchy. In 1043, it was stipulated; 

In the event that a prospective servitor is tested of his skills in archery in the 
Bureau of Junior Army Officers (juntou si), he will be passed if the said person has 
displayed enough strength [in drawing the bows] and considerable aiming 
accuracy in shooting the arrows. For one who has mastered the skills of writing 
and accounting, he may be tested in the Bureau of the Three Echelons (sanban 
yuan). He will be passed if he, when writing his family register, errs only in the 
execution of three characters; and when computing the amount of money and grain 
in five given questions, succeeded in three. For one who has studied the Six Tactics 
Qiutao) and other military classics by ancient military strategists such as Sun Zi 
and Wu Qi, he will be passed if he, when tested on the meanings of ten terms, 
answered five. Furthermore, he will be placed on the top list if [in addition to his 
knowledge in the military classics] he can also perform archery. Anyone who 
wishes to be tested on essay questions will be allowed to do so. And he will be 
passed if he has successfully answered three out of five given questions. He who 

Lo, Introduction, p. 68. 
Exceptions were made for those who had demonstrated physical strength [in drawing the bows] and 

ability in shooting the arrows. See XTJ, p.3505/11. 
XTJ, p. 3505/11. 
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practices five military arts, rides and shoots with considerable ease and knows the 
skills of writing and accounting will also be placed on the top list and thereupon 
assigned a border post. He who not only excels in the military arts but also is 
capable of discussing policies in detail and with clarity will be placed in the 
extraordinary category and, as such, will be ushered in for an imperial audience. 

As seen in this edict, at the latest, beginning with the year 1043, one was required to pass 

the military entrance tests in order to be qualified for a servitor rank, even if he was 

entitled to the yin protection by virtue of the office-holding of his relatives. One was 

expected to know, at least, one of the three subjects, namely, military arts (wuyi), military 

tactics (taolue), and writing and accounting skills (shushuan), in order to be useful in 

either the military or the civil service. But it was those who knew more than one of these 

three subjects were placed high in the tests and were accordingly given important 

assignments. For instance, a place on the top list would secure one a coveted position in 

the border service (from the year 1005 onwards, the northwest frontier was implied). A 

place in the extraordinary category would even bring the candidate the honor of meeting 

the emperor. In this case, he was likely to be granted a position by his Majesty! It should 

be noted that mastery of military arts was the overriding requirement for all higher- than-

average placements in the military entrance tests. This suggests that a successful career in 

the military service was closely tied to one's military expertise. Mastery of military arts 

alone, however, was not enough for one's advancement. The ideal was to combine both 

military and civil skills so that one could be counted on managing both military and civil 

affairs, as important assignments often involved the handling of both of these 

responsibilities. The highest placement in the military entrance tests of those who 
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excelled in military arts and at the same time could write lengthy essays to discuss 

policies borne out this point. 

Responsibilities 

The servitors' corps, consisting of men from both the Anterior Ranks and the Division 

Ranks, not only provided manpower for both military and civil services, but also served 

as a career retreat for retired army officers. In the Northern Song, low and middle-ranking 

army officers had to retire when their fitness for combat was impaired or when they 

reached the mandatory retirement age of fifty-five sui (fifty-four years in Western 

reckoning). 

As has been mentioned earlier, the system of servitors also served other purposes. First, 

the promise of earning an official rank through one's meritorious service to the state 

provided an alternative career outlet for frustrated exam candidates.'"^ Second, it could 

further contain illiterate or semi literate commoners who, by learning or temperament, 

possessed martial spirit and skills and could have otherwise turned to banditry. Third, the 

promise of an official status in Song bureaucracy also had an appeal for some barbarian 

chieftains who sought to enhance their positions in their native lands through allying 

themselves with an exterior power. Fourth, the servitor system provided career security 

for descendants of ranking army commanders and military officials, enabling them to 



enter officialdom on account of the yin protection of their relatives. Finally and perhaps 

most importantly, initial terms of service as servitors provided essential training 

experiences for military officials of more important responsibilities. This last point will 

be made clear by the following discussions. 

Servitors as State Service Agents 

Unlike the governments of the dynasties that preceded the Song, which all operated on 

low levels of taxation. Song government could not make do without a relatively high 

level of taxation in order to pay for a large standing army, an oversized bureaucracy, an 

ever expanding imperial clan as well as expensive public works projects.The Song 

dynasty, among all the dynasties in Chinese history, was particularly noted for being 

beset by such problems as having an oversized army and bureaucracy.To make the 

matter worse, the Northern Song was also forced to buy peace from her two powerful 

barbarian neighbors. To offset the astronomical government expenditures, the 

government was driven hard to bring in more revenues. Thanks to a strong dynamic 

economy, Northern Song men labored to this end without much difficulty. 

In the social and economic life of the empire, the Northern Song adopted a marked 

bureaucratic activism. According to Winston Lo, "Bureaucratic activism means that the 

Lo, Introduction, p. 64. 
See SS, "Biography of Sang Yi," pp. 10510-2/15. 
Lo, Introduction, p.4. 
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state did not restrict itself to regulating or prescribing the economic life of the people but 

played an active role participating in the economy and promoting economic development. 

This activism was most apparent in the agricultural sector. The state was instrumental in 

the construction of most of the large hydraulic works for flood control and irrigation and 

also played an important part in the dissemination of improved seeds and agricultural 

technology....Beyond the agricultural sector, bureaucratic activism was expressed in the 

state monopolies of salt, tea, wine, alum, and aromatics as well as indirect participation in 

long-distance trade. 

The functionaries that the government relied on to perform such social and economic 

functions and achieve its revenue related goals were mainly drawn from the lower levels 

of servitors minor. A considerable fraction of servitors were assigned the duties of 

overseeing the construction of hydraulic works for flood control and irrigation, the 

transportation of government goods and army supplies, the collection of commercial and 

transit taxes and most often, the operation of state run business handling government 

monopolized commodities such as salt, tea, wine and other articles. A certain Yang Qi 

(980-1050), for instance, who, as a servitor of the rank sanban fengzhi, or Attendant of 

the Three Echelons, grade 9b), was assigned the duty of overseeing the Datong Port along 

the Great Canal. 

XTJ, pp. 9594-5/14 
Lo, Introduction, p. 12. 
Lo, ibid., p. 137. 
Biographical information on Yang Qi is preserved in his epitaph written by Ouyang Xiu. See OYXQJ, 

pp. 205-6/2. 
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Although service agents were drawn primarily from servitors minor, some demoted 

officials, civil and military alike, were also employed in this area.'"^ In 1043, for example, 

the court approved a suggestion that circuit intendants (zhuanyun shi) not be allowed to 

send to local posts, including that of patrolling agents (xunjian shi), men who had 

previously been demoted to serve as service agents.'"' 

It should be noted that the servitors, when they acted as state service agents, were not 

clerks. No matter how lowly their appointments, they were still classed as officials and 

were presumed to have been socialized into the higher ethics of government. The clerical 

functionaries, on the other hand, whatever the ethical level of their actual behavior, were 

systematically stigmatized as venal and inferior. In the documents of the Song period, 

written almost exclusively by civil service officials, clerks are stereotyped as dissolute 

and corrupt. The civil service group not only denoimced the improprieties of clerks, they 

also sought to place strict limits on clerk's upward mobility.'^' 

Despite these handicaps, a tiny handful of clerks were recruited into the official service. 

Some were given servitor ranks. The extraordinary example of a certain Wang Xian 

112 represented a success story for the upward mobility of former clerks. Wang first served 

in the Bureau of the Palace Corps {dianqian si) as a clerk and later was promoted into the 

XTJ, 3395/11. 
"® Brian McKnight, Law and Order in Sung China (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992), 
p. 210. 

McKnight, ibid., p. 259. 
See SS, "Biography of Wang Xian," pp. 9230-3/13. 



Division Ranks. Within a span of ten years or so, he rose to be Commissioner of the 

Bureau of Military Affairs. That he was promoted so rapidly within so short a period of 

time even stunned his contemporaries. Yet, given Wang's special ties to Emperor 

Taizong, his speedy advancement in officialdom was by no means surprising. 

Admittedly, the jobs of service agents were lowly appointments. But some able and 

aspirant servitors did not stop there. One promising career prospect facing them was to be 

promoted into law enforcement posts. In 1034, the Bureau of the Three Echelons reported 

that "under the old system, the servitors minor who had served as state service agents 

(jiandang shicheng) for one term of office {ren-, probably for three years) could be 

appointed as patrolling inspectors (xunjian) or supervisors of militia (jianya).'" This 

agency asked that a second term as a service agent in nearby territories be added to the 

requirements.''^ Thirty years later it was the rule that servitors serving as service agents 

could be chosen as patrolling inspectors if they had served in posts "close to the 

people,"''"' had bandit-capturing abilities, and had records that included only minor 

misdemeanors."^ 

XTJ, 2678/9. 
"" This expression refers to the executive duties one performed while serving in localized offices. 

SHY, "zhiguan 48", 129a; McKnight, Law and Order, p. 209. 
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Servitors as Law enforcement Officers in the Interior 

The Song had inherited a system in which the military provided law enforcement."^ In 

the rural areas, military patrolling inspectors worked in cooperation with civilian district 

sheriffs to keep peace, In the urban areas, especially those of strategic importance, 

garrison troops were stationed to maintain law and order. In most parts of the Song 

empire, the smallest urban areas with significant numbers of troops stationed in or near 

them were the prefectural seats. In these walled towns, perhaps the most common pattern 

was to have a prefect who acted concurrently as the commander of the local military 

forces. In these prefectural cities the policing seems to have been managed, on the 

military side, by military unit officials. The thirteen-century encyclopedia of institutions, 

wenxian tongkao, explains: 

The prefectural military directors in chief (dujian) were staffed by servitors 
major and minor {da xiao shichen). These officers had charge of the 
garrison troops, including their training and dispatching, and concurrently 
served as the patrolling inspectors within the cities (zaicheng xunjian). 
Those with lesser qualifications were called supervisors of militia (jianya). 
Earlier they sometimes used civil officials, but later only military." 

Supervisors of militia seem to have been widely used in urbanized areas in the Song, 

118 providing the equivalent of the patrolling inspectors in the rural areas. Our sources 

suggest that when servitors were chosen for law-enforcement posts, they had to meet 

On the role of the military in law enforcement, see McKnight, ibid, pp. 191-227. Much of the 
discussion in this section is based on his observations. 

I follow Dr. McBCnight in the translation of this passage. See his book, ibid., p. 297. 
McKnight, ibid., p. 297. 
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certain criteria. The sources specify that serving specified terms of office as service 

agents was prerequisite and "men with mihtary talents" were particularly wanted."^ Not 

surprisingly, retired junior army officers were often employed in law-enforcement. Those 

who distinguished themselves on their jobs, especially in the suppression of bandits, 

could be further promoted. Two career paths were left open for aspiring law enforcement 

officers. One was to be appointee mounted imperial couriers and the other commissioned 

army officers. This will be the topic left for the discussion in chapter three. 

™ See XTJ, 1942/7. See also, McKnight, ibid., p. 261. 
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CHAPTER THREE: THE GARRISON SYSTEM 

The garrison system was an important institution in traditional China.Troops were 

stationed in the interior and on the frontiers to preserve peace within and to guard against 

foreign invasion without. Above anything else, the armies were the tools for upholding 

the imperial authority, hence the weighty military presence in and around the capital area. 

The shift of military power balance between the central government and the local 

authorities often indicated changing trends toward centralization or de-centralization. 

The Song, heeding the lessons of the Tang, tightened control over its garrison troops, 

particularly those stationed in the strategic border areas. In the later half of the eighth 

century, the Tang government created large permanent armies on the frontiers to 

strengthen its defense lines against the steppe barbarians. In contrast, military forces 

stationed in the Guanzhong region (the Wei River valley in modern Shaanxi) where the 

capital was located were not as powerful. Taking advantage of his position as commander 

over large numbers of garrison troops in regions remote from the direct control of the 

central government, the ill-famed general. An Lushan, gradually built up independent 

military power on the northern frontier, centered around present-day Beijing. When the 

time was ripe, he made a bold attempt to conquer the country for himself. This 

insurrection driven by personal ambitions and other political factors, rocked and nearly 

toppled the erstwhile powerful Tang empire and forever changed the course of Chinese 
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• 121 • history. Gone was the time when China was a vast, united empire, extending its power 

far beyond its frontiers. Though the rebels were subjugated in the end, the Tang dynasty 

never recovered from the blow. In spite of temporary revivals, it relapsed into greater and 

greater disunity until it dissolved into the so-called Five Dynasties period. Never again 

did a native Chinese dynasty reached the summit of glory in which the great Tang empire 

once basked. 

One consistent problem facing the rulers of the late Tang and subsequently the Five 

Dynasties and early Song was the arrogation of central government power and function 

by the military governors ~ a legacy of the An Lushan rebellion (756-63). In name, these 

men were military commanders of regional or frontier garrison troops. In actuality, they 

were de facto lords of the areas to which they were posted. The military governors not 

only commanded the garrison troops, but also exercised control over matters concerning 

local revenues and local governments within their geographical jurisdictions. Because of 

their overly empowered position, military governors accordingly defied court orders and 

acted in an unruly marmer.'^^ One anecdote tells of a certain An Chongrong, the military 

governor of Chengde Command, who once boasted that "whoever possessed the strongest 

armies could be the Son of Heaven of our day." To test his luck, he took aim at the 

dragon designs on the standard hung above his headquarters and fired his arrows. We are 

Primary sources on the Northern Song garrison system can be found in SS, "bingzhi", p. 4894/7. 
For information on the causes of the An Lushan rebelhon, see Edwin Pulleyblank, The Background of 

the Rebellion of An Lushan (London: Geoffrey Cumberlege, 1955). 
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told by the sources that because the arrows struck the target, the man became even more 

overbearing thereafter. 

The process of the re-establishment of a centralized empire proceeded in pace with the 

gradual decline of the power of military governors.Beginning with the Latter Zhou 

dynasty (951-60), with the organization of the imperial army which boasted far superior 

military strength to that of the military governors, the balance of power started to shift in 

favor of the central court. Thanks to the fighting efficiency of this army, the Song 

eventually unified China. 

Bolstered by its superior military might, the Song further launched all-out reforms in the 

garrison system, the thrust of which was towards greater central control over the garrison 

troops. The early Song reforms of the garrison system were carried out along two fronts. 

First, the two early Song rulers removed some military governors, mostly holdovers from 

previous dynasties, from their current garrison posts. They were granted empty titles in 

the various imperial guard offices (huanwei). The Song, rather than attempting to 

eradicate the system of military governors completely, preserved the rank as well as the 

pomp and ceremony associated with it. Such appointments in the Northern Song carried 

For a brief survey of military governors and their influence on local government up to 950, see Edmund 
Worthy, "The Founding of Sung China, 950-1000: Integrative Changes in Military and Political 
Institutions " (Ph.D. diss., Princeton University, 1975), pp. 265-72. 

ZZTJ,p. 9203. 
™ For more information on this point, see Wang Gungwu, the Structure of Power in Northern China 
(Kuala Lumpur: University of Malaya Press, 1963). 

See XTJ, pp.233-4/2 and p. 404/2. 
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stipends rivaling those of the chief minister of the state. In theory they were reserved for 

men who had achieved distinction in the official service. Increasingly, with the passage 

of time, imperial clansmen, imperial in-laws and imperial favorites came to swell the 

ranks. Second, the powers that had formerly been invested in the office of military 

governor were split. Civilians were sent out to take charge of the local government, in the 

capacity of prefects (zhizhou) or prefectural co-administrators while court 

commissioned army officers were posted to command local garrison troops. In the 

meantime, the court also sent out men (zhuanyun shi, or the circuit fiscal intendants) in 

the field to oversee the collection of local taxes and the transportation of the bulk of the 

local revenues to the capital.To further check the powers of garrison commanders, 

civilian administrators who were posted to the same localities were made concurrently 

commanders of the local forces, and enjoyed rank precedence over their military 

colleagues. 

The Song stationed units of troops of varying sizes in accordance with the strategic, 

administrative and economic importance of the place. Regular armies units were 

stationed throughout the empire in or near urban centers, the smallest such units being the 

prefectural seats. Weighty military forces, however, were concentrated mostly at the 

capital and along the northern and northwestern frontiers. A separate section is set aside 

XTJ, p.181/2. 
Zhao Pu was credited with advising Taizu to "strip the authority [of the military governors], control their 

revenues and induct their soldiers." See SS, "Biography of Zhao Pu," pp.8931-41/13. See also, XTJ, 
p. 152/2. An English translation of the conversation between Taizu and Zhao can be found in Worthy, "The 
Founding of Sung China," p. 274. 
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for the discussion of the military presence in the capital area. I shall here focus my 

attention on the garrison arrangements, mainly on the frontiers. 

Frontier Garrison Command Structure 

Unlike their mid-Tang predecessors, the Northern Song frontier garrison troops were 

never made permanent armies. They were, in fact, composed of collections of separate 

small contingents, mostly in units of battalion, drawn from a wide range of sources. Such 

disparate units were impossible to weld into a single army, nor were they given a single 

command. The command of the garrison troops, frontier and interior alike, was placed in 

the hands of court commissioned army officers together with their civilian superiors. 

Once the armies were out in the field, the Three Military Bureaus, a triumvirate of 

agencies that formally served as the apex of the army command, had no direct operational 

control over them.^^^ The responsibility then rested with the Bureau of Military Affairs 

and its agents, the court commissioned army officers, whose powers were further checked 

by their civilian colleagues. Commissioned army officers served for specified terms of 

office, as did the armies of a composite nature under their command. At the conclusion of 

a campaign or upon the completion of a tour of garrison duty, the troops returned to the 

barracks to join their original units while the commissioned officers went back to the 

capital to wait for their next rounds of commission. While commissioned, the BMA's 

officers were responsible for the training and fitness maintenance of the troops under 
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their command. After the troops returned to their barracks, however, the Sanya's officers, 

1 70 
or the troops' original unit commanders resvimed charge. The transfer of both the 

commanders and the garrison troops embodied the general Song policy of preventing the 

building up of permanent binding ties between the commanding generals and the men 

under their banners. In our sources, it is termed "'jiang bu zhi bing, bing bu zhi jiangj' 

literally meaning "the generals knew nothing about their soldiers, neither did the soldiers 

about their generals."In addition, such lateral mobility also served the purpose of 

inhibiting the growth of parochialism, which is based on close identification of the troops 

1-11 

with a specific region, a defining feature of the Five Dynasties warlordism. 

In the early decades of the dynasty, the Northern Song garrison troops were under regular 

and constant transfers. While interior garrison troops may have been transferred from one 

garrison point to another in close distances, troops stationed at the capital were 

periodically rotated with those stationed at strategic frontier points. According to the 

Songhsi, the purpose of this system of rotation was "...to accustom the soldiers to work 

and hardship and to equalize duty and rest. Therefore, the generals will not be able to 

Wang Zengyu, Songchao bingzhi chutan [An introductory study of the military system of the Song 
dynasty] (Beijing; Zhonghua shuju, 1983), p. 63. 

It appears that military fitness training of the Song armies was a matter directly controlled by the court. 
Periodically military instructors were sent out to oversee the training of the armies across the empire. 

Winston Lo, An Introduction to the Civil Service of Sung China (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 
1987), p. 63. 

Lo, ibid., p. 31. 
It was a standard Northern Song practice that before the Upper armies were sent out on tours of garrison 

duty, they would be ushered in by the Bureau of Junior Officers (juntou si) for imperial reviews. On such 
occasions, they would be bestowed with money for clothing. After the armies returned, they were again 
ushered in and entertained with banquets. This was also the time when the armies would undergo a process 
of selection so that the infirm and the old would be discharged from service. See SS, p. 4894/7. 
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acquire exclusive authority over their troops, and the soldiers will not be able to grow 

arrogant and lazy."'^^ This system designated by the epithet gengshu fa or "the system of 

rotation and transfer" in Song official parlance, soon proved to be overly costly. Some 

officials later attributed the declining morale and fighting efficiency of the Song imperial 

army to this system.'^"' A century later, Wang Anshi's reform ushered in a new phase in 

the development of the Northern Song military. The introduction of a reformed 

garrison system, however, did not completely alter the structure of the Northern Song 

garrison command structure that had been already in place for a hundred years. Rather, 

the new system was put in practice alongside the old. They functioned independently 

from one another. Sima Guang, the renowned Northern Song statesman noted for his 

conservative political orientations, voiced his criticism of this bureaucratic redundancy 

and demanded a return to the old system. 

I  • j n  

There existed three types of garrison troops in the Northern Song, the first being the 

tunzhu armies, referring to the troops on regular garrison duties. Troops of this type were 

to be seen throughout the empire. Their number varied in accordance with the strategic, 

administrative and economic importance of the places in which they were stationed. 

Besides providing regional defense, the tunzhu armies also functioned as local law 

SS, p.4627/7. I followed Labadie in the translation of this passage. See his dissertation, "Rulers and 
Soldiers, Perception and Management of the Military in Northern Sung China (960-1060)" (Ph.D. diss., 
University of Washington, 1981), p. 170. 

See SS, "bingzhi", pp. 4627-30/7. 
See Worthy, "The Founding of Sung China," p. 187. See also, Labadie, "Rulers and Soldiers," p. 170. 
See SS, "bingzhi", p. 4629 /7. 
See SS, "bingzhi", pp. 4570-1/7. See also, Wang Zengyu, Songchao bingzhi chutan, p. 56. 
See SS, "bingzhi", p.4894/7. 
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1 "^0 
enforcement forces. The command of the tunzhu armies was the joint responsibility of 

the local administrators and their military lieutenants. It seems to me that such military 

offices as xunjian shi (patrolling jianyan (supervisors of militia) and dujian 

(directors-in-chief)were all part of this command system. The second type was the 

zhupo armies, composed of troops on special garrison or expeditionary duties. Most such 

troops were stationed at strategic frontier points or other volatile areas in the interior. As 

a general rule, the troop in zhupo units were drawn from the crack troops in the Song 

imperial army and transferred between the capital and frontier garrison points 

regularly.'"'^ The command of the zhupo armies was directly controlled by the center. 

Commissioned army officers in the capacities of qianxia (circuit general), bushu (military 

administrator, later changed to zongguan, or area commander-in-chief, out of respect for 

the tabooed name of the Emperor Yinzong. ) and du bushu (senior military 

administrator, later changed to du zongguan, or senior area commander-in-chief) were 

entrusted with the command authority of the zhupo armies. Their powers were further 

checked by senior court officials who were posted to the same areas. The name of the 

third type of army, jiuliang, indicates that these armies were composed of troops 

stationed in areas outside the capital in order to reduce the problem of providing their 

rations. Troops of this kind originally had their encampments in the capital, but due to the 

My discussion on tlie various types of Song garrison troops differs from Labadie's. See his dissertation, 
"Rulers and Soldiers," p. 170. Worthy touches only briefly on this matter. 

For a detailed description of the patrolling inspectors, see Brian McKnight, Law and Order in Sung 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992), pp. 198-227. 

XTJ, p. 1245/5. I follow Charles Hucker in the translation of these and other military official titles that 
appear in this chapter. See Hucker, A Dictionary of Official Titles in Imperial China (Stanford; Stanford 
University Press, 1985). 

See SS, "bingzhi", p. 4894/7. 
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problem of food supplies, were at some point moved out of the capital and encamped 

e l s e w h e r e ,  t y p i c a l l y  i n  t h e  p r e f e c t u r e s  w h e r e  f o o d  s u p p l i e s  w e r e  e a s y  t o  p r o c u r e . N o t  

uncommonly, the ranks of the jiuliang armies were filled by men cast off from their 

original units.The term jiuliang in this case was more or less a euphemism. In later 

times, frontier garrison troops were also pulled out from their original garrison points and 

temporarily stationed in nearby interior prefectures so as to mitigate the strain on food 

s u p p l i e s .  T h e s e  l a t t e r  j i u l i a n g  a r m i e s ,  h o w e v e r ,  w e r e  b o n a  f i d e  f i g h t i n g  u n i t s . T h o u g h  

encamped in the interior, they may still have taken operational orders from the center. 

Some command posts, such as zhaizhu (or stockade commanders; sometimes acted 

concurrently as jianya^'^^), bushu (zongguan) and du bushu (du zongguan), were 

primarily associated with frontier garrisons. In the interior, the most commonly seen 

command ranks were jianya and dujian. Where a jianya rather than a dujian was 

appointed in the interior, the appointee often acted concurrently as xunjian shi of his 

jurisdiction. The dujian or jianya in the interior were placed under the supervision of 

XTJ, p. 1247/5. 
For discussions on the jiuliang armies, see Jiang Xidong, " Songdai jiuliang junjianxi [A brief analysis 

on the Song jiuliang armies]." In SSYJLC, pp. 326-27. See also, Wang Zengyu, Songchao bingzhi chutan, 
p. 60. 

Sima Guang wrote, "I heard that the court was planning on releasing those who were over 45 years of 
age and were in poor health from their service duties in the capital. Their salaries (qingji) will be reduced, 
and they will be moved to the south of Hui River, together with their wives and children, to gain access to 
food supplies there." See Sima Guang "Shang Shenzong lun jian jinjun &A memorial submitted to 
Emperor Shenzong on the selection of the imperial army], " In SMCZY 121, 9a-9b. 

Song Qi, "Shang Renzong qi bianbing sanyue hou jianban jiuliang neijun [A memorial submitted to 
Emperor Renzong to request that half of the frontier garrison troops be pulled out [from their current 
garrison points] to gain access to food supplies in the interior prefectures]." In SMCZY 120, 12b. 

See SS, "Biography of Liu Hu," pp. 10494-5/15; p. 9602/14. When war with the Western Tanguts broke 
out. Chief Minister Chen Yizhong recommended that military officials of the gezhi category be assigned to 
the affected areas as zhaizhu and dujian. 
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their civilian superiors (such as zhizhou). The latter were made de facto commanders-in-

chief of the local garrison troops. 

Echoing this practice of civilian control over the garrison armies in the interior, the 

highest administrative positions on the frontiers were also gradually filled by senior court 

officials. In the reign of Renzong, it was a standard practice that senior court officials 

were given commissions to act as the highest-ranking military administrators at some key 

frontier garrison points, while bona fide army commanders were made subordinate to 

them.'"^^ Such offices included jinglue shi (military commissioners),shi (military 

commissioners), or zhaotao shi (bandit-suppression commissioners). In the closing 

years of the Northern Song, a powerful eunuch by the name of Tong Guan was made the 

highest-ranking commander of the northwestern frontier garrison troops.'^' 

In short, the guiding principle underlying the garrison system of the Northern Song was 

that of strict central control over the garrison troops. It was to this end that a variety of 

sorts of control mechanisms were devised. Aside from the replacement of army officers 

by court-appointed civilians in higher administrative positions in the frontier garrison 

troops, the employment of eunuchs and servitors as mounted imperial couriers in the 

These civilian military administrators were called rujiang in our sources, literally meaning Confucian 
generals. See XTJ, p. 1140/5. 

Liu Zhi, "Shang Zhezong lun zuzong buren wuren wei dashuai yongyi shenyuan [A memorial submitted 
to Emperor Zhezong on the dynastic practice in which no military men were appointed commanders-in-
chief of the garrison troops]." In SMCZY 65, 14b. 

Wang Zengyu, Songchao bingzhi chutan, p. 62. 
See SS, "Biography of Tong Guan," pp. 13658-62/20. 
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army {zouma chengshou gongshi) was among the most notable control devices. An 

152 overview of all these control mechanisms requires the space of a separate book. I will 

only advance some points on the institution of the mounted imperial courier in the section 

that follows. 

Mounted Imperial Couriers in the Army 

In Northern Song times, beginning with the reign of Taizong, massive military forces 

were concentrated along the northern and northwestern frontiers to guard against the 

Khitan and Tangut invasions. The control over these mighty garrison units, comprised 

mostly of the crack troops of Song imperial armies, was a concern of paramount nature to 

the court. To closely watch over the activities of the armies stationed afar in the field, The 

Song devised a special post in the army. Those who were thus appointed were called 

mounted imperial couriers in the army (zouma chengshou gongshi).Their duties 

included relaying imperial directives to the armies as well as submitting regular reports 

on border affairs to the court. In performing these duties, the imperial couriers were 

allowed the privilege of using the empire-wide relay service to deliver documents. In case 

of emergency, they were required to report directly to the throne without going through 

usual bureaucratic channels. 

For an in-depth study of the military control and management in the Northern Song, see Labadie, 
"Rulers and Soldiers." 

On the Northern Song servitors, see Yan Qinheng, "Songdai zouma chengshou gongshi kao [On the 
mounted imperial couriers in the Song]." In SSYJJ 11, pp.195-221. My discussion in this section is mainly 
based on this article. 
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Emperor Taizong was believed to have started the practice of appointing servitors to 

border areas as mounted imperial couriers. In 995, Song Yuandu (with the rank of 

gongfeng guan or Palace Servitor) and four others were sent to Hebei and Hedong where 

weighty garrison forces were concentrated. They were required to make routine reports 

on the armies stationed there using the mounted relay service. The institution of 

imperial couriers expanded in the closing years of the Northern Song. Mounted imperial 

couriers then were dispatched all over the empire, spying not only on the activities of the 

armies, but also on those of local officials. 

Selection 

The imperial couriers were court-appointed special envoys, serving as "eyes and ears" of 

the emperor in the field. Though their ranks were low, their duties enabled them to access 

highly classified information on border defense. Because of the sensitive nature of the 

post, the selection of the imperial couriers was made with great care. 

Descendants of ranking military officials were the favored choices for such posts. The 

appointments were made only after the candidates had satisfactorily completed one or 

more terms of office on earlier assignments and had a proven record of official service. A 

decree of 1028 ordered the Bureau of the Three Echelons "to select as imperial couriers 

those who had been at one time sponsored by high-ranking officials on conditions of 

SHY, "zhiguan 41", p. 13391. 
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lianzuo,^^^ or those who had been supervisors of militia (jianya), patroUing inspectors 

(xunjian), stockade commanders (zhaizhu) or magistrates (xianling, who often 

concurrently acting as sheriffs) and had a clean record of official service." 

Imperial couriers were also selected from eunuchs. Song rulers felt that eunuchs could be 

trusted to serve their interests. In fact, the eunuchs played a very active part in Song 

military management. In the Palace City, for instance, a eunuch-controlled unit, 

numbered around seven thousand men, served as a check on the power of the Imperial 

Elite forces which were also stationed within the Palace City.'^® Unlike other imperial 

elite units, the eunuch commanded Capital Security Office forces were independent of 

the Three Military Bureaus and were directly controlled by the emperor. Besides its 

special function as the administrative office of the emperor's personal army, the Capital 

Security Office also sent out undercover spies everywhere in the capital and its environs 

to report on the activities of the armies stationed there.The employment of the eunuchs 

as mounted imperial couriers further extended the Capital Security Office's intelligence 

service from the heartland to the peripheries of the empire where military forces were 

heavily concentrated. 

The selection of the imperial couriers was made by the joint efforts of the Secretariat-

Chancellors (zhongshu, the Bureau of the Three Echelons (sanban yuan), the Ministry of 

This expression, literally meaning linked responsibilities, refers to a situation in which one was held 
responsible for some else' actions. 

This unit was under the jurisdiction of huangcheng si, or the Capital Security Office. 
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Personnel (libu), the Bureau of the Military Affairs (shumi yuan) and the Palace 

Domestic Service (neishi sheng). It appears that the Secretariat-Chancellory set forth the 

criteria for selection while the Bureaus of the Three Echelons or the Ministry of 

Personnel recommended prospective candidates to the Bureau of Military Affairs for 

assessment. Once selected, the candidates would be ushered in by the Palace Domestic 

Service for imperial reviews. The emperor then finalized the selection. That the Ministry 

of Persoimel played a part in the selection of servitors for imperial couriers suggests that 

some servitors were also under the administration of this government organ. 

Responsibilities 

The Song court, to prevent field commanders from wielding too much power, did not 

give military men free rein. When the armies were out in the field, the emperors would 

personally devise military strategy and had the field commanders execute it. Major 

military decisions in the field were all required to be first reported to the court for 

assessment and approval before they could be put into practice (zhongfu). One of the 

major responsibilities of the imperial couriers, among others, was to relay the imperial 

directives to field commanders and see to it that they were properly executed. In this 

function, the imperial couriers resembled the army supervisors (jianjun) who had been 

most active in the earlier years of the dynasty. They differed from the latter greatly, 

however. First, the imperial couriers were not allowed to participate in the decision 

See XTJ, p. 1208-9/5; 2076/7. 
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making process in the field, though they were required to be present. Second, they shared 

no command authority over the armies under their supervision. The army supervisors, on 

the other hand, enjoyed all these rights. Some were known for abusing their powers. Two 

most notable cases concerned Yang Ye and Guo Jin who were among the most celebrated 

generals in the early years of the dynasty but all met their tragic fate in the hands of 

abusive army supervisors. Yang Ye was forced to fight a battle that he knew was doomed 

to a debacle. Guo Jin committed suicide after he was repeatedly insulted.The creation 

of the new military supervising post was clearly intended to correct the faults of the old. 

The field-based imperial couriers also reported back to the court on a regular basis. The 

information thus provided was classified as routine or urgent. For routine reports, the 

imperial couriers might use the ordinary relay service to deliver their reports, but for 

matters of an urgent nature, they were required to report directly to the emperor using the 

most rapid relay service. Three kinds of relay services formed the backbone of the Song 

relay system: the foot relay (budi), the mounted relay (madi), and the running relay (Jijiao 

d i ) ,  o f t e n  s h o r t e n e d  t o  j i d i .  A l l  t h r e e  e x i s t e d  p r i m a r i l y  t o  t r a n s m i t  d o c u m e n t s . T h e  

epithet zouma chengshou, or mounted imperial couriers, suggests that the imperial 

couriers were allowed to use the mounted relay to make their trips to the capital in times 

of emergency. 

See SS, "Biography of Yang Ye," pp. 9303-6/14; "Biography of Guo Jin," pp. 9334-6/14 
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The reports submitted by the imperial couriers covered almost very aspect of army life, 

ranging from the performance of ordinary solders and the conduct of field commanders to 

the condition of weapons and military preparedness of the armies under their supervision. 

When the armies were mobilized for action, the imperial couriers were required to follow 

the armies and report back to the court, in a timely maimer, on the development of the 

battles. In this role, the imperial couriers may well be likened to our modern-day war 

reporters. 

Command Structure in the Capital Kaifeng^^® 

During the past three thousand years only four cities have served as the principal capital 

of a unified China for a period of a century or more. During the two millennia before the 

Song, such capitals were either at Chang'an or at Luoyang. During the seven centuries 

after the Song, they were always at Beijing. Kaifeng had served as the Northern Song 

capital for only a little over a century and half (960-1127). Contrasting strikingly with the 

three capitals mentioned above, which were all constructed at strategic locations 

surrounded by rugged mountains, Kaifeng was built on relatively level terrain. While 

long-term political and military strategy dictated the original choices of the first three 

On the Northern Song relay system, see Peter Golas, "The Courier-Transport System of the Northern 
Song." In Harvard University, East Asian Research Center, Papers on China (Cambridge: Harvard 
University, 1966), pp. 1-22. 

On Northern Song administrative hierarchy and other related information in Kaifeng, see McKnight, 
Law and Order, pp. 294-300. For more information, see also, E.A. Kracke, "Sung K'ai-feng: Pragmatic 
Metropolis and Formalistic Capital." In John Haeger, ed., Crisis and Prosperity in Sung China (Tucson: 
University of Arizona Press. 1975), pp. 49-77. 
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cities as seats of government, economic considerations were the primary factors in the 

selection of Kaifeng as the capital for the Northern Song. 

Kaifeng was first made the capital of the Latter Liang dynasty (907-60) in 907 by a rebel 

turned warlord, Zhu Wen (852-912). Before then, it was already his base of power by 

virtue of the fact that he was the military governor of the Xuanwu Command, which had 

its headquarters in Kaifeng. Though Kaifeng lost the function of capital, and the name of 

Kaifeng, under the Latter Tang (923-936), these were restored in 938.'^' During the 

Northern Song, it was also called the Eastern Capital, as opposed to three other secondary 

capitals, namely, the Western Capital (Luoyang), the Northern Capital (Daming), the 

Southern Capital (Shangqiu). In familiar but nonofficial usage, Kaifeng was called also 

Bianjing or Bianliang. 

The city Kaifeng had already gained economic importance in the Tang dynasty as a 

center of communications, near the junction of the Yellow River and the Bian Canal, 

chief artery for the vital traffic to and from China' southeast coast. It was called Bianzhou, 

then, a bustling noisy commercial port overseeing the transport of the rice in bulk to the 

great capital Chiang'an. Over time, the metropolis was gradually expanded to include 

three quarters, the Palace City, the Old City and the New City. Each was surrounded by 

concentric walls. The Old City was essentially the Tang city of Bianzhou. In 781, it was 

See JWDS 3, 4a-b; 7a; 76, 8b-l lb; 77, 7b-8b; 150, lb. 
These three secondary capitals had no capital functions apart from the titles of their officials and a few 

other ceremonial attributes. 
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supplied with walls that remained through 1127. The Palace City was converted from the 

headquarters of the former military governors of the area by Zhu Wen in 907 and was 

enlarged by the Song founder Taizu in 962 in emulation of Luoyang palace. By 956, in 

the Latter Zhou dynasty (951-60), this city had grown overcrowded and settlements, 

perhaps more or less spontaneous and unplanned, occupied lands outside its gates. An 

outer wall, strangely with irregular lines, was erected to protect the new settlements, 

1 f\'\ 
hence the New City. Soon the growing population outside its gate created new bustling 

urban areas — the outer boroughs. No accurate maps survive to show the city's 

arrangements. We may manage to gain a glimpse of the probable general layout of 

Kaifeng from the certainly schematic and idealized maps contained in a Yuan 

encyclopedia, the Shilin guangji}^'^ 

With the gradual restoration of national unity after 960, Kaifeng's importance as the most 

important administrative, military, manufacturing, and commercial city in China grew 

rapidly. Gone was the localized commercial township. Kaifeng was then the national 

dynastic capital. According to Robert Hartwell, "During the Northern Sung K'ai-feng 

became a multi-functional urban center quite possibly unsvirpassed by any metropolis 

The circumferences of the Palace City, New City and Old City before 1127 were 2.76, 11.4, and 27 
kilometers respectively. See Kracke, "Sung K'ai-feng," pp. 56-60. 

For a reproduction of these maps, see Fang Hao, Sungshi [Song history] (Taibei: Zhonghua wenhua 
weiyuan hui, 1953), vol. 2, plate 3. 
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anywhere in the world before the 19^*^ century."'^^ It not only provided the seat for an 

ever expanding bureaucracy, but also attracted the best minds of its day to take up 

residence. Kaifeng thus came to be the home of the most powerful, the richest and the 

best educated people in the Northern Song empire. The total population of Kaifeng and 

its surrounding outer boroughs may well have amounted to something between 510, 000 

and 550,000 at some point.^^^ 

Apart from civilian residents, large military contingents were stationed in Kaifeng and its 

surrounding area. In fact, Kaifeng was the headquarters of the Song imperial army. The 

topographical setting of Kaifeng was often cited as the primary reason for the stationing 

of an overwhelmingly large standing army in the capital area. Kaifeng was situated on the 

North China plain. The flatness of this vast plain offered no serious hindrance to the 

maneuvers of mounted soldiers. Moreover, a considerable tract of mountainous land 

along the northern fringes of the plain, consisting of sixteen prefectures traditionally used 

by the Chinese as defense lines against barbarian invasions, were occupied by the Khitans. 

These prefectures were ceded to the Khitans by the Latter Jin Emperor Shi Jintang (892-

942) in the year 938, in exchange for the KJiitans' endorsement of his claim to the throne 

of China. While the territories in question might not have been significant in terms of 

revenue production for the state coffers, they had been vital nonetheless in terms of 

military strategy, as a defense against the southward incursion of the steppe barbarians. 

Robert Hartwell, "A Cycle of Economic Change in Imperial China: Coal and Iron in North-east China: 
750-1350." Journal of the Economic and Social History of the Orient 10 (July 1967): 102-59. 

Kracke, "Sung K'ai-feng," p. 65. 



Without the natural deterrent posed by this rugged terrain, the Khitan cavalry could pour 

over the North China plain and sweep down to Kaifeng within a few days during the 

winter season when the Yellow River was frozen. The fall of the Latter Jin (936-46) was 

a convincing example and a hard-learnt lesson in this regard.Realizing the importance 

of this mountainous country for the security of his dynasty, the second Song emperor 

Taizong attempted twice to wrest control of the lost territories, only to be crushed twice. 

Thus the sixteen prefectures remained in the hands of the Khitans until the early twelfth 

century when the Song armies entered into an alliance with the Jurchens, hitherto subject 

people of the Khitans, and finally defeated their old foes. As the occupation of these 

strategic points along the northern borders by the Khitans posed constant threat to the 

national security of the Song, at some point the Song founder was tempted to move his 

new regime to his birthplace, Luoyang, the capital of the Tang in its later years. He 

realized that the maintenance of a large standing army would soon exhaust the economy 

and resources of the state, so he envisioned a drastic reduction of the army made possible 

by moving the capital to Luoyang, where the mountains could be used for defense 

purposes. But he met with all-out objections when he broached the matter to his ministers. 

They pointed out to him that an even more severe problem would arise were the capital to 

be moved to Luoyang. The transportation of grain and other necessities from the 

Southeast to Luoyang to feed the army, even a smaller one, and the residents of the 

capital, would become a serious problem of its own, whereas Kaifeng was free of all this 

On the fall of the Later Jin, see Wang Gungwu, The Structure of Power in North China, p. 167. 
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trouble. Taizu was apparently convinced. In consequence he dropped his idea of 

moving the capital for good. Clearly, economic considerations rather than military and 

political strategy were behind the final decision of the first Song emperor to have Kaifeng 

as the national capital. 

The significant military presence in the capital area was not only out of necessities posed 

by topological factors, it was also deliberately employed by the Song rulers as a political 

control mechanism leveled against internal as well as external enemies. One well-known 

Song commentator on military institutions, Chen Fuliang (1137-203), thus wrote; 

...Stationing 100,000 (imperial army troops) at the capital was sufficient to cope 
with a rebellion in the provinces. Stationing 100,000 (imperial army troops) in the 
provinces was sufficient to cope with a coup in the capital. This was the reason 
why neither internally at the capital nor externally elsewhere in the empire was 
there any trouble. 

Inside the capital city were the imperial guards (comprised of the elite units drawn 
from both the Palace Corps and the Emperor's Guard). And outside the capital city, 
the camps were placed in rows within sight of one another. This was the mutual 
checking between the troops within the city and those without.'^® 

Chen Fuliang's account reveals the military schema conceived by Taizu to control the 

armies. In this schema, military concentration in Kaifeng was the key.''' The number of 

See SS, "Biography of Li Huaizhong," pp. 9021-2/13. 
Chen Fuliang, Lidai bingzhi [Military institutions of previous dynasties] (Taipei; Guangwen shuju, 

1969). 
'™ I follow Worthy in the translation of these passages. See Worthy, "The Founding of Sung China," 
p. 195. 

Wang Zengyu, Songchao bingzhi chutan, pp. 32-3. 



imperial army troops at the capital roughly equaled in size those stationed outside the 

capital. The balance was not just in numbers; the emperor made certain that it was in 

actual power as well. The finest units of the imperial army were to be stationed at the 

capital. The remaining units were transferred periodically from the capital to the garrison 

sites in the provinces or on the frontiers. This was the troop rotation system. The imperial 

army troops that were stationed at the capital would undergo major training and reviews 

periodically so that they were always in superior condition. And while best soldiers were 

drawn into elite imperial army units, those less qualified would be demoted into the ranks 

1 79 
of provincial armies. 

In addition to the balance of military power between the capital and the provinces, forces 

in the capital area were to balance each other. For instance, inside the capital, the Upper 

Four Armies were equally divided between the Palace Corps and the Emperor' Guard, 

and each was responsible for the old and the new cities respectively. At a third level of 

counterbalance, the elite units inside the Palace City were meant to serve as a cross check 

to the troops of the outer cities. Finally, even within the palace itself the emperor used 

troops of the Capital Security Office {huangcheng si) to offset the power of the Imperial 

Elite. 

Wang Zengyu, ibid., pp. 6-7. 
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This military schema envisioned by Taizu was part of the larger Song policy of 

centralization which is often metaphorically termed "strengthening the trunk and 

weakening the branches" (qianggan ruozhi)}^^ The "trunk" can be interpreted as either 

the central government or the emperor based at the capital Kaifeng while the "branches" 

may be best understood as local powers. The superior military power held by the center 

enhanced the autocratic position of the emperor and bolstered monarchical power vis-a-

vis the provinces. After many decades of rampant warlordism, a situation in which 

regional power brokers defied the authority of the central government, the Song emperors 

now were undisputed masters of China. It should be noted, however, that the military 

equations designed by the Song founding father were not maintained in the later years of 

the Northern Song, as twice as many the armies were stationed outside of the capital 

along the frontiers. 

The military arrangements at the capital were less clear to us compared to the garrison 

structures in the interior or on the frontiers. We known, however, that more than four-

fifths of the Palace Corps was stationed inside the capital or the capital circuit (jingji lu) 

while the bulk of the Emperor's Guard were scattered throughout the empire, with a 

heavy concentration on the northern and northwestern frontiers. In other words, the 

overwhelming majority of the troops at the capital belonged to the Corps. While genuine 

apex grades holders were posted in the field to command troops stationed in the 

provinces and on the frontiers, the command authority over the armies stationed in the 

I follow Worthy in the translation of this phrase. See his dissertation, "The Founding of Sung China," 
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capital area were commissioned only to men of the Sanya or the two sub-Sanya command 

ranks. Given the importance of their responsibilities, these headquarters generals were 

expected to perform to the best of their abilities. In return, they were given highly 

privileged treatment.'^"' Great care was taken to ensure that men chosen for such offices 

were absolutely loyal to the emperor. To prevent the entrenchment of such generals with 

the armies under their command, the Sanya commanders were periodically transferred 

from their posts in the capital to posts on the frontiers. 

Sanya Commanders in Historical Perspective 

Some historical changes occurred to the offices of Sanya commanders over the course of 

the Northern Song. The military functions of the Sanya commanders initially differed 

from those of military governors. The latter were entrenched, powerful regional 

commanders with private armies under their banners and enjoyed almost total command 

autonomy. The Sanya commanders, on the other hand, were imperial army generals 

charged with the duties of upholding the authority of the emperor vis-a-vis the provinces. 

Reflecting the differences, the Sanya commanders were treated differently in the ritual 

protocol in the early years of the dynasty. For instance, throughout the late Tang and the 

Five Dynasties periods military governors were accorded the courtesy of dining with the 

emperor when paying tributes to the court. The Sanya commanders initially did not enjoy 

such honor because of their subordinate position to the emperor who was at the same 

p. 197. 
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time the de facto superior commander of the imperial army. During the reign of 

Zhenzong, however, this practice was extended across the board to all senior military 

officers who held the rank of military governor regardless their central or regional 

affiliations. The Sanya commanders, for example, were central government generals 

whereas the genuine apex grades holders were regional commanders. 

This change in the ritual protocol duly reflected the changing circumstances in Northern 

Song military affairs. With the final armexation of the Northern Han state, Emperor 

Taizong accelerated the military integration process already started in the reign of Taizu 

and expanded the imperial army by inducting the private forces formerly under the 

command of the military governors. This process produced three important results. One, 

the system of military governors was eradicated. As a result, the command of the armed 

forces throughout the empire were taken into the hands of the emperor. Two, the castoffs 

from the imperial army were organized into the provincial army (xiangjun) which was no 

more than labor service corps to the state. Three, imperial army troops were now 

stationed all over the empire to perform assigned garrison duties which had formerly 

been performed by the military governors and their private armies. In this connection, 

central government military officials were commissioned empire-wide to command 

garrison troops. 

™ See SS, p. 4885/7. 
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Starting from the reign of Taizong, Sanya commanders were also periodically posted to 

strategic border areas. Unless they were recalled from their frontier posts and appointed 

by a special imperial order to take charge of the headquarters administrative duties, their 

duties had little to do with the day to day business of the Three Military Bureaus. The 

offices of the Sanya commanders eventually became honorific titles awarded to men who 

rendered long, meritorious service at the border posts. In cases where the holders of the 

ranks were imperial in-laws or imperial favorites who had no actual military experience, 

Sanya ranks became nothing more than sinecure positions. 

In the latter half of the Northern Song, Sanya commanders generally shared experience in 

border service. In fact, it was stipulated that headquarters command ranks were only to be 

f i l l e d  b y  m e n  w h o  h a d  r e n d e r e d  l o n g - t e r m ,  m e r i t o r i o u s  s e r v i c e  o n  t h e  f r o n t i e r s . A s  

such, practices and policies in the frontier garrison system aimed at the centralization of 

the military had as much impact on the political and military careers of the Sanya 

commanders. As an intended result of the military centralization policy, the powers of 

Northern Song military men in general and Sanya commanders in particular were well 

kept in check, resulting in the generally acknowledged well-behaved existence of 

Northern Song military men. The success of Northern Song military management was 

recognized by the celebrated Southern Song historian Li Tao, who wrote, "Regional 

commanders in the Northern Song garrisoned numerous walled cities. They were 

entrusted to guard lands of thousands of miles with armies of hundreds and thousands of 
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men under their command. Yet, with a single envoy bringing with him a single 

government document, they could be immediately called back from their posts. Were 

they summoned by the court in the morning, they would arrive in the capital in the 

afternoon! Alas, they were nothing but movable pieces on the chessboard." 

This policy is summarized in the Chinese expression ''feiyou biangong bude wei Sanyo". See Wang 
Zengyu, Songchao bingzhi chutan, p. 305. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE SANYA 

COMMANDERS 

The selection of military personnel to be charged with crucial army command authority 

has always been a concern of paramount nature to rulers, ancient or modem, Chinese or 

foreign. Under the rule of the conquest dynasties in Chinese history, men who belonged 

to the ethnic groups that had conquered China and founded dynasties dominated the 

highest levels of the military hierarchy. In order to perpetuate the dominant position of 

the alien conquerors, the rulers of the conquest dynasties made it a deliberate policy to 

choose highest ranking army commanders among their own people and their allies and 

allowed the practice of inheritance of office in the military establishment. This practice 

was intended to keep the control of military power in faithful, if not necessarily 

competent, hands. On the other hand, under these dynasties, the Chinese were employed 

primarily in the civil bureaucracy where the principle of meritocracy prevailed over 

ethnic considerations, so that a more efficient administration could be maintained. The 

dual policy followed by the conquest dynasties of China in the areas of personnel 

recruitment suggests that the control of military power was the key to the maintenance of 

alien rule and, as such, was deliberately kept in the hands of political in-groups whose 

loyalty had been tested. 

XTJ, p. 0000/0. 
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The Song case, although it may appear to be different, in fact embodied the same 

principle, that is, control of military power was to be kept in the hands of political 

loyalists. Because the Song was a native Chinese dynasty, ethnic considerations carried 

little weight in the area of military selection. Other factors instead determined the 

eligibility of a special group of men for high command positions in the imperial army. 

Our study shows that geopolitics -- power struggles in which men were either divided or 

bonded by geographic ties, among other things, played an important part in the shaping of 

the character of the Northern Song military elite. To illustrate this point, an account of the 

geopolitical power struggle preceding the Song is essential. 

Historical Context 

The Huang Chao rebellion dealt a fatal blow to the erstwhile powerful and glorious Tang 

dynasty. After a three-century-long brilliant dynastic history, the Tang disintegrated in 

the face of domestic unrest and foreign invasion during the latter half of the ninth century. 

Meanwhile, a long struggle ensued among rival provincial military powers to succeed to 

the power and legitimacy of the Tang and to rebuild a new order in the empire. In time, 

three major power groups emerged; each played its due part in the process of empire 

building. Two groups of men, however, were initially better positioned and organized to 

establish the new dynasty, the group led by Zhu Wen (852-912) and his sons, and that 

'^^The following discussion of the power struggle among three rival provincial military groups during the 
Five Dynasties is based on information from Wang Gungwu' book. See Wang, "Appendix: The Alliance of 
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led by the Shatuo Turk, Li Keyong (865-908), and his son Li Cunxu (886-926).'^^ In this 

struggle, Zhu Wen led the remnants of the Huang Chao rebels and the armies of North 

China south of the Yellow River (mainly those of Henan and Shandong). The Shatuo 

Turk aristocrats in opposition led the forces of "Restoration". In the name of the Tang 

dynasty, they gathered all professed loyalists into their provincial organization in Hedong 

(modem Shanxi). However, neither of these two groups could gain an advantage over the 

other or even feel secure so long as it did not control the independent provinces of the 

Hebei region (Hebei). These provinces had been independent for a period of a century 

and a half and cherished their power to undermine any form of imperial authority. Until 

they could be conquered and their armies absorbed or won over as allies, Zhu Wen and Li 

Keyong could not break the deadlock in their own struggle. 

From 898-900, Zhu Wen was initially more successful. He gained the support of the Wei 

provincial army (Southern Hebei) and forced the leaders of Zhen and Ding provinces 

(Central Hebei) to accept his leadership. But he failed to subdue the powerful governors 

of You (Northern Hebei, capital at modem Beijing). Nevertheless, his partial success 

made him confident enough to dethrone the Tang emperor and establish the Liang 

dynasty (907-23) in 907. As Zhu Wen ascended the throne, the Hebei situation changed. 

Ho-tung and Ho-pei in Wu-tai History." The Structure of Power in North China during the Five Dynasties 
(Kuala Lumpur: University of Malaya Press, 1963), pp. 208-15. 

For information on the Shatuo Turks in English literature, see Wolfram Eberhard, "The Sha-t'o and 
Their Culture." Chapter 6, Conquerors and Rulers, Social Forces in Medieval China (Leiden: Bill, 1965), 
pp. 140-56. See also, Herbert Franke and Denis Twitchett, eds.. The Cambridge History of China (vol. 6): 
Alien Regimes and Border States 907-1368 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994). For material 
in Chinese sources, see "An Account of the Shatuo Turks." In Ouyang Xiu and Song Qi, eds., Xin Tangshu 
218 (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1975). 



A new governor took over in Northern Hebei and soon threatened Zhu Wen's alhes in 

Zhen and Ding provinces. These alhes began to look for help from Li Keyong. Within 

three years, Zhu Wen's position in Hebei had become so precarious that, in spite of two 

bouts of illness in 909 and 910, he decided in 911 and in 912 to lead his armies 

personally to Hebei. His failure merely worsened his health and led to his murder by his 

son when he returned to Luoyang. 

Li Keyong's son, Li Cunxu, conquered You province in 913, allied himself with the 

governors of Zhen and Ding provinces and in 915 was offered Wei province by the 

mutinous hereditary garrison. From then on, the Hebei military and administrative 

personnel nominally identified themselves with the cause of Tang "Restoration". Until 

923 when Li Cunxu finally overthrew the Liang, the Shatuo Turk forces of Hedong 

remained for twenty years as the senior partners in this alliance. 

The alliance itself was never a stable one. When the Tang was "restored" south of the 

Yellow River, Li Cunxu as emperor was generous to the defeated Liang generals and 

officials and gave no privileges to his Hebei allies. As a result of this, there was 

considerable unrest in Hebei and in 926 a section of the Wei provincial army mutinied. 

This was followed by a series of mutinies and acts of defiance in Hebei which ended by 

putting Li Siyuan (867-933) on the throne. From the events of 926, it is clear that the 

Hebei armies felt that they had not been dealt with fairly. In order to secure a share of the 

victory in 923 and yet not to challenge the Shatuo leadership, the Hebei military men 
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backed Li Siyuan, a Shatuo Turk who enjoyed popularity with the Hebei forces, to take 

over the throne. After 926 the Hebei armies were gradually integrated with the Turkic 

and other Chinese troops of the imperial army whose ranks the Hedong men 

1 70 
dominated. But as the junior partners in the 923 victory, Hebei men succeeded in 

gaining considerable power and influence in the central court as well as in the imperial 

army. Eventually two Hebei men seized their chances and founded their own respective 

dynasties. The first man was Guo Wei (904-54) who usurped the throne from the Shatuo 

Latter Han dynasty (947-50), founded the Latter Zhou (951-60), and passed it onto his 

adopted son Cai Rong (921-59), also a Hebei native. Next followed Zhao Kuangyin (927-

76), who in turn usurped the throne from the Latter Zhou and established his own dynasty, 

the Song (960-1126). 

The rise of the new Hebei leadership in the old political triangle was brought about at the 

expense of the Hedong military group whose status dropped drastically, from being the 

senior partners in the political alliance to being the junior ones. This historical process 

completely reversed the power balance among the tripartite alliance in which the Hedong 

men were at the helm. Yet, the alliance remained intact. Realizing that the tide now ran in 

favor of their old Hebei allies, both the Hedong and the Henan military power groups, 

having been offered a share in the dynasty's fortunes, were content to take a back seat. 

The Song founding emperors, when they came to power, were also acutely aware of the 

For information on the historical development of the imperial army, in particular, the Emperor's Guard, 
from the Tang until the Latter Zhou, See Edmund Worthy, "The Founding of Sung China, 950-1000: 
Integrative Changes in Military and Political Institutions" (Ph.D. diss., Princeton University, 1975), 
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importance of sharing the spoils of victory with their Hedong and Henan allies in order to 

achieve long-term political stability, a lesson they learnt from the downfall of the Latter 

Tang (923-36). The alliance thus built was therefore carefully maintained and continued 

throughout the dynasty. The following discussion will demonstrate that men who derived 

their origins from this alliance of the three military power groups constituted the 

backbone of the Northern Song military elite. 

Geographical Backgrounds of the Sanya Commanders 

Table 4 shows the origins of one hundred and seven men who once held appointments in 

the Sanya command during the Northern Song and whose origins are known to us. We 

may draw the following observations from the statistics shown in the table. The most 

noticeable pattern at first glance is that throughout the Northern Song dynasty, the Sanya 

command ranks were predominantly filled by men of northern origins. Among the total 

of one hundred and seven men, one hundred and two (or 95%) were northerners, coming 

from areas north of the Huai River and the Qinling mountains, commonly recognized as 

the geographical divide between North and South China. Only five (or 5%) had southern 

backgrounds. Among the five southerners, four were in fact promoted into the Sanya 

command ranks due to their imperial in-law status, suggesting that their being made 

Sanya commanders was a matter of personal 

pp. 107-31, 
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Table 4; Social and Geographical Distributions of the Sanya Command Ranks. 

Imperial Imperial Scions of Former Elite Unknown Total % 
In-laws Favorites Established 

Military 
Families 

Servicemen 

Hebei 10 17 6 3 1 37 35% 
Henan 6 9 10 8 3 36 34% 
Hedong 4 5 3 6 3 21 20% 
Northwest — 0 3 5 — 8 7% 
South 4 0 0 1 — 5 5% 
Others 2 3 2 0 — ~ ~ 

Total 26 34 24 23 ~ 107 100% 
% 24% 32% 22% 21% ~ 100% ~ 

connections. As for the one remaining southern case, our sources indicate that this 

person actually was born to a southern father who fled the south after being charged with 

murder and eventually settled down in the north.Thus we may safely conclude that the 

Sanya command positions, the highest-ranking offices in the military establishment 

during the Northern Song, were a monopoly of the northerners. 

Another intriguing pattern concerning the origins of the Sanya commanders was that the 

great majority of these men traced their origins to the three regions, Hebei, Hedong, and 

Henan. Thirty-seven (or 35% of those whose origins are known) came from Hebei, 

including the Khitan occupied Yanji areas (equivalent to modern day Beijing region). 

See SS, "Biographies of the Lius," pp. 13548-52/20; "Biographies of the Lis," pp. 13565-7/20. 
See SS, "Biography of Sun Jiye," pp. 9708-9/14. See also, XTJ, p. 1232/5; p. 1246/5. Sun jiye 

descended from a military family of the Southern Tang state. His father entered the service of the Song and 
earned a place in the ranks of the various chiefs in the inner court. On account of his father's protection. 
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Twenty-one (or 20%) came from Hedong, including the Khitan occupied Yunshuo area 

(equivalent to modern day Northern Shanxi province). And thirty-six (or 34%) from the 

areas south of Yellow River including present day Henan, Shandong, and part of Jiangsu 

and Anhui provinces (twenty being from Kaifeng alone, accounting for 19% of those 

whose origins are known). That the Sanya commanders were highly concentrated in these 

three regions was by no means an accident. As has been noted earlier in this chapter, 

since the late Tang and the Five Dynasties, there had been three rival military power 

groups; each centered around one of the three regions mentioned above. These three 

military groups first competed among themselves for the succession to the Tang dynasty 

as the new masters of China. Over the course of time, however, they all came to realize 

that their competition would result in nothing constructive. They then opted to cooperate 

with one another, hence the political alliance. Thanks to this alliance, order was 

eventually restored in the empire and China was reunified after nearly two centuries of 

disunity and chaos. 

To further illustrate the shift of the power balance among the three military groups in the 

course of the Five Dynasties and the Northern Song, it is necessary to cite some 

statistics.Wang Gungwu noted in his study of the power structure in North China 

during the Five Dynasties that the alliance between the Hebei and Hedong military power 

groups, which won the war in 923, was evidenced by the high proportion of Hedong and 

Sun Jiye became a servitor minor, overseeing the collection of wine tax at a local post. He later attained the 
rank of provost marshal of the Imperial Infantry. 



Hebei men serving in the Emperor's Army, as well as in the various court commissions. 

During the period of 926-960, while Hedong men dominated the Emperor' Army, 

accounting for sixty-four percent of those whose origins are known, Hebei men 

dominated in the various commissions. The number of Hedong and Hebei men combined 

comprised eighty-one percent of all those whose origins are known. And of this total, 

Hebei men formed fifty-three percent. The Henan men, on the other hand, were only 

slightly visible in the various commissions. The number of Henan men who held 

command ranks in the Emperor's Army, according to Wang is four in total (of those 

whose origins are known) for the period from 926 to 960, as opposed to eighteen for the 

Hebei and thirty-nine for the Hedong men respectively. Military power insures political 

dominance. The statistics given above concerning the numbers of the three military 

groups in the high command of the imperial army duly reflect their mutual positions in 

the power structure of the Five Dynasties. That the Hedong men initially dominated the 

imperial army, and by extension, the political arena of their times, is unquestionable. 

From the Latter Zhou dynasty (951-960) onwards, however, more Hebei men were 

brought into the high command of the imperial army. For the first time since the 

beginning of the Five Dynasties, their number surpassed that of Hedong men. For 

instance, on the eve of the founding of the Song, among all the men who held the highest 

command ranks in the imperial army, four were from Hebei, three from Hedong and two 

The following statistics are taken from Wang Gungwu's book. See Wang, "Table XVI." The Structure 
of Power in North China, p. 211. 
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1 OT 
from Henan. In the reign of Taizu (r. 960-976), ten appointees were Hebei men while 

only five were from Hedong and one from Henan. That this change should come about is 

by no means surprising given the fact that the Latter Zhou and its successor the Song 

were both founded by Hebei men. An even more drastic change occurred during the 

reign of Taizong (r. 976-997). Among those who held key command positions in the 

imperial army, the number of the Hedong officers fell to two while that of their Hebei 

counterparts surged to twelve. The number of Henan men, on the other hand, increased to 

seven.By the time Zhenzong ascended the throne, the dominant position of Hebei men 

in the imperial army had been firmly established and was to be maintained as such for the 

remainder of the dynasty. In the meantime, the star of the fortunes of Henan men, 

I oc 

especially those who took up residence in the capital Kaifeng, began to rise. For 

instance, during the reign of Zhenzong (r. 998-1022), nine Henan men were promoted 

into the Sanya command ranks, rivaling the number of the new Hebei appointees, while 

only three Hedong men are known to have held such ranks. When it is borne in mind 

that "Henan" comprises the modem provinces of Henan, Shandong, and parts of Anhui 

and Jiangsu, the number of Hebei men is still quite remarkable. 

For a tabulation of men who served in the top imperial army command between 960 and 961, see Nie 
Chongqi, "Lun Song Taizu shou bingquan [On Emperor Taizu's concentration of military power]." In 
Songshl Congkao [Investigations on Song History] (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1979), p. 270. See also, 
Worthy, "Table I: Palace Army Officer Corps at the Chou/Sung Transition." "The Founding of Song 
China," pi 67. 

Of the two Hedong appointees, one was an imperial brother-in-law and the other probably a Tuyuhun in 
stock (a northern barbarian tribe). That the latter did not even enjoy a biography entry in the official 
Songshi suggests that his role at the time was rather insignificant. 

The Song Capital Kaifeng lured men from all over the empire to seek their fortunes. Men of a Kaifeng 
residence enjoyed apparent advantages over their peers from local families in achieving success in both 
military and civil service. See John Chaffee, "The Role of K'ai-feng." The Thorny Gate of Learning in 
Sung China (Binghamton, New York: State University of New York Press, 1995), pp. 61-5. 
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The reign of Renzong (r.l023—1063) continued to see the steady rise of power and 

influence of the Henan men in the imperial army. These men, especially those of Kaifeng 

origin, benefited from their geographic closeness to the power center and therefore 

enjoyed better chances in the advancement of their careers. By contrast, Hedong men 

suffered some setbacks in the earlier years of the dynasty, but around the middle of the 

eleventh century, they managed to regain some numeric strength. As such, the tripartite 

power balance inherited from the Five Dynasties endured and set the pattern for the 

remainder of the dynasty. It appears to me that the dynasty may well have deliberately 

adopted a policy in promoting men from these three regions into the high command to 

ensure the continued support of the military for the dynasty, for the Song was founded 

through a military coup. As a result of this policy, the Sanya command ranks were 

consistently filled, throughout the Northern Song, by men from Henan, Hebei, and 

Hedong, with the Hebei men maintaining superiority in numbers and resulting influence. 

By the time of Renzong's reign, after more than half a century of political integration, it 

appears that the tension among the old military power groups divided by geographic 

origins gradually gave way to a unifying sense of a corporate identity. This change in the 

These three Hedong appointees all enjoyed special relations with the emperor. One was an imperial in
law and the other two were imperial associates. 

It appears that the tide turned in favor of the Hedong men during the regency of Empress Liu (1023-33). 
Though a Sichuan native, she claimed a Hedong ancestry and allied herself with the Hedong military men. 
Not surprisingly, among her most trusted generals were the two Xia brothers from Hedong. For 
biographical information on Empress Liu, see SS, pp.8612-6/13; "Biographies of the Lius," pp. 13548-
52/20. See also, XTJ, pp.1225-6/5; p. 2119/7; p.2145/7; pp.2196-9/7; p.2252/8. For biographical 
information on the two Xia brothers, see SS, pp.9714-8/14. See also, XTJ, pp.1907-8/7 and p.2145/7. On 
the regency of Empress Liu, see John Chaffee, "The Rise and Regency of Empress Liu (969-1033)." 
Journal of Sung-Yuan Studies hi (2001): 1-25. 
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military was paralleled by another important development: the rise of a new political elite 

in the mid-eleventh century. These were the civil service examination graduates turned 

bureaucrats. The line of rivalry was then drawn between the civil and the military elites, 

one being dominated by southern literati and the other northern military men. 

During the latter half of the dynasty, however, a new group of military men, five in total, 

appeared on the military scene. Heterogeneous as they were in their social backgrounds, 

they all shared common geographic origins in the northwestern frontier of the empire. 

The rise of this new group of military men mainly resulted from the shift of military 

gravity from the northern borders to the northwestern frontier after the wars with the 

Western Tanguts in late 1030s and early 1040s. Military men of the northwestern origins 

may be viewed as the "new blood " in the entrenched military elite body of the Northern 

Song. They emerged in times of crisis, and their services were deemed indispensable to 

the defense of the empire's northwest frontier against the Tanguts, which thenceforward 

posed constant threats to the Song. Towards the end of the Northern Song, these 

northwestern military men once again proved themselves useful to the dynasty. They 

were instrumental in halting the southward invasion of the Jurchens and thereby 

188 contributed to the founding of the Southern Song. 

Among the most renowned founding generals of the Southern Song, eight out of ten were from the 
northwest. These were Zhang Jun, Liu Guangshi, Han Shizhong, Wu Jie, Wu Lin, Liu Qi, Wang Yuan, and 
Li Xianzhong. Only two men, Yue Fei (Hebei) and Yang Chongzhong (Hedong), were from other areas. 
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Under-representation of Southerners in the Sanya Command Ranks 

As has been demonstrated by the preceding discussion, southerners were under 

represented in the high command levels of the Northern Song imperial army. A question 

then arises, why? 

First, the stereotyped assumption that the soft southerners, conditioned by a warm climate 

and an easy way of life, were not fit for an arduous army life is debatable/^^ Modem 

Chinese military history attests that men from the south could equally be made into fine 

soldiers and competent generals. The Communist founding generals are superb examples 

in point. For instance, the ten grand marshals of the People's Liberation Army (PLA) 

who were recognized for their military achievements in the establishment of the People's 

Republic of China were primarily from southern provinces. Four men were from Sichuan, 

three from Hunan, one from Hubei and one from Guangdong. Only one man was from 

the north. It is estimated that about eighty percent of Communist generals who 

participated in the founding the Republic came from Central and South China. 

In fact, northern bias against the southerners was prevalent during the Northern Song. In this regard, the 
renowned northern statesman, Kou Zhou, was probably the best exemplifying example. See XTJ, p. 
1920/7. See also, Li Huaqing, ed., Songren xiaoshuo [Song short stories], p. 113; Shenzhou guoguang she. 

William Whitson, Chinese High Command: A History of Communist Military Politics, 1927-71 (New 
York: Praeger Publisher, 1973). The ten PLA generals, who were conferred the military rank of grand 
marshal in September, 1955 for their meritorious service to the country, include: Zhu De (1886-1976, 
Sichuan), Liu Bocheng (1892-1986, Sichuan), Chen Yi (1901-1972, Sichuan), Nie Yongzhen (1899-1992, 
Sichuan); Peng Dehuai (1899-1974, Hunan), He Long (1896-1969, Hunan), Luo Ronghuan (1902-1963, 
Hunan); Lin Biao (1908-1971, Hubei); Ye Jianying (1897-1986, Guangdong); and Xu Xiangqian (1901-
1990, Shanxi). 
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Yet, to certain extent, it may well be true that the southerners might have indeed suffered 

some practical disadvantages in pursuing an army career under the Northern Song. First 

and foremost, the Northern Song dynasty initially based in the North China plain was 

founded by northern military men and the south was only annexed to the empire some 

years later. At the time of the Song unification, the ranks of the Song imperial army, high 

and low, were dominated by northerners. Troops formerly maintained by the separate 

southern regimes were almost all disbanded; the fate of their army officers was 

perhaps not any better. Second, in the selection of recruits for elite army units, it appears 

that the Song was decidedly fond of procuring the tallest men they could find for service. 

The standard for new levies for the Upper Four Armies was fixed at five feet eight inches 

(approximately 1.77 meters) or above. In addition to the requirements on the height of 

a man, his strength in drawing heavy crossbows and his skills at riding horses and 

shooting arrows were also prized. The southerners obviously were disadvantaged by 

these requirements. They tended to be short in stature and their lifestyle and mode of 

production did not prepare them for riding horses and shooting arrows. Therefore, while 

the southerners may have been recruited into navy forces, which in the Northern Song did 

William Whitson, ibid., p. xiv. 
For example, of the 115, 000 odd troops surrendered by the Wu-Yue kingdom in 978, only eight 

battalions, or perhaps 4,000 men, were absorbed into the imperial army. Taizu also inducted a fraction of 
the armies from the former Shu state into his Imperial Elite but only to purge them out later. It appears that 
Song rulers generally lacked trust in the loyalty as well as competence of the southern soldiers. However, in 
the instance of the Northern Han defeat in 979, there was a wholesale induction of the defeated troops into 
the Emperor's Guard. See XTJ 12, p. 274/2. 

Wang Zengyu, Songchao bingzhi chutan [An introductory study of the military system of the Song 
dynasty] (Beijing; Zhonghua shuju, 1983), p. 211. 
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not constitute the troops of the hne,'^"^ or into other locally recruited and stationed units, it 

was obviously difficult for them to break into the elite ranks of the Song imperial army. 

As has been demonstrated in preceding chapters, service in the imperial elite units was an 

important route leading to career success in the military establishment. 

Third, the southward shifting of the center of population and the separation of this new 

demographic center from the political and military centers may have contributed to the 

impracticality of conscripting southerners into nationwide army service.In the early 

Tang the metropolitan region, Guanzhong (the Wei River valley in modern Shaanxi), was 

still considered a "crowded country," in which more than one third of the fubing militia 

units were established. The total population of the north still outnumbered that of the 

s o u t h .  T h i s  b a l a n c e ,  h o w e v e r ,  w a s  r e v e r s e d  b y  t h e  t i m e s  o f  t h e  N o r t h e r n  S o n g . T h e  

south was then densely populated and economically and culturally more prosperous. 

Nevertheless, the imperial capital remained in the north, and the northern and western 

frontiers were still the most demanding areas militarily. It was certainly uneconomical for 

On the Song Navy, see XTJ, p. 1843/7. See also, Jung-pang Lo, "Maritime Commerce and its Relation to 
the Sung Navy." of the Economic and Social History of the Orient 12 (January 1969): 57-101. 

For a brief review of the demographic change in China and the urban population in the Lower Yangtze 
Valley from the seventh century down to the thirteenth in China, see Yoshinobu Shiba, "Urbanization and 
the Development of Markets in the Lower Yantze Valley." In John. Haeger, ed., Crisis and Prosperity in 
Sung China (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1975), pp. 15-23. See also, Robert Hartwell, 
"Demographic, Politics, and Social Transformation of China." Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies 42 
(1982): 365-442. 

On the fubing-mWitia system, see Philip Kuhn, Rebellion and its Enemies in Late Imperial China 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1970), pp. 15-20; Edwin Pulleyblank, The Background of the 
Rebellion of An Lu-shan (London, Oxford University Press, 1955), pp. 61-7; and Mark Elvin, The Pattern 
Of the Chinese Past (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1974), pp. 51-3; 55-7. 



the Song to constantly transport conscripts from the newly acquired south to the 

strategically important north, nor were the southerners fit for the dry and cold climate of 

the north. The Song first dispatched armies from the north to garrison important areas in 

the south, but northern troops proved equally inefficient in the hot, humid southern 

climate. The Song later adopted a policy of recruiting natives into local garrison units. 

Yet, while army officers of northern origins continued to be dispatched to the south to 

suppress local rebellions or serve at the local garrison command posts, rarely, if ever, 

were army officers of southern origins transferred to the northern and western frontiers. 

When it is borne in mind that terms of service on northern and western frontiers were 

important steps in the career advancement of Northern Song military men, the army 

officers of southern origins, constrained by their limited localized military experiences, 

simply lacked opportunities to rise through the military ranks. Clearly for the southerners, 

military life was not for them, for it held little promise for their careers. Small wonder 

that, in the Northern Song, southerners generally shunned army service. The oft-quoted 

saying that "good men were not to be made solders nor good iron used for nails (haoren 

bu dangbing, haotie bu dading,''' which is believed to be the illustration of the general 

disparagement of the military service by the Chinese people of the times, may well have 

See H. Bielenstein, " The Census of China during the Period 2-742 A-D.^'EMFEA xix (1947): 125-63. 
See also, Edwin Pulleyblank, "Appendix II, Changes in the Distribution of Population from Sui to Mid-
T'ang." Ibid., pp. 172-7. 



been coined by southerners. Obviously for an ambitious southern man, the most 

promising route leading to wealth and prestige was a civil bureaucratic career. 

Fouth, the increasing prevalence of the civilian ideal over the military in the minds of the 

southerners seems to have also made the conscription of the southerners unfeasible. After 

the revival and expansion of the civil service examinations, which allowed for upward 

social mobility through non-military channels, southerners quickly adapted to this new 

mode of social advancement and thereby rose to prominence in the civil service. In due 

course, the southern bureaucrats came to dominate the civil service, rivaling the old 

northern military aristocracy in prestige and power. Having tasted the sweetness of their 

success in the civil service, the southerners were increasingly unwilling to make the 

sacrifices demanded by a military career.'®^ On the other hand, however, throughout most 

of the first millermium and well into the Song, inhabitants in the northern and 

northwestern regions continued to possess strong martial spirit and to find military 

service attractive. Evidence in the sources proves that until the end of the Northern Song, 

some northern men still preferred a military career to a scholarly one. Yang Cunzhong 

(1102-1166), the most trusted general of the Emperor Gaozong in the early years of the 

Southern Song, is a case in point. Realizing that a scholarly life did not fit his ideal of 

manhood, he gave up his literary study and joined the army in the hope to achieve fame 

The eminent Chinese authority on Song history, Fang Hao, was of the opinion that the saying was 
already current during the Song dynasty. See his book, Songshi [Song history] (Taipei: zhonghua wenhua 
chubanshe, 1954), p. 53. 
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and glory one day for himself. Yang later rose to be one of the most powerful army 

commanders of the Southern Song imperial army.^°° 

Finally, the gradual and yet unmistakable split of the civil and military officials along 

geographical lines in the course of the Northern Song may have been in keeping with the 

general trend of the time. At the time, Chinese society seems to have begun to demand a 

division of labor and the differentiation of people's obligations to the state according to 

their individual capacities. One indication of this increasing differentiation was the hired-

service system introduced by Wang Anshi in 1070. Under this system the remnants of the 

old corvee, or zayao ("miscellaneous services"), required by authorities, were replaced by 

payments for hiring substitutes. As pointed out by Naito Torajiro, hired-service was a 

progressive act which tended to "further the division of labor in society." No wonder 

the hired-service system was one of the few new policies of Wang Anshi that survived 

his downfall and remained an established system in subsequent periods. In contrast, 

Wang Anshi's baojia, or the tithing system, whose ultimate aim was to supplant the 

For a general view of Chinese southern tradition, see Hisayuki Miyakawa, "The Confucianization of 
South China." In Arthur Wright, ed.. The Confucian Persuasion (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 
1960), pp. 21-46. 

It appears that the northern notion of manhood in Northern Song times primarily concerns a glorious 
military career. See SS for the examples of Jiao Jixun and Yang Cunzhong, "Biography of Jiao Jixun," pp. 
9042-3/13; "Biography of Yang Cunzhong," pp. 11433-40/17. See also, James J.Y.Liu, "Chiao Chi-hsun." 
The Chinese Knight-Errant (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1967), p. 48. Jiao is quoted as saying 
that "a real man should accomplish great deeds in foreign lands and earn high honors. How can one be 
content to work diligently with the writing brush and the ink-slab?" Jiao later became a general under the 
Song. 

For information on Wang Anshi's New Policies, see H.R. Williamson, Wang An-shih, A Chinese 
Statesman and Educationalist of the Sung Dynasty (London: Arthur Probsthain, 1937). 

Hisayuki Miyakawa, "An Outline of the Naito Hypothesis and its Effects on Japanese Studies of China." 
Far Eastern Quarterly 14 (1955): 533-52. 
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mercenary army with a militia, was a failure.^"^ One of the various critics of the baojia 

system, Su Shi (1036-1101), stresses the necessity of separating soldiers from civilians in 

accordance with the economic principle of the division of labor. He wrote, "That the 

common people provide grains and clothes to support soldiers and soldiers risk their lives 

to protect the civilian is felt to be appropriate by all under heaven. Even the rebirth of the 

Sage could not change it." 

In its broad sense, the social division of labor at the time of the Northern Song may well 

have been manifested in the different roles that the south and the north played within the 

state. While the north retained the political and military centers, the south assumed more 

of the cultural and economic functions that had formerly been the functions of the north 

as well. Accordingly, a new form of power balance was achieved in which while the 

northerners continued to dominate the military establishment, the southerners began to 

rise through the civil ranks in the government, challenging, for the first time in Chinese 

history, the northern monopoly of state power. The autocratic position of the Song 

emperor was thereby firmly established, for he then had at his disposal two clearly 

defined political elite groups to compete for his favor, one being the civil elite and the 

other the military elite. Kept in mutual check and balance, both served him yet neither 

was powerful enough to challenge his authority. 

Song armies were mercenaries. For a brief account of the historical development of the mercenary 
system in China, see Ch'i-ch'ing Xiao, The Military Establishment of the Yuan Dynasty (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 1978), pp. 4-7. 

Su Shi, "zouyi ji." Su Dongpo ji [Collected works of Su Shi] 3.87; Guoxue jiben congshu. 
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Conclusion 

In his 1995 article, Huang Kuanchung described the process whereby southerners came 

to dominate the Southern Song court while men of northern backgrounds dominated the 

ranks of the Song armies in the Huai-Yangzi River defense belt.^°^ This lack of regional 

integration within the goverrmvent in the Southern Song clearly had its Northern Song 

antecedent. In fact, from the mid-eleventh century onwards, the educated elite of southern 

backgrounds came to play an increasingly important part both in state as well as in 

society. Still, although the northern Chinese yielded their traditional dominance of the 

civil government in the face of the southern pressure, they nonetheless held the military 

establishment as their last stronghold and monopolized among themselves the highest 

ranks in the imperial army. Whether this dramatic split between the civil and military 

officials during the Song was the intended results of a deliberate policy may be left open 

for further discussion. The actual effects of this split in the redistribution of power among 

the old north and the rising south was unmistakable. As a result, at the government level, 

power was split between the two distinct elite groups, the civil and the military officials, 

whose dissimilarities were further enhanced by their regional differences. The ultimate 

power was thereby concentrated in the hands of one single person, the emperor. 
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The received wisdom concerning civil-military relations during the Song dynasty is often 

expressed in the phrase "zhongwen qingwu" that is, "emphasize the civil and de-

emphasize the military." This expression summarizes the idea that, during the Song, all 

things civil ~ officials, culture, and society — were raised above their equivalent military 

counterparts as a deliberate goverrmient policy. The result was a stable, but militarily 

weak, empire. Peter Lorge recently points out that various scholars have debated the costs 

and benefits of this policy without ever asking the most basic question about it: did it 

actually exist? He notes that there was no policy by that name during the Song. The 

phrase ''zhongwen qingwu" was, in fact, a Ming dynasty coinage. Modern scholars,^"^ he 

writes, borrowed the term in their assertion that either such a policy had indeed existed or 

that even in the absence of a specific policy by that name during the Song, a consistent 

set of practices were followed that amounted to the same thing. 

This study shows that the Northern Song military service was dominated by northerners. 

Among them men of Hebei, Hedong and Henan origins constituted the vast majority. The 

Northern Song military elite was the political heir of the three military power groups that 

jointly founded the dynasty. Their strong corporate political position lasted throughout 

the course of the dynasty. Men from the northwest, on the other hand, were only brought 

in at a much later time, out of pressing necessities. The introduction of this "new blood' 

Huang Kuan-chung, "Cong hezhan dao nanbeiren." In Zhongguo lishishang de fen yu he xueshu 
yantaohui lunweiji [A collection of papers on the issues of unity and disunity in Chinese history] (Taipei: 
Lianhe baoxi wenhua jijinhui, 1995), pp. 168-89. 

Peter Lorge, "The Northern Song Military Aristocracy and the Royal Family." War and Society 18.2 
(October 2000): 37-47. 



did not alter the overall character of the established military elite body. The dominant 

position of the three military power groups in the composition of the Northern Song 

military elite remained intact. Given this situation, a policy termed "zhongwen qingwu" 

would naturally have first affected those to whom the dynasty owed its very existence 

and support. This was not the case, however. While it is true that careful efforts were 

made by Song rulers to contain the powers of the northern military men, they were 

nonetheless beneficiaries of dynastic rule and enjoyed substantial, semi-hereditary 

privileges, a fact that has begun to be recognized by students of Song history. 

See, for example, Fang Hao, Songsh/. 
See, for example, Peter Lorge, "The Northern Song Military Aristocracy and the Royal Family, " 

pp. 37-47; Robert Hartwell, "Demographic, Political, and Social Transformation of China," pp. 365-442. 
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CHAPTER FIVE; SOCIAL COMPOSITION OF THE SANYA 

COMMANDERS 

The foregoing chapter demonstrates that Sanya commanders in the Northern Song were 

primarily northerners. The aim of this chapter is to examine the distribution of the Sanya 

command ranks across social lines among these northern-born military officers. Men of 

what social backgrounds were most likely to be promoted into the elite circle of the 

Sanya commanders? In my pursuit of answers to this question, it became clear to me that 

men from the following four major social groups were the most favored choices. These 

were men whose loyalty to the emperors or the dynasty had been recognized and proven. 

209 
Imperial In-Laws (waiqi) 

91 n 
A recently published article by Peter Lorge sheds some new light on the super-elite 

status and power of some Northern Song military families. These were military families 

who enjoyed special ties with the imperial house due to marriage alliances. Lorge 

maintains that the descendants of these families generally received better treatment from 

the government than any civil families in the Northern Song. 

pp. 37-47; Robert Hartwell, "Demographic, Political, and Social Transformation of China," pp. 365-442. 
The following discussion of Northern Song imperial in-laws is based on source material found in the 

Songshi, "Biographies of the Imperial In-Laws," pp. 13535-98/20; "Biographies of the Imperial Consorts," 
pp. 8605-62/13. For secondary sources on Song imperial wives and consorts, see Priscilla C. Chung, 
Palace Women in the Northern Song (Leiden: Brill, 1981). 
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Imperial in-laws were highly visible in the Northern Song military establishment. Like 

9 1 1 
imperial clansmen, the majority of the male members of the imperial in-laws held 

military ranks. In fact, it was a standard Northern Song practice to grant military titles or 

ranks to the imperial in-laws as tokens of special imperial grace. Some rose to 

prominence in actual military service. Other remained in obscurity. They were 

nonetheless all privileged members of Song society. 

Chinese history is replete with examples in which powerful imperial in-laws usurped the 

throne and established their own dynasties. The necessity of exerting control over the 

imperial in-laws in order to prevent the unwanted changing of the dynasty had long been 

recognized. The fact that the Northern Song for the most part was free of political 

troubles inflicted by powerful imperial in-laws was attributed, in the writings of Song 

authors, to the dynasty's proper management of them. It was claimed that the Song ruling 

house treated the imperial in-laws well and employed them in the official service. Yet 

when members of the imperial in-laws broke the law, they were nonetheless subject to 

severe punishment, and no leniency was to be extended. Though in the course of the 

Peter Lorge, "The Northern Sone Military Aristocracy and the Royal Family." War and Society 18.2 
(October 2000): 37-47. 

On the imperial clansmen and their office-holding, see John Chaffee, Branches of Heaven, A History of 
the Imperial Clan of Sung China (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1999), pp. 44-48. According to 
Chaffee, the imperial clansmen constituted three percent of the civil service and seventeen percent of the 
military service in 1203. For most part of the Northern Song, however, the clansmen played only a 
ceremonial role. They were given high official ranks and often titles of nobility but were virtually kept 
away from power and barred from any substantive posts. 

Illustrative examples of this practice concern the imperial sons in-laws. No matter what actual 
experiences these imperial sons in-law might have had before they were married to the imperial princesses, 
they were without exception granted lofty military titles in addition to the usual title of fuma duwei after 
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dynasty, as many as five powerful empress-turned regents governed the country behind 

the lowered screens, the rule of the imperial Zhao house was never seriously 

challenged by any ambitious imperial in-laws. Hence, the Song historians praised the 

virtues of these powerful women, saying that they were instrumental in curbing the power 

of their own natal families.^'"^ Jennifer Holmgren, however, suggests that this was due to 

the fact that these powerful women were selected from "elite families on the decline".^ 

This author is inclined to believe that the Song achieved the political effects of restraining 

the power of imperial in-laws through institutional innovations. First, while the imperial 

in-laws might be employed in actual military service, they were nonetheless banned from 

participation in central goverrmient. The power and influence of the imperial in-laws 

were, as such, contained within the military establishment.^'^ Second, the Song adopted a 

practice of bringing into the palace girls in their early teens and raising them in isolation 

from outside influence. From childhood these young girls were indoctrinated with values 

suitable for their future roles and became emotionally detached from their natal families. 

Therefore, when they later became imperial consorts, they tended to be nonchalant about 

the interests of their natal families but jealously guarded the interests of the dynasty. 

they were married. Such military titles often include a general-ship in the various imperial guards {zhuwe 
jiangjuni) or a place in the yaojun apex grades system. 

These were Empress Dowager Liu, Cao, Gao, Xiang, and Meng. 
^'"SeeSS,?. 13535/20. 

Jennifer Holmgren, "Imperial Marriage in the Native Chinese and Non-Han State, Han to Ming." In 
Rubie Watson and Patricia Ebrey, eds.. Marriage and Inequality in Chinese Society (Berkeley: University 
of California Press, 1991), pp. 58-96. 
^'^Though the Song systematically precluded imperial in-laws from participation in the central government, 
they were nonetheless employed in actual military service as well as in local government posts. See SS for 
the example of Wang Shiyue, p. 8820/13. 
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The Song imperial family regularly intermarried with established military families, and 

frequently selected empresses from them. In fact, with the sole exception of Empress 

Xiang, who was the daughter of a former chief minister, nearly all other empresses of the 

Northern Song were from military families.^'^ This practice was partly due to the military 

background of the royal family. The imperial house of the Zhao emerged from a 

modest military family from the militant Hebei region. The father of Taizu and Taizong, 

Zhao Hongyin (899-956; posthumously Xuanzu), was a middle-ranking officer in the 

elite units of the imperial army under Latter Zhou (951-60). His in-laws were also 

11 0 
military. The empresses of the first two Song rulers were all from military families. 

Some were very prominent. Taizu's Empress Song came from a lineage which 

maintained a tradition of intermarrying with imperial houses throughout the Five 

Dynasties. Several imperial princesses were married into Empress Song's natal family. 

Indeed, her grandmother was an imperial princess of the Latter Tang (923-36), and her 

mother, an imperial princess of the Latter Han (947-50). Taizong's empress Fu was the 

daughter of General Fu Yanqing (898-975), a tenth century military legend.^^'' Given the 

fact that the social origins of the royal Zhao family were modest at best, marriage 

Empresses of this category were married in as principal consorts of the emperors or the heirs-apparent. 
Those who were later elevated to the rank of empress because of their being the biological mothers of the 
incumbent emperors or their being the emperors' favorites were often of humble origins. 

See John Chaffee, "Family Origins." Branches of Heaven, pp. 21-36. 
A famous story concerning Zhao Hongyin as a youth has him caught on the road in a snowstorm. Taking 

shelter in the gate of the illustrious Du family, he was befriended by them. The master of the household ~ 
the military governor Du Rang ~ gave the young man his fourth daughter in marriage, who was to be the 
future Empress Dowager Du (899-961). HXDJ 142, 10a-13a. See also, John Chaffee, Branches of Heaven, 
p. 22. 

See SS, "Biography of Fu Yanqing," pp. 8837-40/13. 
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alliances with these prominent families were partially intended to enhance the prestige of 

the rising imperial family. 

Table 5: Social Origins of Northern Song Empresses. 

Emperor/Husband Empress/Wife Social Origins Emperor/Son 
Taizu 
(927-76); 
(r. 960-76) 

H e ^  M Taizu 
(927-76); 
(r. 960-76) 

Wang^ M 
Taizu 
(927-76); 
(r. 960-76) Song M 
Taizong 
(939-97); 
(r. 976-97) 

Yin M Taizong 
(939-97); 
(r. 976-97) 

Fu^i^ M 
Taizong 
(939-97); 
(r. 976-97) L i ^  M 

Taizong 
(939-97); 
(r. 976-97) 

L i ^  H Zhenzong 
Zhenzong 
(968-1022); 
(r. 997-1022) 

Pan?S M Zhenzong 
(968-1022); 
(r. 997-1022) 

Guo$P M 
Zhenzong 
(968-1022); 
(r. 997-1022) Liu >:ij H 

Zhenzong 
(968-1022); 
(r. 997-1022) 

Li m H Renzong 
Renzong 
(1010-69); 
(r. 1022-63) 

GuoSP M Renzong 
(1010-69); 
(r. 1022-63) 

Cao W M 
Renzong 
(1010-69); 
(r. 1022-63) Zhang C 
Yingzong 
(1032-67); 
(r. 1063-67) 

Gao^ M Shenzong 

Shenzong 
(1048-85); 
(r. 1067-85) 

Xiang C Shenzong 
(1048-85); 
(r. 1067-85) 

Z h u ^  H Zhezong 
Shenzong 
(1048-85); 
(r. 1067-85) Chen H Huizong 
Zhezong 
(1077-1100); 
(r. 1085-1100) 

Meng M Zhezong 
(1077-1100); 
(r. 1085-1100) 

Liu H 

Huizong 
(1082-1135); 
(r. 1100-1126) 

Wang M Qinzong Huizong 
(1082-1135); 
(r. 1100-1126) 

Zheng H 
Huizong 
(1082-1135); 
(r. 1100-1126) Wei H Gaozong 
Qinzong 
(1100-1161); 
(r. 1126-27) 

Z h u ^  M 

T otal/Percentage; 24 M: 58%; 
H: 33%; 
C: 8% 

M: military-official family 
H: humble family origins 
C: civil-official family 

Source: SS, "Biographies of the Imperial Consorts," pp. 8605-62/13. 
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The imperial marriage ties with the mihtary were said to have been established by Taizu 

in his famous pact with his generals at the beginning of the dynasty. In exchange for the 

peaceful surrender of their military power, Taizu promised his generals that the imperial 

house would intermarry with their descendants so as to ensure the long-term political 

fortunes of their families?^' This political act of Taizu's may be viewed as the defining 

moment for the birth of the Northern Song policy that called for preferential treatment for 

scions of established military families whose forefathers had contributed to the founding 

of the dynasty. The successors of Taizu kept the promise well, and the imperial house 

displayed a tendency to select daughters from these military families to be empresses. In 

the long list of the military families that produced empresses over the course of the 

Northern Song, some were among the most prominent of their day. In addition to the 

names already mentioned above, they were Pan Mei (921-87), Guo Shouwen (935-89), 

Guo Chong (908-65), Cao Bin (931-99), Gao Qiong (935-1006), Meng Yuan. All of them 

were honored by entries of their personal biographies in the official Songshi. The 

tradition was so strong that Empress Liu (969-1033) of the third emperor Zhenzong felt 

obliged to fabricate her family origins. Empress Liu came from an obscure, perhaps, an 

artisan family from Sichuan. To look better in the eyes of her contemporaries who were 

used to having empresses from honorable military families, she claimed to have 

^^'The Songshi records the famous drinking party in which Taizu skillfully stripped the command authority 
of his former comrades. See SS, "Biography of Shi Shouxin," p. 8810/13. See also, XTJ, pp.49-50/2. 
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descended from a military family from Taiyuan, where for centuries the finest soldiers in 

'yyy 

the empire had been produced. 

The Song not only maintained a tradition of establishing marriage ties with the military 

but also followed a practice of employing its imperial in-laws in actual military service. 

Among the total one hundred and seven Sanya commanders about whom we have 

knowledge, twenty-six (or 24%) were imperial in-laws. The percentage may well have 

been higher. One contemporary source informs us that it was the rule of the dynasty that 

223 one third of the Sanya command ranks were to be filled by imperial in-laws. It should 

be pointed out that of the twenty-six imperial in-laws, ten were from Hebei, six from 

Henan, and four from Hedong. The remaining six came from Sichuan, Hangzhou and 

Shaaxi. 

Taizu's Three Appointees 

The practice of appointing imperial relatives as the Sanya commanders can be attributed 

to Taizu (r.960-76) who first introduced three imperial relatives to the high command of 

the imperial army. One was his brother Zhao Guangyi (939-97), later Emperor Taizong. 

Two others were his relatives by marriage. Zhao Guangyi stayed in the appointed 

position of provost marshal of the Palace Corps for a little more than a year before he was 

See SS, "Biography of Empress Liu," pp. 8612-6/13. The Songshi contains contradicting accounts on 
Empress Liu's family origins. 
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stripped of command authority. The excuse given for this act was that the palace 

guardsmen were like wild tigers and wolfs (rulang sihu) and therefore a strong character 

was needed to rein them in, suggesting that Guangyi was not the man for this task. In his 

place, a certain Zhang Qiong (d.963) was appointed. Zhang was a fierce and ill-tempered 

man. Later he met a tragic end due to the very characteristic for which he was 

appointed. His subordinates hated him and charged him with trumped-up crimes. 

Zhang committed suicide as a result. The two imperial relatives by marriage were 

appointed at a time when the commander-in-chief of the infantry division in the 

Emperor's Guard had been sent out to lead the campaign against the Western Shu 

state. Taizu first chose his brother-in-law Wang Jixun (d.977) to oversee the 

infantry. When charges again Wang were brought up, Taizu immediately removed 

him from office. Taizu then appointed his maternal uncle Du Shengqiong (897-966).^^^ 

Unfortunately, Du died several months later. In these brief appointments, it appears that 

Taizu was constantly weighing the advantages of selecting someone he trusted versus 

someone who was capable. While Taizu tended to trust those who had special ties with 

him or his family {renren weiqin), he nonetheless displayed a tendency to appoint those 

who were trustworthy and at the same time capable. 

JYYL 97 (1136). See also, Wang Zenyu, Songchao bingzhi chutan [An introductory study of the 
military system of the Song dynasty] (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1983), p. 7. 

pp.50-1/2. 
See SS, "Biography of Zhang Qiong," pp. 9009-10/13. See also, XTJ, p. 51/2. 
For more information on this campaign, see Worthy, "The Founding of Sung China,950-1000: 

Integrative Change in Military and Political Institutions" (Ph. D. diss., Princeton University, 1975), 
pp. 51-5. 

See SS, "Biography of Wang Jixu," pp. 13541-3/20. See also, XTJ, p.159/3. 
See XTJ, pp. 181-2/2; p. 399/3. 
See SS, "Biography of Du Shenqiong," p. 13536/20. See also, XTJ, p. 172/2. 
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Li Jilong. Taizong' Brother in-law and His Most Trusted General 

Among all the senior officers who were appointed to the high command of the imperial 

army during Taizong's reign (r. 976-97), Li Jilong (950-1005) was undoubtedly the most 

trusted by Taizong due to his imperial in-law status. Li was the elder brother of 

Taizong's Empress Li and son of General Li Chuyun (920-66),^^' who served as 

Commissioner of Military Affairs in Taizu's court. Unlike Wang Jixun, Li Jilong was 

not only an able army officer, but also an imperial brother-in-law who practiced self-

restraint. He could certainly take pride in his military record. In 979, he was instrumental 

in winning the battle at Mancheng. In 986, his troops were among the few that did not 

scatter in the face of a Khitan attack.^^^ That he enjoyed Taizong's special confidence 

was evident, for in 994 Li Jilong was placed at the head of an expeditionary army to 

attack Li Jiqian (963-1004), the warlike Tangut tribal chieftain who had remained 

obstinately independent after another faction of the Tangut leadership had surrendered to 

the Song in 982. This appointment took place at a time when Taizong's policy was 

shifting from appointing military men to command field troops to commissioning 

civilians or eunuchs in the same capacities. Li Jilong, a general of military background. 

See SS, "Biography of Li Jilong," pp. 8963-9/13. 
See SS, "Biography of Li Chuyun," pp.8960-3/13. 
See XTJ, pp. 462-3/3. 
See XTJ, p. 620/3. 
See XTJ, p. 767/4. 
On the Western Tanguts up till the death of Li Jiqian, see Herbert Franke and Denis Twitchett, eds., The 

Cambridge History of China: Alien Regimes and Border States, 907-1368 (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1994), pp. 154-72. 
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was apparently made an exception to this emerging policy due to his special ties with the 

emperor. 

Taizong was known for exercising tight control over field generals. This included the use 

of the preset battle formations (zhentu)^^^ and the implementation of the policy that 

required imperial approval of any major military actions in the field (zhongfu)?^'' Despite 

this central control, we are informed by the sources that Li Jilong often used his own 

discretion to decide the course of action in the field. He did so even when his actions 

directly contradicted the imperial directives. According to the Songshi, at one time when 

the Khitan invaded the northern border, Li, then director-in-chief (dujian) at Zhen 

Prefecture, was positioned to obstruct the enemies' southward incursion. Initially, Li and 

his comrades tried to implement the preset imperial battle formation but then realized that 

it did not fit the situation. Li decided to abandon the imperial strategy, so he said, "Things 

are changing all the time. How can they be predicted? If we are to be punished for not 

obeying the imperial order, then let me alone shoulder the blame." It was recorded that 

the Song armies subsequently won the battle at Xu River.^^® Another time, when the field 

generals were told by the eunuchs to obey the imperial edicts, Li protested, "When 

military matters are concerned, we generals should decide what is best for the moment 

and for the occasion." Another imperial in-law Zhao Yanjin also echoed Li Jilong's 

Song emperors followed a practice of dictating in great detail the strategy before and during a campaign 
to exercise control over expeditionary armies. For more on the zhentu, see Worthy, "The Founding of Sung 
China," p. 188. 

For insightful comments on this policy, see Wang Zhengyu, Songchao bingzhi chutan, pp. 327-31. 
See SS, pp. 8964-5/13. 
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opinion in asserting his own discretion in making independent military decisions. 

Given the special status Li and Zhao enjoyed as the imperial brothers in-law, it is no 

surprising that they were allowed some leeway in exercising autonomous command 

authority 

Zhenzong's Two In-laws 

Emperor Zhenzong (r.998-1022) continued his father's practice of employing imperial 

relatives by marriage to command the imperial army. One was Li Jihe (963-1008), the 

younger brother of Li Jilong. His appointment was an understandable choice. Not only 

did he descend from a prominent military family, he had also a proven record in the 

military service.^"*^ The choice of Liu Mei (962-1021), the alleged brother of Empress Liu, 

however, was absolutely arbitrary.^''^ Both official records and anecdotes suggest that Liu 

Mei was, in fact, the former husband of Empress Liu.^"*^ It was believed that his original 

family name was Gong, not Liu, and that he was a silversmith from Sichuan. To make a 

living, Gong Mei and his wife Woman Liu, moved to the capital Kaifeng. There Woman 

Liu, thanks to her exceptional beauty and unusual talent in music, caught the amorous 

eyes of Zhenzong, then prince of Xiang and metropolitan prefect of Kaifeng. Woman Liu 

was soon brought into the prince's harem and became his favorite consort. Some time 

See SS, "Biography of Zhao Yanjin," pp. 9298-300/14. Zhao married a sister of Taizong's Empress Fu. 
See SS, "Biography of Li Jihe,", pp. 8969-74/13. 
See SS, "Biography of Liu Mei," pp. 13548-9/20. 
See, for example, SS, "Biography of Empress Liu," pp. 8612-6/13. See also, Sima Guang, Songshui 

jiwen (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1989), p. 109. 



after Zhenzong ascended the throne, Woman Liu was promoted empress. To share the 

luck of his former wife, Gong Mei changed his family name to Liu, claiming that he was 

the brother of the incumbent empress. With this drastic turn of event, the star of his 

fortunes skyrocketed. Liu Mei, the former silversmith, soon rose to be a prestigious 

Sanya commander. Liu's grandson, Liu Yongnian, following the footsteps of his 

grandfather, later was also promoted into the Sanya ranks. 

Renzong's Five In-laws 

More imperial relatives, five in all,^'^'^ were employed during the reign of Renzong 

(r.l023—1063) than during any other time in the entire dynasty. The fact that Renzong's 

reign lasted more than forty years no doubt contributed to this pattern, but other factors 

were at work as well. Of the thirty-two men appointed to the Sanya command under 

Renzong's reign, eight, a full quarter, were special partisans of the emperor. In view of 

the fact that the number of the imperial favorites appointed at the time dropped to an all 

time low,^'*^ the increase of the imperial in-laws in the Sanya command ranks was quite 

understandable. The latter may well have been used to assume the functions formerly 

performed by the imperial favorites, to serve as the emperor's "eyes and ears", and to spy 

on the activities of other generals. Some were completely inappropriate choices, 

appointed solely because of their imperial in-law status. The case of Li Yonghe is a 

See SS, "Biography of Liu Yongnian," pp. 13551-2/20. 
These were Li Zhaoliang, Li Yonghe, Liu Yongnian, Cao Zong, and Li Zhang. 
See the section on the imperial favorites in this chapter. 
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telling example in point.^'*^ Li was a Hangzhou native. Sometime during the regency of 

Empress Liu, he ended up in Kaifeng, selling ghost paper money (mingqian) on the street 

to eke out a meager living. In his wildest imagination, Li could hardly have dreamt that 

the incumbent emperor was the son of his ovm sister who was brought into the palace 

while a small girl. When Li's identity was brought to light, his life took a dramatic turn. 

Almost overnight, he was transformed from a street pauper engaging in one of the most 

socially despised professions to the respectable maternal uncle of the emperor (yuanjiu). 

Thereafter, Li was appointed commander-in-chief of the Palace Corps, the highest army 

command rank (grade 2b) under the Northern Song. Sometime later his son, Li Zhang, 

was also granted this honor.^"^^ As for the other three imperial in-laws who were made 

Sanya commanders during the reign of Renzong, they were all criticized by their 

contemporaries for having risen solely on account of imperial favor. 

Imperial In-laws in Later Periods 

The practice of appointing imperial-in-laws to the high command of the imperial army 

was continued throughout the dynasty. Emperor Shenzong (r. 1067-1085) trusted his own 

maternal great-uncle, Gao Zunyu (1027-1086), in the military campaign launched to 

attack the Tanguts in the northwest. Gao's incompetence, however, denied Shenzong his 

See SS, "Biography of Li Yonghe," pp. 13565-7/20. 
Ibid. 
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ambition to subjugate the Tanguts once and for all. In the closing years of the Northern 

Song, the father and the son, Cao Xiu (1015-86) and Cao Ping served in the Sanya 

command positions in succession.^'^^ The Caos descended from the great General, Cao 

Bin (931 -99), and were imperial in-laws by virtue of their kinship relations to Empress 

Cao of Renzong (r.l023—1063) and Empress Gao of Yingzong (r. 1064-1067). Cao Xiu 

was the brother of the former and the maternal uncle of the latter. The Caos intermarried 

with the imperial house in a span of two centuries, either marrying-in imperial princesses 

or marrying-out their daughters to the imperial family.^^*^ The lasting prosperity of the 

Caos was illustrative of the super-elite power and status that some military families 

enjoyed during the Northern Song. 

Conclusion 

Song rulers consistently followed a policy of military centralization. The employment of 

imperial in-laws in the high command of the imperial army was in line with this policy. 

Because the imperial in-laws enjoyed special ties with the emperors and as such 

commanded special imperial confidence, they acted as the imperial agents in the army. 

An overview of the imperial in-laws who had served in the Sanya command suggests that 

the choices, at times, were arbitrary, although there was never a lack of capable imperial 

See SS, "Biography of Gao Zunyu," pp. 13575-9/20; "Biography of Empress Gao," pp. 8625-7/13. In 
this campaign, Gao's army of one million men was totally defeated by the Tanguts. 

See SS, "Biography of Cao Xiu," pp. 13572-4/20. Cao Ping's biography is attached to his father's. 
The Cao family alone had produced two imperial consorts. One was the empress of Renzong who was 

the maternal aunt of Empress Gao of Yingzong. The other was an imperial consort of Taizong. 
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in-laws who rendered meritorious service to the state. It is plain, however, that in the 

appointment of the imperial in-laws to the Sanya command ranks, the primary concern 

was the appointees' special ties with the reigning emperor. Small wonder that on 

occasion men like Liu Mei, the silver smith and Li Yonghe, the ghost money dealer who 

otherwise would have had no qualifications for such highly prestigious military offices 

were selected. This remarkable phenomenon of drastic social mobility stemmed from the 

institution of emperorship.The emperor was the ultimate source of power and the 

arbiter of state affairs. He alone enjoyed the prerogative of bestowing favors upon his 

followers.^^^ His magic wand could instantly transform dross into gold. 

Clearly, as has been demonstrated in the foregoing discussion, in Northern Song times, 

there existed a highly privileged social group whose family traditions were military and 

whose roots were in the north. These families represented a pool of potential marriage 

partners for the royal family and thereby enjoyed close ties to the imperial house. As such, 

they had real, stable power and their descendants generally received preferential 

treatment from the government. Such families were in fact the nobility of the dynasty. In 

contemporary sources, their descendants were called guiyou zidi (sons of nobility, with 

negative connotations) or huazhou zidi (sons of high birth, a positive synonym). Implied 

was the fact that these lads had been born with silver spoons in their mouths and did not 

The term is borrowed from John Chaffee but is used differently. See John Chaffee, Branches of Heaven, 

p. II. 
The greatest political taboo for a Northern Song official was to bestow personal favors to his 

subordinates, an act deemed as competing with the emperor for their loyalty. One reason attributed to Kou 
Zhun's downfall was his generosity towards armies within his jurisdiction. 
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need work hard to get ahead. In the latter half of the Northern Song, however, the status 

of some of these families changed. Some receded into obscurity. A few, however, 

managed to take advantage of the opportunity offered by the civil service examination 

system to maintain their elite social standing, and continued to flourish against all odds. 

Imperial Associates (fanfu jiuliao) 

Imperial favorites, like the imperial in-laws, were men who had close, personal ties with 

the reigning emperors. The majority started their careers in the private service of the 

"hidden dragons" (qianlong), or the would-be emperors. Some were their subordinates in 

official capacities. Following their patrons' accession, these men ascended rapidly 

through the official hierarchy. Oftentimes, they were awarded key positions in the army 

or ranks in the group of court attending military officials called the Horizontal File.^^^ 

Some were later promoted into the Sanya command, serving as imperial agents in the 

army. Among the known one hundred and seven Sanya commanders, thirty-four 

belonged to this group, accounting for one third of the total. Three of unknown origins 

aside, seventeen were from Hebei, nine from Henan and five from Hedong.^^^ 

^"Emperor Zhenzong asked one of his favorites to choose among two prestigious offices to serve, one in 
the high command of the army and the other in the court-attending Horizontal File. His favorite replied that 
he would want to serve in the Horizontal File so that he could be around his Majesty at all times. 

That this occurred to Taizu's favorites is understandable given the nature of their previous careers. 
However, the same practice was followed by Taizong even if some of his favorites had no military 
experiences whatsoever. See SS for the group biographies of Taizong's favorites, pp. 9221-34/13. 

See Table 4: "Social and Geographical Distributions of the Sanya Command Ranks." 
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The prestige of the imperial favorites was so high that they were considered to have 

acquired elite status and as such were eligible for the privilege of intermarrying with the 

imperial house. An exemplary case of this type of marriage alliance occurred in 

Taizong's reign when Chai Yuxi (943-1004), a member of Taizong's former staff, was 

granted one of Taizong's daughters as his daughter-in-law.^^® Yet the pattern of the 

marriage alliances between these political upstarts and the imperial family seems to have 

markedly differed from the marriage pattern that linked the long established military 

families and the royal Zhaos. While the latter married freely both in and out with the 

imperial house, the former merely took in imperial women — not always princesses, but 

never provided empresses.Obviously, the right to supply empresses to the imperial 

family was a prerogative reserved for the old military families {xunjiu zhi jia) whose 

forebears either contributed to the founding of the dynasty or, for generations, rendered 

meritorious service to the dynasty. For the political rising stars like the imperial favorites, 

marriage ties with the imperial clan were both an indication and a confirmation of their 

newly acquired elite status. They were, however, not prestigious enough to supply 

empresses. 

See SS, "Biography of Chai Zongqing," pp. 9221-2/13. 
For instance, one imperial favorite, Zhang Xun's son married in an imperial clanswoman. See SS, 

p. 9224/13. 
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Taizu's Associates 

When Taizu (r.960-976) ascended the throne in 960, eight generals held high command 

offices in the imperial army. They had been appointed to their posts by Emperor Zhou 

Shizong (r.954-9) and as such, owed their allegiance to the Zhou regime. However, when 

Taizu declared himself the new emperor of China, all but two changed allegiance. Taizu 

retained the six collaborators in office. In fact, each was given a promotion. The two 

stalwart Zhou loyalists, Li Chongjin (d. 961) and Han Tong (d. 960), who were 

commander-in-chief and vice commander-in-chief of the Emperor's Guard respectively, 

• « • • 9S0 • 
all paid a high price for their non-compliance. In fact, Han Tong was the immediate 

victim of the military coup that boosted Taizu to the throne. He was murdered by Luo 

Yankuei (d. 969^^°), one of Taizu's close associates.^®^ Li Chongjin and another Zhou 

loyalist Li Yun led separate rebellions against Taizu, only to be crushed one by one. 

To suppress these rebellions, Taizu enlisted the services of the six former Zhou 

generals.No sooner than Taizu succeeded in subjugating the rebels did he start to 

See XTJ, pp.6-7/2. Four men in this group later entered marital alliances with the imperial house. 
See SS, "Biography of Li Chongjin," pp. 13975-9 ; "Biography of Hang Tong," pp. 13968-70. 
See XTJ, p. 167; 221. Luo Yangui was military governor of Anguo command in 966, active in border 

warfare against the Northern Han state. 
See SS, "Biography of Luo Yangui," pp. 8827-8/13. 
On the Song mopping up of these two rebellions, see Worthy, "The Founding of Sung China," pp.42-4. 

See also, SS, "Biography of Li Yun," pp. 13970-5/20. 
See XTJ, p. 23/2. In the suppression of the Li Yun rebellion, Shi Shouxin and Gao Huaide were placed 

at the head of one wing of the expeditionary army, so were Murong Yanzhao and Wang Quanbin of the 
other. Later the emperor personally led the campaign. In the meantime, Han Lingkun was deployed at a 
strategic point to block the possible Northern Han reinforcements. To suppress the rebellion of Li Chongjin, 
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remove them from office. In the third month of 961, he first stripped the military 

authority from Han Lingkim (d.968) and Murong Yanzhao (913-963), who were at that 

time the two top commanders of the Emperor's Guard and the Palace Corps respectively. 

Each was sent away on a garrison assignment in border regions.^^"^ The posts formerly 

occupied by Han and Murong were left vacant thereafter. In the ninth month of the same 

year, Taizu further reduced the power of four other generals, who had occupied the 

remaining highest ranks in the imperial army, also by giving them new assignments 

elsewhere. Once the slate was cleaned, Taizu began to reorganize the command 

structure of the imperial army so that it would be responsive solely to him. 

On the entire list of Taizu's new appointees, one was his own brother Zhao Guangyi, 

three his sworn brothers,^®® and the remaining four his close associates. Most had been 

active participants in the coup. With this drastic turnover in the high command of the 

imperial army, Taizu left the supreme command positions permanently vacant, while 

keeping other positions of relative importance occasionally unfilled. As a result, only a 

Shi Shouxin and Wang Shenqi were made commanders of the expeditionary army while Li Chuyun and 
Song Yanwo were also given important responsibilities. Taizu again personally lead the campaign. 

See SS, "Biography of Han Lingkun," pp.8831-3/13; "Biography of Murong Yanzhao," pp. 8834-6/13. 
See also, XTJ, p. 42; 112; 201/2. 

See XTJ, p.50/2. 
Military men of the Five Dynasties commonly formed sworn brotherhoods. Zhao belonged to a 

fratemity of ten "brothers" which include: Yang Guangyi, Shi Shouxin, Wang Shenqi, Li Jixun, Liu 
Qingyi, Liu Shouzhong, Liu Tingrang, Han Chongyun, and Wang Zhengzhong, Five of them, not counting 
Zhao, were prominent generals: Shi Shouxin, Han Chongyun, Wang Shenqi, Liu Tingrang, and Li Jixun. 
Only the last name was not in the imperial army at the time of the Song coup. The only extant information 
about this sworn brotherhood is a list of its members given in SCSS 9, p. 158. See also. Worthy, "The 
Founding of Sung China," p. 165. The practice of sworn brotherhood in the army, however, was prohibited 
under the Song. See XTJ, p. 275/2. 
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handful of positions were left to be filled and he filled them with men he hand-picked 

trusted. 

The year 961 was significant in the Song military history. In that year the command 

hierarchy of the Song imperial army at the headquarters level was reorganized. From a 

command staffed by either former Zhou generals, or by men to whom Taizu felt obliged 

to give appointments due to their part in bringing about the founding of the dynasty, it 

was then transformed into a command staffed by men who were nearly all promoted from 

obscurity and, as such, owed sole allegiance to Taizu, their patron. 

In the selection of military officers to fill the major command positions in the imperial 

army, Taizu consciously drew a distinction between those appointed to the Palace Corps 

and those appointed to the Emperor's Guard. Different criteria were accordingly applied. 

Among the four men whom he entrusted to command the Palace Corps, none had a 

distinguished military record but all had a close, personal relationship with Taizu. They 

were selected more because of their loyal devotion than their military talent. We may cite 

the example of Yang Xin. Yang served as Taizu's lieutenant before the latter's 

enthronement. Sometime after Taizu became emperor, Yang was made provost marshal 

of the Palace Corps. While serving at this post, Yang contracted a strange disease and 

269 • therefore lost his voice. Taizu nonetheless retained him in office. Once Taizu was 

These were Zhang Qiong, Han Chongyun, Yang Yi (later changed to Yang Xin), and Li Chongxun. 
See SS, "Biography of Yang Xin," pp. 9016-7/13. 
See XTJ, p. 168/2. 
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training his navy inside the Palace City. Upon hearing the commotion, Yang Xin rushed 

to the scene in his evening dress. Seeing this, Taizu remarked, "What a loyal man he 

is!"270 Yang was later promoted commander-in-chief of the Palace Corps.^^' 

In the case of the Emperor's Guard, however, the selection of military officers to the high 

command of this unit was made rationally rather than arbitrarily or for personal reasons. 

Merit and qualifications were the key criteria, though trustworthiness remained a very 

important consideration. Those who were initially selected had proven records in combat 

and were to prove themselves useful for the Song unification cause a few years later. 

These men were the cream of the crop of the Northern Song crack troops, collectively 

known as the Upper Four Armies {shang sijun). 

The dichotomy reflected in Taizu's selection policy can be explained in the light of 

Taizu's special connections to the Palace Corps. Both his rise to power and the 

consolidation of his rule were dependent upon this imperial unit. Unlike the Emperor's 

Guard whose ranks were traditionally dominated by Hedong officers, the control of the 

Palace Corps, from its inception, rested in the hands of Hebei men. The Palace Corps was 

first organized by Emperor Zhou Taizu (r.951-3) and rapidly built up its strength under 

Emperor Shizong (r.954-9). For over six years, Zhang Kuangyin served as the supreme 

commander of the Palace Corps whereby he steadily built up his personal power and 

influence. Relying on his control of this mighty imperial army unit, Zhang Kuangyin 

See XTJ, p. 233/2. 
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succeeded in founding his own dynasty. Given his fear that others might imitate his 

example, it is not surprising that Taizu could only entrust the command authority of the 

Palace Corps to those who would loyally serve him. Throughout his reign, he kept the 

main forces of the Palace Corps in the capital area to guard the capital and the imperial 

palaces.As a result, during Taizu's reign, none of those who held high command posts 

in the Palace Corps was sent out to lead campaigns launched to imify China. 

On the other hand, however, Taizu was also acutely aware of the need to employ able 

commanders to lead campaigns if he were to succeed in unifying China. To this end, 

Taizu promoted some of the finest soldiers of his day into the Guards' command, 

regardless of their geographic or ethnic origins. Dang Jin and a few other non-Chinese 

Hedong officers were such examples.^^^ They served mainly in the reign of Taizu and 

distinguished themselves in combat. 

Taizong's Favorites 

Taizong (r.976-997) had been deprived of command of the imperial army for fifteen 

years, ever since Taizu had stripped him of his rank of Palace Corps provost marshal in 

991.^^"^ Therefore when he ascended the throne in 976, he was not a victorious general as 

See XTJ, p. 308/2. 
See XTJ, p. 106/2. Taizu did send men from the Palace Corps on tours of duty to border areas, but the 

number was insignificant. 
See SS, "Biography of Dang Jin," pp. 9018-9/13. See also, XTJ, p. 405/3. 
See XTJ, p. 50/2. 
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his elder brother had been. To establish his authority and assert his position as the 

supreme commander of the imperial army after his accession, he had to place men whose 

loyalty he could count on in key imperial army command posts. 

According to historical records, Taizong succeeded the throne of his brother in 

accordance with the wishes of their mother, who had requested that her younger sons 

succeeded the older ones. She supposedly said to Taizu, "The only reason you are on the 

throne today is because the late emperor of the Latter Zhou foolishly named a young 

child as his successor. If you are succeeded by a child, our dynasty will suffer the fate 

that we meted out to them."^^^ She then stipulated that the throne was to be handed down 

from Taizu to Taizong, to another younger brother, Zhao Tingmei (947-84), the Prince of 

Wei, then back to the son of the founding emperor. Despite this official account, popular 

o p i n i o n  f e l t  t h a t  T a i z o n g  h a d  i n  f a c t  m u r d e r e d  h i s  b r o t h e r  a n d  u s u r p e d  t h e  t h r o n e . N o t  

long after his enthronement, Taizong banished his younger brother, whom he declared 

was only his father's illicit son by a wet nurse and then ordered his nephew, son and heir 

of the founding emperor to commit suicide. His own son was then named heir-apparent. 

Taizong's action was said to have been suggested by Zhao Pu (c. 922-93) who said that 

Taizu had erred in following his mother's wishes and that Taizong should not make the 

See SS for the group biographies of Taizong's favorites, pp. 9221-34/13. See also, Jiang Fucong, "Song 
Taizong jindi mufu kao [On Emperor Taizong's former staff]." In SSYJJ 3, pp. 149-70. 

See SS, "Biography of Dowager Du," pp.8606-7/13. I follow Priscilla C. Chung in the translation of 
Dowager Du's words. See Chung, Palace Women in the Northern Song, pp. 3-4. 

See XTJ, in particular, the commentaries, pp. 377-81/2. 
See XTJ, p.460; pp. 514-8; p. 520/3. 
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same mistake.Given the doubtful nature of his succession, naturally Taizong would 

have felt insecure over, or even threatened, by the weighty presence of the generals 

appointed by and loyal to Taizu. Therefore, shortly after he took the throne, Taizong once 

again attempted to clean the slate. In the eleventh month of 977, Dang Jin, who enjoyed 

Taizu's special confidence, was among the first to be stripped of command authority after 

980 
a twelve-year tenure. In his place, a certain Mi Xin of northern barbarian stock was 

9 R 1  
appointed. Yang Xin, commander-in-chief of the Palace Corps, trusted by Taizu as a 

man who had no hidden designs, was made a mere figurehead prior to his death in 978. 

Bai Jinchao was then promoted vice commander-in-chief of the Corps to replace him. Of 

this Bai Jinchao, our sources say nothing more than that he was a cautious and reliable 

283 man. 

Taizong soon filled the senior army command ranks with men he hand-picked. Among 

Taizong's new appointees, the great majority were those who served him in his old 

personal guards when he was the metropolitan prefect of Kaifeng. Such men included 

Gao Qiong (935-1006), Wang Chao, Fu Qian (d.l017) and a few others who had been 

among his most trusted followers.^^'' Naturally, when Taizong ascended the throne, the 

stars of fortunes of these men began to rise. 

See XTJ, pp. 306-7/2. See also, Priscilla C. Chung, Palace Women in the Northern Song, p. 3-4. 
See XTJ, p. 415/3. 
See SS, "Biography of Mi Xin," pp. 9022-4/13. 
See XTJ, p. 429/3. 
See XTJ, p. 432/3. 
See SS, "Biography of Gao Qiong," pp. 9691-3/14; "Biography of Wang Cao," pp. 9464-6/14; 

"Biography of Fu Qiang," pp. 9473-4/14. 
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Song historians, however, were not impressed by Taizong's favorites. In the official 

biographies they wrote for these men, the majority were portrayed in a rather unfavorable 

light. They were, as the Song historians commented, mediocre men who rode on the 

coattails of their imperial patron and attained undue wealth and prestige, implying that 

the sole basis for the drastic turn of fortunes of Taizong's favorites was their personal ties 

with their imperial master. Taizong, on the other hand, may well have been aware of the 

limits of his appointees. He nonetheless needed them to fill the vacancies he created by a 

wholesale removal of Taizu's generals. Furthermore, he may have felt obliged to reward 

them because they had contributed to his enthronement. These men were distributed 

across the line of the Palace Corps and the Emperor's Guard. No distinction was drawn 

between those appointed to the Guard command and those appointed to the Palace Corps 

command. This new selection pattern may have resulted from the fact that Taizong 

enjoyed no particular ties to either the Palace Corps or the Emperor's Guard before his 

enthronement. 

Zhenzong's Generals 

Former Attendants of Zhenzong 

Emperor Zhenzong (r.997-1022) was son of Taizong. He was designated as the crown 

prince by his father. Already thirty years old upon inheriting the throne, the new emperor 

was mature and had established his own circles of friends and favorites while in the 
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office of heir-apparent. Thus, when he was enthroned he had his own men to employ both 

at the court and in the army. Of the twenty-two Sanya commanders who served during his 

reign, the majority were his old guardsmen or staff members. By a quirk of history, 

among Zhenzong's favorites, a certain Wang Jizhong (d.l023) left his mark in history not 

as a victorious general on the battleground but for his diplomatic maneuvers in 

facilitating the peace settlement that ended the long existent antagonism between the 

Khitan and the Song states.^^^ 

Former Attendants of Taizong 

Unlike Taizu or Taizong who stripped the command authority of those who were 

appointed by their predecessors upon their enthronement, Emperor Zhenzong retained 

most of the generals who had served his father. This practice, which was to be continued 

by later emperors, may have been due to the ways by which Zhenzong and his successors 

ascended the throne. Zhenzong inherited the throne from his father through legitimate 

succession rather than through open military coups or veiled palace intrigues. He felt 

certain that he could claim the allegiance of these veteran generals simply as the 

designated heir of his father. Therefore he was much more trusting towards the generals 

his father promoted than his father had been towards men who had been appointed by his 

uncle. 

See SS, "Biography of Wang Jizhong," pp. 9471-2/14. 
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Early in Zhenzong's reign, nine of Taizong's old attendants held high command ranks in 

the imperial army. When war with the Khitans heated up, they were entrusted with 

leading the troops to fight off the enemies. However, none had distinguished performance. 

Some even proved to be utterly incompetent. Fu Qian (d.l017), for instance, was a 

veteran general in Taizong's reign. In 999, when Empress Dowager Xiao and Emperor 

Liao Shengzong led the Khitan armies to invade the Song, Fu Qian was then commander-

in-chief of the Song regional forces stationed in Ding Prefecture. While his 80,000 troops 

"could not wait to attack with their self-equipped iron rods and hammers," Fu stuck to 

Taizong's defensive strategy and ordered his troops to "safeguard the city and not to 

attack." Only when his armies increasingly protested did Fu Qian finally permit 

Commander Fan Tingzhao (927-1001) to lead 10,000 men to intercept the Khitans. 

Shortly afterwards, Fu Qian and his deputy Zhang Zhaoyun (d.1008) were put into 

exile.^^^ 

Another Taizong's favorite, Wang Chao, also suffered a demotion due to his lackluster 

987 
performance on the battlefield. His incompetence in combat first cost Zhenzong one of 

his most favored generals. In the summer of 1003, tens of thousands of Khitan forces 

attacked Wangdu (modern Wangdu County in Hebei). Wang Chao, then commander-in-

chief of the Song forces in Ding Prefecture, led an army to relieve the siege. But Wangdu 

See SS, "Biography of Fu Qiang," pp. 9473-4/14; "Biography of Fan Tingzhao," pp. 9697-9/14; 
"Biography of Zhang Zhaoyun," pp.9474-5/14. See also, Nap-yin Lau, "Waging War for Peace? The Peace 
Accord between the Song and the Liao in AD 1005." in Hans Van De Ven,ed., Warfare in Chinese History 
(Leiden: Brill, 2000), p. 194. 

See SS, "Biography of Wang Chao," pp. 9464-6/14. 
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fell before Wang arrived, leaving his army with no refuge in the open field. Even worse, 

because his men had been in movement day and night, Wang's army was hungry and 

exhausted when the Khitans closed in. Nevertheless the Song troops resisted the Khitan 

attacks for an entire day, killing thousands of their enemies. The next day, the Khitans 

enhanced their attacks and burned all the provisions of the Song armies. Wang Chao then 

ordered his troops to retreat, but Wang Jizhong (d. 1023), a long-time confidant of 

Zhenzong, led his cavalry to counterattack. Isolated in a bloody combat, Jizhong fought 

bravely but only to be captured in the end.^^^ Ironically, this apparent loss on the side of 

the Song for the moment turned out to be her gain in the long run. Wang Jizong was later 

detained in the Khitan Liao state and was offered a Khitan princess in marriage. While 

serving in the Khitan court, Wang served as a go-between and facilitated the peace 

settlement between his native state, the Song, and his adopted country, the Liao. 

Another time, the Songshi records, Wang Chao behaved like an outright coward. In 1004, 

Emperor Zhenzong moved his court to Shanyuan, personally commanding the Song 

armies stationed there. Wang Chao then led an army of several hundreds of thousands of 

men at Zhending. Emperor Zhenzong ordered him to intercept the Khitans invaders who 

were passing by his garrison point. Wang, however, was hesitant to confront the enemies. 

Not until Ma Zhijie, another commander who was posted in Zhen Prefecture, sent him a 

^^^Lau, "Waging War for Peace?" p. 198. 
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letter mocking his cowardice did he finally came out to fight.^^^ Thereupon the Songshi 

comments, "[Wang Chao] lacks military talent. He was not capable of leading troops. 

The poor performance of Taizong's men on the battlefield exposed the inadequacy of the 

selection policy followed by Taizong. The lack of competent generals in Zhenzong's 

reign and its resultant disastrous consequences may well have been one of the many 

factors that prompted Zhenzong to accept the peace settlement to end the war in 1005, 

even on somewhat unfavorable terms. 

Renzong's Three Favorites 

The employment of men who had been staff officers in the incumbent emperor's former 

office, a prominent phenomenon evident throughout the reigns of the three earlier 

emperors, was greatly reduced during the reign of Renzong (r. 1022-63). In their place, 

imperial in-laws were introduced, in an unprecedented scale, to act as the imperial agents 

in the army. 

Renzong ascended the throne at the age of eleven and ruled the country for eleven years 

under the regency of Empress Liu (r. 1022-33).^^' Being a minor emperor rather than the 

heir-apparent, he did not have opportunity to form his own circles of friends and 

See SS, "Biography of Ma Zhijie," pp.9450-2/14. 
See SS, "Biography of Wang Chao," pp. 9464-6/14. 
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associates. Unlike his father and grandfather, who shared a pattern of recruiting men into 

their personal service long before their enthronement, Renzong had to inherit whatever 

his deceased father had left behind or to accept whatever Empress Liu decided for him. 

Therefore, when he assumed real power upon the death of Empress Liu in 1033, he had to 

resort to the employment of his imperial in-laws to take control of the army. 

Three imperial favorites served Renzong, however. Zhang Zi also known as Zhang 

Maoshi, was the son of an imperial wet nurse, though rumors had it that he was, in fact, 

illicit son of Emperor Zhenzong. Growing up inside the palace, he was likely a 

childhood friend of Renzong. Two other imperial favorites were An Jun and Guo 

Chengyou.^^^ Each descended from a long established Hedong military family and both 

were chosen, while still tender in age, to attend the minor emperor when the latter was 

receiving his education in the Hall of Nurturing Virtues (zishan tang). After Renzong 

assumed real power, these three men were all promoted into the Sanya command, despite 

their apparent lack of military talent. 

Imperial Favorites in Later Periods 

Northern Song emperors generally maintained a tradition of appointing to the high 

command of the imperial army men they alone trusted. The practice of employing the 

On the regency of Empress Liu, see John Chaffee, "The Rise and Regency of Empress Liu (969-1033)." 
Journal of Sung-Yuan Studies 31 (2001): 1-25. 

See SS, "Biography of Zhang Zi," pp. 10475-6/15. See also, SRSC 31, 95b. 
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former staff members of the incumbent emperor was therefore continued into the later 

years of the Northern Song, though it never reached the high proportions that 

characterized the reigns of Taizong and Zhenzong. This tradition was, however, carried 

to absurd lengths in the closing years of the Northern Song. In the reign of Emperor 

Huizong (r. 1100-1126), a certain Gao Qiu, who was merely an expert player of some 

fashionable games of the day, gained favor with Huizong, and was subsequently 

promoted into the Sanya command.^^"^ 

Conclusion 

The employment of imperial favorites in the high command of the Song imperial army, 

as in the case of the imperial in-laws, was a mechanism used by Song rulers to extend 

their personal control over the army. These were men in whom the emperors placed 

special confidence, so they could function as their agents, or "ears and eyes", in the army. 

The great majority of these men acquired their power and elite status not because of their 

individual qualifications or achievements, but mainly because of their own chance-

occasioned personal ties to the emperors. Many were of obscure, or even dubious origins, 

though some were selected from established military families. Song historians generally 

held negative opinion of the imperial favorites. Having been selected through a highly 

competitive examination system, they championed the idea of meritocracy and therefore 

denounced the advancement of the imperial favorites as jiaoxin, meaning a career 

See ss, "Biography of An Jun," pp. 10467-8/15; "Biography of Guo Chengyou," pp. 8851-3/13. 
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channel through which they gained unmerited wealth and prestige due to imperial favors. 

Not surprisingly, the imperial favorites were often made a butt of open criticism in the 

memorials written by high-ranking court officials?^^ 

While Emperor Taizu set the precedent for employing imperial favorites to enhance his 

personal control over the army, Taizong and Zhenzong carried the practice to greater 

lengths. They were both noteworthy for frequently employing men who had served them 

before their accession, both in the military establishment and in the central government. 

Beginning with the reign of Renzong, however, imperial favorites became less numerous 

in the high command of the imperial army. Several factors may have contributed to this 

decline. First and foremost, the poor performance of Taizong's favorites on the battlefield 

in the wars against the Khitans (1004-5) undoubtedly discredited them as effective and 

capable army commanders. From the mid-eleventh century onward, the rising influence 

in court politics of civil officials who were examination graduates, on the other hand, 

created a political atmosphere unfavorable to the large-scale promotion of the imperial 

partisans chosen on the basis of sheer favoritism. In fact, one of the major political goals 

of the Qingli reform movement in 1040s was to block the advancement of men who 

lacked appropriate qualifications (yi jiaoxing)?^^ Although the reform itself was aborted, 

the idea of meritocracy became widely disseminated and was deeply imprinted in the 

No biography of Gao Qiu was entered in the Songshi. 
For instance, Ouyang Xiu wrote repeatedly,, criticizing Renzong's favorites. See OYXQJ for the 

collection of his memorials. 
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minds of Song men. The rise of the new generations of military men during the latter half 

of the Northern Song, as will be demonstrated in the following discussions, manifested 

this changing trend. Thereafter, in the careers of military men, as with that of their civil 

counterparts, personal merit and qualifications were increasingly emphasized. 

Scions of Privileged Military Families (jiangjia zi) 

Scions of privileged military families were highly visible in the Northern Song military 

establishment. Members of this group were, not infrequently, imperial in-laws or / and 

imperial favorites at the same time. This overlap in their social identities is by no means 

surprising, given the fact that Song rulers tended to select their marriage partners as well 

as their personal aides from the pool of the descendants of privileged military families. 

In counting the number of individuals for each group discussed in this chapter, I did so 

not more than once if a person happens to possess more than one social attribute. One is 

considered first for his imperial in-law status and then for his membership in the group of 

the imperial favorites, and only lastly for his family background to indicate the levels of 

closeness he enjoyed with the emperors. There are, of course, exceptional instances when 

this ordering of criteria does not accurately reflect historical reality. On occasions, a 

man's experience as an imperial favorite may have taken priority over his imperial in-law 

On the Qingli reform, see James T.C. Liu, "An Early Sung Reformer: Fan Chung-yen." In John K. 
Fairbank, ed., Chinese Thought and Institutions (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1957). See also, 
his book, Reform in Sung China (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1968). 
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status. Guo Chengyou, for example, was a scion of a prominent Hedong military family. 

He married a granddaughter of Emperor Taizong, hence an imperial in-law. As has been 

mentioned earlier, he also served Renzong while the latter was a minor emperor. Yet, it 

was primarily due to his personal relationship to the throne, rather than his status as an 

imperial in-law or his previous record of service, that he was promoted rapidly through 

the military ranks. For this reason, Guo is placed in the category of "the imperial 

favorites", thereby excluding his membership from either the group of "the imperial in

laws" or that of "the scions of privileged military families". 

"The scions of privileged military families" discussed in this section mainly concern 

those who first entered the official service because of the yin protection of their relatives 

and later advanced through normal bureaucratic channels. Those who were imperial in

laws or imperial favorites at the same time and rose to prominence primarily on the basis 

of imperial favoritism are excluded. Because the yin protection was closely linked to the 

current official rank of one's senior relatives, the use of this privilege naturally resulted in 

varied initial offices for men of this group. 

Our statistics show that the scions of privileged military families appeared on the military 

scene primarily during the latter half of the Northern Song. The rise of this new group of 

military men at this particular historical moment can be interpreted on two counts. First, 

in the earlier half of the Northern Song, though a small number of the scions of privileged 

military families were active in the military service, they either served the emperors as 
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their personal aides or rose because of their marital ties with the imperial family. Thus, 

they are classified either as imperial favorites or as imperial in-laws in this study. Second, 

the eleventh century saw drastic change in the military selection policy. One noticeable 

pattern is that selections were made more on the basis of the candidates' actual military 

experiences, especially those of a border defense nature, and less on the basis of their 

personal relationships with the emperors. Compared to the earlier years of the Northern 

Song, the selection and promotion of military officers then followed more regularized 

procedures, in which the sponsorship of high-ranking court officials carried greater 

weight. The scions of privileged military families were among those who rose through 

such rationalized bureaucratic channels. In the reign of Renzong alone, they numbered 

eleven, compared to one in the reign of Taizong and two in the reign of Zhenzong. This 

trend was continued in the reigns of later emperors, resulting in ten additional cases. Thus, 

among the one hundred and seven Sanya commanders examined in this study, as many as 

twenty-four men may be categorized as "scions of the privileged military families", 

accounting for twenty-two percent of the total. 

Men of this group invariably traced their ancestral origins to Hebei, Hedong or Henan, 

theaters of high political and military drama under the Five Dynasties. Of the total 

twenty-four men, ten came from Henan, six from Hebei, and three from Hedong. That 

men from Henan took the lead in number over men from other areas could be partly 

explained in that their families may have taken up residence in Kaifeng or its environs 

despite other geographic origins. 
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The descendants of Hebei and Hedong military families, on the other hand, still 

commanded a remarkable presence. Some were very famous. Wang Kai was a great-

grandson of General Wang Quanbin (908-976), commander-in-chief of the expedition 

against the West Shu state.^^' Though Wang Quanbin was a Taiyuan native, Wang Kai 

was noted in the sources as being from Chang'an where he initially led a wasteful life 

typical of the "rich kids" in his day. His encounters with Kou Zhun (961-1023), the great 

Northern Song statesman changed his life. Kou Zhun, being an ardent admirer of General 

Wang Quanbin, felt that for the great service General Wang had rendered to the dynasty, 

his offspring should not be left unemployed. Thereupon, he recommended Wang Kai to 

the court. Wang Kai later attained the rank of vice commander-in-chief of the Cavalry 

(4a). Yang Wenguang (d.l074) was a grandson of General Yang Ye (d. 986) who died 

in action in 986 when Emperor Taizong launched the northern expedition in an attempt to 

regain the sixteen prefectures under Khitan occupation. His father, Yang Yanzhao (958-

'708 
1014) was also a distinguished border general in the reign of Zhenzong. When 

Emperor Yinzong ascended the throne, his Majesty personally nominated Wenguang for 

a Sanya office on the grounds that Wenguang was both a worthy descendant of two 

famous generals and an able commander himself Wenguang later rose to be provost 

marshal of the Infantry (5b). 

The career success enjoyed by scions of established military families suggests that, 

during the Northern Song, a great many military elite families succeeded in holding their 

See SS, "Biography of Wang Quanbin," pp. 8919-24/13; "Biography of Wang Kai," pp. 8925-6/13. 
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position for generations once they achieved it. This was in marked contrast with the 

precarious existence of the civil elite who, as Peter Lorge put it, "were well aware of their 

vulnerability, the difficulty of maintaining their position and that of their families, the 

ephemeral nature of their success."^^^ Indeed, among those who were promoted into the 

Sanya command, many came jfrom families that had established long traditions of 

military service in the course of the dynasty. In addition to the four men, who are known 

to have been sons of former Sanya commanders,^^^ others nearly all had in their family 

lines illustrious forebears whose deeds were recorded in the official history. 

This remarkable continuity of military elite status was partly due to the yin privilege 

granted to ranking military officials, which ensured their immediate relatives 

employment opportunities in the official service. The yin privilege was generally enjoyed 

by all official families of certain rank, civil and military. It appeared, however, that the 

descendants of civil officials benefited little from this privilege due to the fact that 

success in the civil service greatly favored those who entered officialdom through the 

civil service examinations. As such, those who, in the process of preparing for the 

examinations, had achieved high levels of classic learning and literary skills, fared 

particularly well whereas who entered the civil service through the yin protection suffered 

discrimination. With careers in the civil service increasingly dependent upon academic 

credentials, education developed into a major vehicle of upward social mobility under the 

See SS, "Biographies of the Yangs," pp. 9303-8/14. 
Peter Lorge, "The Northern Song Military Aristocracy and the Royal Family," pp. 37-8. 
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Northern Song. Southerners whose careers depended upon advancement within the civil 

service benefited the most from this mode of social mobility. 

The yin privilege, on the other hand, seems to have been more important in the careers of 

Northern Song military men. As has been demonstrated in chapter two, entry through the 

yin privilege was one of the two major routes leading to the military service, and entailed 

no inferior treatment. Rather, it may well have been a more advantageous entrance 

method. To illustrate this point, a brief comparison of the two military entry methods is in 

order. 

There were two ways to enter the military service in the Northern Song, one through the 

Army Ranks (junban) and the other the Division Ranks (banxing). For a young man of a 

commoner family, if he had a military career in mind, the only route that was open to him 

was to enlist in the army and start from the rank and file, hoping that one day he could 

rise through the army ranks on the basis of his personal merit. The path of promotion 

among the Song imperial army was, in general, from the provincial army to the imperial 

army at large, next to the Upper Four Armies, and finally to the Imperial Elite. Not until 

one broke into the ranks of the officers in the imperial army or was inducted into the 

Imperial Elite in this promotion process, did his career hold any greater promise for his 

future. Thus, working up one's way through the army command hierarchy, for someone 

starting from the rank and file, was no doubt a long and strenuous path of advancement, 

These were Ge Huaimin, son of Ge Ba; Gao Jixun, son of Gao Qiong; Shi Yuansun, grandson of Shi 
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dependent solely upon his personal achievements, and, perhaps, also in need of a stroke 

of good luck. 

The path of a young man of a privileged family background, however, was a much 

smoother and rapid one. He could, to advance his career, enlist the help of his family's 

friends and most importantly, take advantage of the preferential treatment the government 

accorded men of his social background. Because of his entitlement to iheyin privilege, he 

could enter the military service and start as a ranking official in the Division Ranks 

(banxing). Thereafter, he would enjoy preferential treatment in job assignments and rank 

promotions whenever possible. 

In traditional China, the family was the repository of relevant knowledge and skills. The 

added bonus for being raised in a military family that had established a long tradition of 

service in the military was that he was able to grow accustomed to the military life and 

become familiarized with its culture through socialization. Evidence in our sources shows 

that men of military family backgrounds frequently completed their military 

apprenticeship under the personal tutelage of a family member, oftentimes, their fathers, 

uncles or, at times, elder brothers.^®' Prepared by early military training and education by 

family members who were themselves military veterans, these young men were clearly 

better positioned when competing with others who lacked such advantages. 

Shouxin; Wang Deyong, son of Wang Chao. 
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In addition, the scions of privileged military families enjoyed greater freedom in their 

career development. They might elect to enter the civil service, if they were so inclined, 

on account of the yin protection received from relatives, or by taking the civil service 

examinations, since their families possessed sufficient means to provide them with a 

•1 A-3 
decent education. Some indeed succeeded in their civil endeavors. But the general 

tendency was for the military families to strive to perpetuate their military elite status by 

a variety of stratagems, a subject that calls for in-depth study. Here I may only advance a 

few points. One of the stratagems was to establish marriage alliances with the imperial 

ruling house. The benefits of becoming imperial in-laws were enormous, socially, 

economically and legally.One was to retain their military elite status, as imperial in

laws were frequently granted military titles or ranks as tokens of special imperial grace. 

Another stratagem was to build up networks of connections with other established 

families through marriage alliances as well as other social and geographical ties. In the 

early years of the Northern Song, important military assignments required the guarantee 

of one's superiors on the condition of linked responsibility {lianzuo), and in the latter half 

of the Northern Song, the sponsorship of at least three senior court officials. The 

See SS for the example of Cao Wei, pp.8984-9/13. 
The general practice was to have the descendants of ranking officials to enter the ranks of their 

benefactors. However, exceptions were made upon request when certain conditions were met. 
See SS for the example of Yang Tian pp.9964-6/14. Yang Tian (1007-62) descended from a hereditary 

Hedong military family, which for generations produced fine military talents. Yang Tian himself was a 
jinshi graduate and served at Rengzong's court. 

On legal privileges Song imperial in-laws enjoyed, see Brian McKnight, "Song Legal Privileges." 
Journal of the American Oriental Society 105.1 (1985): 95-106. For a brief description of fiscal privileges 
in Song, see also, McKnight, "Fiscal Privileges and the Social Order in Sung China." In John Haeger, ed., 
Crisis and Prosperity in Sung China, pp. 79-100. 
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established military families were certainly in an advantageous position to obtain such 

endorsements.^*'^ 

Military families that had produced illustrious members over the course of their histories 

and prospered for many generations benefited not only their members and descendants, 

but also were valued assets for the state. Such families possessed "patrimonial features," 

desirable qualities in the form of loyalty, personal authority and high birth, essential for 

state service. These traits remain persistent aspects of bureaucratic administration and of 

elite status of our modern day. Members of such families not only provided the talent 

pool for government service, but also supplied aides to the emperors and marriage 

partners for the ruling house. The key bond between Song rulers and the established 

military families was mutual loyalty, that is, the patrimonial loyalty of the latter to the 

ruler's house and person and the ruler's sustained favor and loyalty in return. 

We shall not, however, exaggerate the part that birth (family) played in the careers of 

Song military men. High birth merely created an opportunity, not a guarantee, that senior 

posts would be accessible. Individual achievement was also significant. Despite all their 

privileges, tangible and intangible, the majority of the scions of established military 

families still had to rise through normal bureaucratic channels (banxing), competing 

Winton Lo mentions that the promotion in functional rank for military-rank officials generally required 
no sponsorship endorsements. Seniority was the main requirements. See his book, An Introduction to the 
Civil Service of Sung China (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1987), p. 139. This was true, however, 
only for military-rank officials who served in the civil service. 

Geoge Marcus, Elites: Ethnographic Issues (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1983), 
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among themselves and against others who lacked helpful family backgrounds but aspired 

nonetheless for successful military careers. This was particularly true during the eleventh 

century when the military selection process became increasingly rationalized. Thus, it 

may well be said that the recruitment of the scions of established military families into 

Song official service was both a function of heredity as well as that of meritocracy. 

Conclusion 

Drastic change occurred during the eleventh century in the area of military selection. The 

general trend was towards making military selections in accordance with bureaucratic 

principles in which seniority, family background, and personal performance all played a 

part in one's career advancement. As a result, the ranks of Northern Song senior 

commanders were swelled by men who rose through normal bureaucratic channels, in 

contrast to an earlier situation in which men who rose solely on the basis of imperial 

favoritism dominated. The Imperial whims, while still behind some appointments as in 

the case of Gao Qiu in the reign of Huizong, were no long the sole determinant of one's 

political fortunes. Civilian sponsorship, instead, began to play a greater part in the 

military selection process. 

Two groups of men apparently benefited from this changing trend. The scions of 

privileged military families, taking advantage of their rich family resources and the 

p. 194. 



favorable treatment granted to them by the government, quickly moved ahead. Many 

proved to be fine military talents. Song historians generally held favorable opinion 

towards the scions of privileged military families, and viewed them as jinhou, or being 

cautious and reliable. However, this same attitude did not extend to a small number of 

men fi-om the same social backgrounds, who were promoted solely on the basis of 

imperial cormections. Illustrious forebears did not guarantee that their offspring would be 

as worthy. When the selection criterion was imperial cormections alone, not personal 

merit, men of mediocre caliber could be recruited from some very distinguished lines. 

The other group who also benefited from this trend was former elite servicemen whose 

rise coincided with the volatile circumstances along the northwestern frontier in the mid-

eleventh century, a subject left to be discussed in the following section 

Former Elite Servicemen (hangwu) 

It has been a universal phenomenon in world military history that military careers often 

provided avenues for men of lowly social standing to move up social ladders. There have 

been cases where slaves gained their freedom and criminals redeemed themselves 

through military merit. For men of obscure family origins, distinguished military records 

could well elevate their social status to rival that of long established social and political 

elite. 



In Northern Song China, not a few men had risen from the rank and file and attained 

Sanya command ranks. These were by no means ordinary soldiers, however. The 

majority had, at the outset of their careers, a service experience in the Imperial Elite or in 

the Upper Four Armies, which were the cream of the crop of the Northern Song regular 

forces. Their relations with the throne, therefore, may still be considered of a special 

nature. 

From 1038 onwards, twenty-two former elite servicemen were promoted into the Sanya 

command, accounting for twenty-one percent of the total one hundred and seven. With 

the exception of five men from the northwestern border regions, all others came from 

Hebei, Hedong and Henan. This pattern of selection suggests that the introduction of elite 

soldiers into the high imperial army command was no random matter. Those who were 

thus selected still enjoyed some sort of ties with the established military elite body. 

In the reign of Taizu, warfare against the separate states in the south and the Khitan Liao 

and its protectorate Northern Han in the north provided ample opportunities for men of 

obscure origins to rise through military merit. Many distinguished themselves on the 

battleground and thereby attained high military offices. Men of this group all shared a 

pattern of having served in the elite army units in the Emperor's Guard. Given the fact 

that the Guard was the mighty fighting machine employed by the Song in the unification 

of China, this pattern is not surprising. 
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In the early years of Taizong's reign, since Taizong still faced with the final task of 

reunifying China, men of great valor were entrusted with the campaigns against the 

Northern Han state as well as the Khitans. Mi Xin, for example, was a warrior of northern 

barbarian stock. Earlier in his career, he served in the Imperial Elite under Taizu's 

command. When Taizong ascended the throne, he was promoted provost marshal of the 

Infantry. In 986 when the northern expedition was underway. Mi scored a major victory 

at Xincheng. For this and his other deeds, Mi was granted the rank of commander-in-

chief of the Infantry. General Yang Ye was another example illustrative of Taizong's 

earlier policy. Yang was a former general of the defeated Northern Han state, widely 

known as "Yang, the unequaled" (Yang wudi) in tenth century China. Taizong admired 

Yang's military talent and to enlist his service, lavished on him high official rank and 

material goods. In return, Yang rendered meritorious service along the northern border. 

In the later half of his reign, however, after two successive northern campaigns ending in 

disasters, Taizong gave up his dream of reclaiming the lost sixteen northern prefectures. 

His military selection policy changed accordingly. No longer emphasizing military talent, 

Taizong preferred those who would stick to his defensive strategy in border warfare. 

Once, he confided to his ministers that a man's leadership potential and ability to control 

subordinates was what he sought. Bravery was only a secondary consideration.^®^ It is 

therefore not surprising that during this period, mediocre men like Wang Cao, Fu Qian 

See XTJ, p. 573. See also Worthy, "The Founding of Sung China," p. 183. 
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and others were selected and posted to the northern border garrison points. Incompetent 

as they were in the battlefield, all faithfully implemented Taizong's policy. 

During the reign of Zhenzong (r.997-1022), tensions with the Khitans escalated. 

Zhenzong entrusted men his father appointed to counter the invaders. The latter's 

lackluster performance only discouraged him from confronting the enemies with full 

force. He gave up the hope of winning a decisive final victory and instead concluded the 

Treaty of Shanyuan in 1005 at the price of agreeing to a ritually inferior status vis-a-vis 

the Liao. A desire to recover from the humiliation of the treaty agreement was 

undoubtedly behind the most flamboyant acts of his reign. These included the 

"discovery" of Heavenly Texts (tianshu) glorifying the Zhao family and its ancient 

lineage, the performance of highly unusual and controversial imperial sacrifices at Mount 

308 Tai (fengchan Taishan) and elsewhere, and the elevation of Taoism within his court. 

The Treaty of Shanyuan in 1005 ended the long war with the Khitans. With the yearly 

payments made to the Khitans, a peace that was to last for over a century was achieved 

and maintained. Thereafter, Emperor Zhenzong devoted himself to the extravagant 

Heavenly Texts Movements, which nearly exhausted the state economic reserve 

accumulated by the two earlier emperors.^''^ A state of military inertia then ensued, with a 

general decline in preparedness and performance. Two memorials submitted during the 

See John Chaffee, Branches of Heaven, p. 37. 
See Suzanne E. Cahill, "Taoism at the Sung Court: The Heavenly Text Affairs of 1008." Bulletin of 

Sung-Yuan Studies 16 (1980); 23-00. 
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reign of Renzong shed Hght on the sorry state into which the armies and defense pohcy 

had fallen during this period, one by Fu Bi and the other by Wen Yanbo (1006-97). We 

are told that military preparedness had declined throughout the long period of peace; that 

there were few capable, experienced generals to lead the armies; the soldiers were 

n 1 A 

arrogant, discipline was lax, and the armies were not well-regulated. They warned that 

unless command authority and military law be strengthened to counter lax discipline 

within the armies, orders would not be obeyed, and China would not be able to resist 

311  mvasion. 

With no war to fight, military promotion became a slow and routinized process. While 

seniority was the order of the day in the promotions of low and middle ranking army 

officers, the top army command was filled by imperial favorites who had served 

Zhenzong when he was heir apparent. Only two former soldiers were promoted into the 

senior command ranks. Evidently, in peacetime, men whose promotions depended on 

military merit did not fare particularly well. 

War again erupted in 1038. This time, the northwestern border became the center of 

military high drama. While the Tanguts were threatening China's western border, the 

Khitans in the north began to press for a revision in the terms of the Treaty of Shanyuan, 

demanding an increase in the yearly payment and more land. These two events prompted 

the court to react. General reforms and military reforms in particular were soon underway. 

See GCZY 120, pp. 4091-2. 
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Reform-minded Northern Song statesmen were acutely aware of the inadequacy of the 

military selection policy thus far followed by the dynasty and its dangerous possible 

consequences. The Song armies' mediocre performance, three times being defeated by 

the Tanguts, further affirmed their convictions. All memorials submitted during this time 

touched on the issue of selecting competent generals. In 1043, Qi (1008-75) advised 

T 1 "y 

Renzong to select generals on the basis of merit and ability rather than on seniority. 

Ouyang Xiu (1007-72) in 1043 even proposed a system of constant training, testing, and 

selecting commanders in his memorial. He wrote, good generals can only come from 

within the army.^^^ The sudden rise of former elite servicemen into the high command of 

Northern Song imperial armies was evidently a result of this political agitation among 

civil officials for reform in the military selection policy. 

It is interesting to note that former elite service who attained high military offices in the 

eleventh century did not rise through the army ranks, as had been the case in the earlier 

years of the dynasty. Rather, they rose through bureaucratic channels. The pattern of their 

careers followed such a path. They were first discharged from regular army duties, and 

then granted a military official rank. Corresponding to this change of their official status, 

they were shifted from the command of the Three Military Bureaus (Sanya) to the 

management of the Bureau of Military Affairs {shumi yuan). In Song official parlance, 

this career change for the former elite servicemen was termed zhuan qianban, or 

See also, Labadie,, "Rulers and Soldiers," pp. 109-12. 
SMCZY 134, pp. 15-7. See also, Labadie, ibid., pp. 106-7. 
SMCZY 64, pp. 10-4. See also, Labadi, ibid., pp. 108-9. 
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transferal [from the Army Ranks] to the Anterior Ranks (ranked 9b-7a). Only those who 

were considered militarily talented were selected and the selection process was often 

presided over by the reigning emperor in person.^Men who were thus selected would 

be posted in strategic border areas, serving mostly as supervisors of militia (jianya), 

stockade commanders (zhaizhu), patrolling inspectors (xunjian shi) and the like, all low-

ranking frontier garrison command positions. Their subsequent advancement to higher 

garrison command ranks was mainly based on their performance in the border service. 

The practice of posting some of the finest elements selected from the Imperial Elite and 

the Four Upper Armies to the strategic border areas began under the reign of Renzong, 

but became prevalent only after the year 1038 when war with the Western Tanguts broke 

out. In that year, Emperor Renzong issued an edict, calling for the selection of imperial 

guardsmen to be dispatched to the northwestern border to meet the crisis. A host of men 

were thus selected, among whom Di Qing (1008-57) was one.^'^ Di Qing's example was 

typical of the men who rose from the rank and file into the Sanya command ranks in the 

eleventh century. He was first posted to Yanzhou in the capacity of zhishi, probably a 

low-ranking training officer. His rank was then a dianshi sanban chaishi, or court 

attendant of the three echelons. While serving on his border assignments, Di Qing earned 

much military merit and thereby attracted the attention of three high-ranking civilians, all 

of whom were Di Qing's superiors and all helped with his career. Fan Zhongyan (989-

1053), one of these three civilians, exhorted Di Qing to study history and read extensively. 

See, for example, SS, "Biography of Yan Da," pp. 11056-7/16. 
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This Di Qing did faithfully and came to be quite knowledgeable about the military 

strategy and tactics. He was soon promoted into the prestigious Horizontal File (hengxing, 

graded 7b-5a) and was further awarded a yaojun honorific military grade. In the 

meantime, he was given assignments of greater responsibilities. Renzong learned of Di's 

achievements and wished to summon him for audiences. A border emergency, however, 

prevented him from leaving his post. A picture of Di Qing was instead dispatched to the 

capital. After the war with the Western Tanguts ended, Di Qing was promoted into the 

Sanya command. Shortly afterwards, on the strength of the military merit he gained by 

defeating a group of Southern barbarian rebels, Di Qing was again promoted. This time 

he was appointed Commissioner of Military Affairs. 

Military men who rose from the rank and file were not expected to be literate. Yet several 

biographies in the Songshi mentioned that their subjects, though military by profession, 

studied in depth the Spring and Autumn Annals (Zuoshi chunqiu) and were familiar with 

historical events. This suggests that there was a trend in the eleventh century for 

military men to study books of Confucian tradition. This was in marked contrast with the 

Five Dynasties military men who were predominantly illiterate and who tended to engage 

in Buddhist or Taoist activities. The Confucian indoctrination of eleventh-century 

military men may be attributed to the restoration of Confucianism to the status of 

dominant state ideology and the rise to leadership of the Confucian educated elite in court 

politics. By Renzong's reign, civilian sponsors began to play an important part in the 

See SS, "Biography of Di Qing," pp. 9718-21/14. 
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careers of military men. To gain favorable endorsement from their civilian sponsors, 

military men were eager to present themselves in light that would be to the liking of their 

patrons. 

Song historians generally held no grudge against men who rose from rank and file. They 

may well have felt certain levels of affinity with the latter, because both were advanced 

on the basis of personal merit. Another reason may have been that many of the soldiers 

had established a client and patron relationship with their civilian sponsors, whose 

favorable endorsement undoubtedly influenced the opinion of their other colleagues. In 

some cases, these civilian sponsors were later commissioned to write official histories, 

and hence were historians themselves. 

Conclusion 

Times of crisis were particularly favorable for the rise of rank-and-file soldiers who 

possessed extraordinary military prowess. Prior to 986, with wars against the Khitans, its 

protectorate in the north, and the separate states in the south, underway, military merit 

played an important part in advancing the careers of military men. As a result, men who 

rose on account of battle performance were numerous. This was the time when the 

morale of the Song army was high and its fight efficiency was noteworthy. The 

conclusion of the peace treaty with the Khitans in 1005, however, ushered in a period in 

See SS, for example, "Biography of Yan Da," and "Biography of Di Qing," ibid. 



which military promotions became increasingly routinized. With no war to fight, military 

merit ceased to be an important factor in military appointments. Rather, imperial 

connections and seniority underlay most of the promotions of top army commanders. The 

end result of this military selection pattern was weak military leadership and a resultant 

slide in military discipline, morale, and fighting efficiency. 

The turning point of Northern Song military policy was the outbreak of war along the 

northwestern border with the Western Tanguts in 1038. The poor performance of the 

Song armies in battles vis-a-vis the Tangut troops exposed the deficiency of the military 

selection policy followed by the dynasty. In the wake of the renewed border crisis, the 

Song adjusted its policy whereby a group of battle-hardened former elite servicemen 

were introduced into the high imperial army command. 

The presence of former elite servicemen in the Sanya command ranks indicates that the 

Song military elite was not a closed social order. Rather, it constantly drew new blood 

into its ranks. Since the majority of these "new men" shared geographical ties with the 

established elite body, their being promoted into the circle of the military elite was not at 

all by accident. It may well have been that the old military power groups continued to 

hold sway in Northern Song military establishment, and the "old boy club" was selective 

in admitting in new members to share their honor and prestige. 
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CHAPTER SIX: SANYA COMMANDERS AS POLITICAL ELITES 

Students of social stratification in other societies and periods have commonly 

distinguished, though in widely varying terms, three "dimensions" along which a society 

may be stratified; three "resources" to which its members may have unequal access; 

wealth, power, and prestige. These are the categories of Western social scientists, derived 

from the study of stratified European societies. It appears, however, that Northern Song 

military men were well aware of the existence of these categories, summarized in the 

Chinese word fugui in our sources, saw them as desirable, and strove for them. Indeed 

•  •  • ' ^ 1 7  their strong desires for achieving fugui often motivated their actions. In the end, some 

acquired elite status. When these three categories are used to compare the military elite 

and their civil counterpart in Northern Song China, the results are striking. Since the great 

majority of the military elite enjoyed special connections to the emperors, the imperial 

family, or the dynasty at large, their elite status appears to have been a superior one. They 

had, in fact, greater access to wealth, wielded restrained but nonetheless substantial 

power, and commanded special regard in the eyes of their contemporaries. In other words, 

these were men whose special imperial ties, whose honorary family backgrounds, and 

whose control of material resources, influence on others' actions and decisions, all set 

them apart from Song society as a whole and made them people to be reckoned with. 



Song Pattern of Power Balance 

It is widely recognized by students of Chinese history that the civil service examination 

system had become a significant channel of social mobility under the Song. Scholars 

have also observed that the examination system was the favored route for southerners to 

enter officialdom.^ Few have noticed that during this period military careers provided 

another important avenue leading to wealth, power, and social status, and were 

particularly appealing to northerners. In this north/military versus south/civil structure of 

power, it appears that the balance was somewhat tipped in favor of the north. First, the 

northerners competed only among themselves for high military ranks, which were 

virtually closed to the southerners.^'^ By contrast, the southerners had to compete with 

men from every comer of the empire for higher civil offices. Available statistics indicate 

that northerners accounted for twelve percent of those who were appointed to key civil 

positions in the government in the Northern Song period.^^*^ The intensity of competition 

thus induced made the examination system in particular a focal point of anxiety, tension, 

and social strain. To alleviate the demoralizing effects of corrupt practices in the process 

of civil recruitment, the Song devised many procedures such as covering the names of 

examinees and copying examinations, to ensvire the fairness of the system. Second, 

although in general the principle of meritocracy reigned in the selection of civil office 

See SS, p. 8848; p.8855; p.8859. 
^'*See John Chaffee, "Appendix 3, Table 26. Sung Chin-shi Totals by Prefecture Based upon Lists in Local 
Histories." The Thorny Gate of Learning in Sung China (Binghamton, New York: State University of New 
York Press, 1995), pp. 196-202. 

See Table 4; Social and Geographical Distributions of the Sanya Command Ranks. 
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candidates, the Song nonetheless also devised a regional quota system, to offset the 

impact that the examination system had on the political fortunes of men from 

economically and culturally backward regions. This latter policy may well have been an 

attempt on the part of Song rules to protect men from the old north from being 

completely edged out of the civil service by men from the increasingly more cultured and 

economically more prosperous south. It appears that the Song consciously sought to 

maintain a power balance between the south and the north. Thus, while high positions in 

the military service, such as the Sanya command ranks, were reserved for northerners, 

southerners were induced by the examination system to serve the state in civil 

capacities.This was in marked contrast to the Tang (618-907) practice in which a 

power balance between the northeastern (Guandong) and northwestern (Guangxi) 

aristocrats was carefully sustained.^^^ 

The Song pattern of power re-distribution between the old north and the newly arisen 

south was not surprising. The Song (960-1276) was founded by a regime of northern 

John. Chaffee, The Thorny Gate of Learning in Sung China, pp. 196-202. 
The examination system was first used as a political instrument by Empress Wu in order to break the 

power of the old north-western aristocracy which had held power under Taizong of the Tang. Through it 
the literary gentry, chiefly from the northeast and, much later from the south, became the dominant element 

in the officialdom. 
On Tang politics, see Chen Yinque, Tangdai zhengzhi shi shulun gao [On the political history of the 

Tang dynasty] (Shanghai: Shanghai guji chuban she, 1997). Prior to the Song, rulers, especially those of a 
unified empire, deliberately kept a political power balance between the great families of the east and those 
of the west where the capital Chang' an was situated. In the Tang, for instance, though the great families in 
the Guanxi Region (literally, West of the Mountain Pass) dominated the court, the great families in the 
Guandong Region (East of the Mountain Pass) constantly attempted to assert their claims to a greater share 
in the empire's political fortune. With the fall of the Tang dynasty and the relocation of the capitals of 
subsequent dynasties to the heartland of eastern China came the decline of the great families in the west. In 
the meantime, the south got their day and came to rival the old aristocratic north in cultural prestige and 
political influence. 
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origins, through military conquest of the separatist southern states. Throughout the course 

of the Northern Song, while the old north remained the centers of national politics and 

military high drama, the south were economically and culturally more significEint. Prior to 

the middle period of Chinese history, the south, due to its frontier nature, had been no 

less militant in its historical tradition than the north.^^^ Under the pervasive influence of 

the examination culture, it was gradually de-militarized. And its pro-civil cultural 

orientations, in effect, facilitated political integration of the empire, for a Confucianized 

south were certainly easy to be controlled and kept united with the rest of the empire. 

Military Life and Heroic Temperament 

For some, military life was not just a profession but had much to do with a particular 

temperament. Military elite elements of the Northern Song were drawn from both 

plebeian and high social origins. An investigation of the early lives of those who were 

once commoners reveals that some behaved like knights-errant in youth. Fortunately for 

them, the army life provided a lawful outlet for their temperament. Otherwise they might 

have joined the bandits. Such instances abound, but suffice it here to cite the example of 

Guo Jin.^^"* According to the Songshi, Guo was poor and humble in his youth and 

performed menial labor for a local rich family to make a living. Yet, because he 

possessed unusual physical strength and acted chivalrously, he made many friends with 

For instance, among the three contending regimes during the period of the Three Kingdoms (220-80) in 
Chinese history, the Kingdom of Wu was a southern state. 

See SS, "Biography of Guo Jin," pp. 9334-6/14. 
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whom he often engaged in drinking and gambhng. Somehow, he incurred the displeasure 

of the son of this rich family, who secretly plotted to murder him. Luckily, Guo had the 

goodwill of this rich man's wife who tipped him off about the approaching danger. Guo 

then fled to Taiyuan, capital of Hedong province, where he enlisted under the banner of 

Liu Zhiyuan (895-948), the founding emperor of the Latter Han (947-50). Later he 

became one of the most trusted field commanders of Emperor Song Taizu. 

Some of Taizong's generals were particularly worth of mentioning here. While still the 

imperial brother, Taizong attracted knight-errant like men from all walks of society, 

reminiscent of the four Warring States feudal lords (Zhanguo si junzi) who retained 

knights (yangshi). Among Taizong's recruits, a certain Yuan Da stood out. Yuan 

was born to a peasant family in Ming Prefecture (Hebei). While still a young man, he 

performed chivalrous acts whenever possible and drank heavily. He soon ran into trouble 

with the law and joined the bandits for protection. Taizong was then the metropolitan 

prefect of Kaifeng. Yuan learned of his Highness's penchant for recruiting men of usual 

caliber, so he offered his service to him. Sometime after Taizong became the emperor. 

Yuan was promoted to provost marshal of the Infantry. 

In our sources, the idea of becoming a da zhangfu, or "a real man" was often cited as an 

inspiration for choosing a military career. This word evokes the image of a masculine and 

Information on these four feudal lords can be found in Burton Watson's translation of Sima Qian's Shiji 
entitled Records of the Grand Historians of China (New York, 1961). See also, James J.Y. Liu, The 
Chinese Knight-Errant (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1967), p. 16. 
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heroic man who stood between heaven and earth (dingtian lidi) and was destined to 

achieve distinction in his life and career through performing extraordinary deeds. Men 

who were thus inspired tended to be contemptuous of the lifestyle led by Confucian 

scholars. For them, a life, confined within the four walls of one's study and spent on the 

classics until one's hair turned thin and gray {haoshou qiongjing, laosi chuangyou), was 

not worthy of one's manhood. 

Three illustrative examples are given below, two concerning men who voluntarily 

changed their career paths from civil to military and later distinguished themselves. Not 

every Northern Song military man experienced such a career shift. These examples 

nonetheless confirm that in addition to the much discussed civil examination system, 

military life offered at least another important career option for men of heroic 

temperament to realize their ambitions of fame and wealth. 

Jiao Jixun (tenth century) 

Jiao Jixun, a native of Xu Prefecture (in modem Henan), had great ambition in his 

youth. One day, he grew tired of studying and sighed, "A real man should accomplish 

great deeds in foreign lands and earn high honors. How can one be content to work 

diligently with the writing brush and the ink-slab?" So he gave up his studies and 

wandered around as a knight-errant, drinking and gambling. 

See SS, "Biography of Yuan Da," pp. 9373-4/14. 
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He then entered military life and served several successive dynasties until he became a 

general under the Song. Later, Jiao gave the hand of his daughter to one of Taizu's sons 

and thereby acquired the prestigious imperial in-law status. When he replaced another 

official as Resident Superintendent of the Western Capital {Xijing liushou) at Luoyang, 

where conditions had been so bad that bandits roamed the streets in broad daylight, order 

was restored after a month. Jiao ended his days as a Military Governor. 

Yang Cunzhong (1102-1166^ 

Yang Cunzhong was a native of Dai Prefecture (in modem Shanxi). His family served the 

dynasty for generations on border assignments. His grandfather, father, and two younger 

brothers all died in action while resisting Jurchen invasions. Yang studied classics in his 

youth. Realizing that his true longing was for a military life, he sighed, "A real man 

should gain wealth and fame through achieving military merit. What is the use of being a 

pedant stooping over the books?" He then shifted his focus of study to military strategy 

and came to be skilled in archery and horsemanship. 

Yang later distinguished himself on the battleground and was ranked among the most 

renowned Southern Song founding generals. Emperor Gaozong paid him the singular 

honor of entrusting him with the command of imperial elite units for twenty-five years. In 

his lifetime, Yang enjoyed both fame and wealth unsurpassed by any of his comrades. 

See SS, "Biography of Jiao Jixun," pp. 9042-3/13. See also James J.Y. Liu, "Knight-errant in Later 
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When he died, he left behind huge estates and some of the most spectacular gardens of 

his day.^^^ 

Pi Pine (1008-1057^ 

The last example reveals that while it is true that examination success conferred great 

prestige and offered optimal chances for bureaucratic advancement, distinguished 

military careers, on the other hand, perhaps, guaranteed the most rapid route for rising 

through the bureaucratic ladders and offered a no-less-prestigious position m society. 

The example of Di Qing in the reign of Renzong, when the civil culture of the Song 

reached its high peak, bears witness to this point. Di Qing was a peasant boy from 

Hedong. In 1027, when Wang Yaochen won the first place in the Jinshi examination and 

thereby made himself the envy of the entire empire, Di Qing just enlisted in the army as a 

private soldier.Yet within ten years or so, on the strength of his accumulated military 

merit, Di Qing rose through the military ranks, and attained the office of Commissioner 

of Military Affairs in the central government. Wang Yaochen was then Vice 

Commissioner of the same bureau, ranked below him.^^^ Di's dazzling success in his 

official career made him a legend in eleventh century China. We are told by the sources 

history." The Chinese Knight-Errant, p. 48. 
See SS, "Biography of Yang Cunzhong," pp. 11433-40/17. 
In the current state of Song study, this author feels that the role that examination success played in the 

elite placement of Song society was somewhat overstated. Except for a few who were placed high in the 
examinations, the majority Jinshi graduates did not fare particularly well in their bureaucratic careers. 
Many spent their lives on localized posts and had until their deaths never been promoted into the court. 

See SS, "Biography of Wang Yaochen," pp. 9772-6/14. 
HCLY, p. 72. 
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that whenever Di Qing was seen on the street, he would be surrounded by an admiring 

crowd. Soldiers in the capital were particularly fond of bragging about his heroic deeds. 

The great popularity Di Qiqing enjoyed with the masses, however, was looked on by the 

court with suspicion and uneasiness. Di Qing was soon removed from office and died 

shortly afterwards due to poor health. 

Military Career and Career Security 

Di Qing's unhappy end, however, was by no means typical of the general experience of 

Song military men. In fact, compared to civil officials, military men enjoyed greater 

career security. Though they might be subject to demotion or punishment for military 

errors, few were punished for political reasons. 

The Northern Song was a period in Chinese history noted for vicious court factionalism. 

Civil officials were most vulnerable and directly bore the brunt of its devastating impact. 

Nearly every civil official in the Northern Song experienced some sort of setback at 

certain points in their careers. Worse yet, some fell completely from grace. The 

political shifts in court power struggles often meant that one group of men took control of 

the government and were well positioned to tale revenge upon their opponents. The 

See SS, "Biography of Di Qing" pp. 9718-21/14. 
Labadie, "Rulers and Soldiers: Perception and Management of the Military in Northern Song China, 

960-1060" (Ph.D. diss., University of Washington, 1981), p. 58. 
In the Northern Song, not a few high court officials fell from grace and died in exile. Such men include 

Kou Zhun, Wang Qinruo, Ding Wei and others. 
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defeated factions were, as a result of their political downfall, ousted from court, exiled 

and persecuted, suffering the same abuses they had inflicted on their adversaries. This 

state of affairs became a vicious cycle and persisted well into the Southern Song 

period.^^^ 

By contrast, in dealing with top military officials and senior army commanders, the Song, 

adopted a rather delicate approach. The policy of generosity, as the term baoquan 

(protection and maintenance) indicates in our sources, was practiced when military men 

of high rank were involved in disciplinary actions. After Di Qing was appointed Military 

Commissioner, rumors about some strange portents prophesying of Di Qing's political 

fortunes spread in the capital, one being that Di Qing's dog had horns arisen on its head. 

Though Di Qing was removed from his office in the Bureau of Military Affairs, he was 

nonetheless granted an honorific appointment, equivalent to chief minister in rank and 

prestige (zhongshu menxia pingzhangshi), before being sent off for a new post. Di Qing 

was thereby spared the public humiliation inflicted by his demotion. Cao Bin (931-99) 

was accused in 983 of having too strong a control over his army, of gaining the allegiance 

of his soldiers, of misappropriating funds, and various other charges. The emperor 

removed Cao from all the key posts he held, but recalling his previous service, continued 

to treat him well. Cao was restored to the Bureau of Military Affairs in 998.^^^ 

On factionalism at the court of Emperor Zhenzong, see Koon-wan Ho, "Politics and Factionalism: K'ou 
Chun (962-1023) and his T'ung-Nien" (Ph.D. diss., University of Arizona, 1990). 

See SS, "Biography of Cao Bin," pp. 8977-90/13. See also, Labadie, "Rulers and Soldiers," p. 58. 
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The delicate nature of this Song policy may be attributed to the fact that military men of 

high rank were a well-connected social and political group. Antagonizing one person 

often meant antagonizing many who were networked with that very person through social 

and geographical ties, comradeship and personal loyalty. It should also be borne in mind 

that most of these men were powerful army commanders capable of creating serious 

troubles if they felt they had been wronged. For those whose forefathers participated in 

the founding of the dynasty, they were themselves share-holders of the dynastic fortunes. 

One notable exception was Cao Liyong who suffered political downfall and was forced to 

commit suicide. Cao's unusual fate may be explained by his own lack of prudence. 

Though a high official of military background, Chao became embroiled in court politics 

and made many bitter enemies. Among them the most dangerous were Empress Liu (969-

1033) and her eunuch favorites. For military men in the Northern Song, one way to insure 

career security and political longevity was to stay away from the treacherous waters of 

court politics and to practice self-restraint. Cao, however, is described by the sources as 

having acted arrogantly and disrespectfully in the presence of Empress Liu on the one 

hand, and having wielded too much personal power on the other. His behavior was not 

only offensive to his political enemies, but was also frowned upon by the common 

opinion of the time, which held military men to certain standards. Song historians, for 

instance, often used such stock expressions as jinwe, or cautious and wary), jinhou, or 

cautious and reliable, and guayanor, or men of few words, to praise military subjects who 
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knew their place and practiced prudence. The same standards, however, did not apply to 

civil officials who were, on the contrary, praised for their boldness in speaking their 

minds on state affairs.^^^ In Confucian tradition, the highest honor for military men was 

to die in action while for civil officials, it was to enlighten the ruler with wise advice and 

bold criticism at the risk of their own live {wen sijian, wu sizhan). 

Cao Liyong's example attests to the destructive consequences of unrestrained behavior 

for military men. Those who practiced prudence generally fared much better politically. 

Cao Bin was universally praised by his biographer and other contemporary writers as a 

model general. He was noted for his modesty. We are told by the sources that whenever 

he encountered a court official on the road, he would yield the way to that person. What 

was probably more unusual about Cao was his highly principled behavior. In 964, Cao 

was sent out on the campaign against the Western Shu with Wang Quanbin and other 

commanders. While every one else busied himself in scrambling for money and valuables 

following the fall of the Western Shu, Cao alone remained uncorrupted. All he had in his 

possession were a few books and some old clothes. Cao thus won the great respect of the 

emperor and was promoted rapidly thereafter. Another example concerns General Li 

Jilong, brother of Taizong's Empress Li, who was described by his biographer as being 

politically savvy. Empress Li attempted to install another son of Taizong on the throne 

but failed. She thus fell out of favor with the new emperor. She soon became very ill and 

See SS, "Biography of Cao Liyong," pp. 9705-9/14. 
See SS, "Biography of Lu Zongdao," pp. 9627-9/14. 
See SS, "Biography of Cao Bin," pp. 8977-90/13. 
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was about to die. On her deathbed, Empress Li wished to see her brother Jilong. This 

being granted, Li Jilong was summoned to the palace. While there, Jilong insisted on 

paying his last respect at the gate of his sister's abode instead of going in for a face-to-

face meeting with his dying sister.^"^^ 

Political Longevity and Wealth 

Thanks to the rather protective and generous policy the Northern Song adopted towards 

military men, military careers, compared to civil ones, were quite stable. We learn that 

military families in the Northern Song enjoyed a longer term of prosperity than civil 

service families. Examples abound in the sources of families that for generations 

maintained their military tradition and produced successive ranking military officials and 

army commanders. In fact, of the total one hundred and seven Sanya Commanders, 

approximately sixty-five percent may be said to have come from the established military 

families. 

Aside from prolonged family fortunes, what was perhaps more rewarding for the 

individual about a successful military career was its immediate high financial return and 

the kind of lifestyle he could thereby afford. Military officials of grade 5b or above, 

especially those deployed in the field (zhengren), were paid much more than their civil 

See SS, "Biography of Li Jilong," pp. 8963-9/13. 
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counterparts.^'*' In addition, some also had access to public funds (gongshi qiang, or 

gongyong qian), which were allotted to their offices for the purposes of rewarding the 

342 • armies under their command and receiving court officials on inspection tours. Since 

they were given full control over these funds, they were better positioned to enrich and 

empower themselves. 

Certainly, the military elite was among the well-to-do sectors of the Northern Song 

population. They were so wealthy that they invested their money in lands and commercial 

activities, in the construction of spectacular mansions and fancy gardens, training and 

supporting dancing girls, monopolizing the labor of artisans, and hosting luxurious 

parties. Their affluent way of life no doubt impressed their contemporaries. 

In contrast to the generally well-maintained lifestyle of the military elite, biographies 

written for civil officials, on the other hand, often divulged the constrained economic 

conditions in which their subjects lived. Only a small number of senior court officials 

enjoyed affluence by virtue of their special standing in court and close ties with the 

emperors. Lu Zongdao was an assistant section chief in the Ministry of Personnel (grade 

6b) and the monthly cash payment in the Yuanfeng era (1078-85) for an official of his 

See Table 6.1: "Comparison of Salary Schedules between Military Officials and Central Government 
Officials." 

See Table 6.2: "Public Funds Schedule for Senior Military Officials." 
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rank was 30 strings of cash^"*^. Once, Lu was entertaining a visiting friend in a wine shop. 

At that moment, Emperor Zhenzong summoned him. When the imperial messenger 

arrived, his family could not locate him. Later Zhenzong learned of Lu's whereabouts 

and showed disapproval of his presence at such a lowly place as the wine shop. Lu 

defended himself on the grounds that his family was poor and had no decent utensils to 

receive the guest at home. 

During the Northern Song period, officials living in the capital area were fond of hosting 

parties. Military men often dwarfed their civilian colleagues in extravagance. An 

anecdote concerns the great statesman and chief minister Kou Zhun (961-1023), who was 

noted for having led an extravagant lifestyle while in power.^'*'* It is recorded that he and 

a border general were once involved in a competition for hosting the most fancy and 

expensive banquets. In the end, Kou Zhun, proud man though he was, had to admit that 

his military colleague beat him in the contest.^"^^ 

See SS, "Biography of Lu Zongdao," pp. 9627-0/14. See also, Winston Lo, "Table 21. Salary Schedule 
for Civil Officials."^« Introduction to the Civil Service of Sung China (Honolulu: University of Hawaii 
Press, 1987), p. 160. 

See SS, "Biography of Kou Zhun," pp.9527-35/14. 
See SS, "Biography of Li Yunze," pp. 10478-82/15. See also, XTJ, p. 1669/6. 
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Table 6.1: Comparison of Salary Schedules between Military Officials and 
Central Government Officials. 

Grade Position Salary Position Salary 

la Commissioner-councilor 400 Chief Minister 300 

lb Commissioner of BMA 300 
2a Vice Chief Ministers 

Vice Commissioners of BMA 

mmm 

200 

200 

2b Military Governor 400 Vice Commissioners of BMA 

Imperial Senior Academicians 

Ministers of Various Departments 

200 

120 

60 

3a Imperial Academicians 120 
3b Vice Ministers of Various 

Departments ^ 
55 

4a Deputy Military and 
Surveillance 

300 The Reviewing Policy Advisor 45 

Commissioner of 
Pacification 

The Drafting Official of the 
Secretariat 

45 

4b Senior Directors of Various 
Bureaus 

45 

5a Surveillance 
Commissioner 

200 

5b Commissioner of 
Defense 
mmm 

Commissioner of Militia 
mmm 

Prefect 

200 

150 

100 

Junior Directors of Various 
Bureaus 

35 
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Note: Salary refers only to monthly cash payment in units of 1000 cash. Non-cash 
payments are excluded in this tabulation. 

Source: SS, "zhiguan", pp. 4101-12/6. 

Table 6.2: Public Funds Schedule of Senior Military Officials. 

Grade Position Public Funds/scale 
la Commissioner-covincilor 7,000-20, 000 (4) 
2b Military Governor 3,000- 10,000 (4) 

4a Deputy Military and Surveillance 
Commissioner 

Commissioner of Pacification 

2,000-5,000 (4) 

5a Surveillance Commissioner 2,500-3,000 (2) 

5b Commissioner of Defense 
mmm 

1,500-3,000(4) 

Commissioner of Militia 
1,000-2,000 (3) 

500-1,500 (3) 

Prefect 

Note: Public Funds were paid in units of 1000 cash. Before 1002, payments of this sort 
were made monthly. After 1005, it was changed to quarterly. 

Source: SS, "zhiguan", pp. 4144/6. 
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Military Values 

Military Loyalty 

Political elites are recruited according to certain criteria. While individual merit was the 

underlying principle for civil recruitment in the Northern Song, in the area of military 

selection, loyalty was emphasized above anything else. Military loyalty was to be judged 

by the levels of closeness one enjoyed with the incumbent emperor and the ruling house. 

Bravery, a highly prized personal quality in a warrior in pre-Song times became less 

important in the Song. Taizong once confided to his advisors that the prime criterion of 

his selection of military commanders was of a man's leadership potential and his ability 

to control subordinates. Bravery to him was no more than a secondary consideration. The 

emperor was quoted as saying that "a brave officer whom troops were unwilling to follow 

was worthless."^'^^ 

While bravery is more or less associated with an innate warrior temperament, loyalty is 

something that can be cultivated. In fact, it was wise for Northern Song rulers to realize 

that loyal devotion of military men could not be taken for granted. Rather it must be 

carefully cultivated through long term association, private service, marriage alliances, 

family connections, special imperial grace including but not limited to timely promotions, 

general bestowal of wealth, and the like. Furthermore, loyalty must be renewed each time 
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a new succession took place. Emperor Taizong, like his brother Taizu, completely 

reorganized the high command of the imperial army after his enthronement. These drastic 

turnovers of army commanders in the reigns of the first two emperors were mainly due to 

the fact that both rulers ascended the throne through unusual means. Naturally, neither 

man trusted those who had been appointed by their predecessors. For the greater part of 

the dynasty, however, the general tendency was for the newly crowned emperor to 

continue to employ those who had been appointed by the deceased emperor. This was 

primarily due to the legitimate nature of the subsequent successions. Thus it may be said 

that when the imperial successions were legitimate, loyalty could be transferred from the 

old master to his legitimate heir. Conversely, when the successions were unlawful or 

dubious at best in nature, loyalty had to be re-established. Under such circumstances men 

who had been appointed earlier must be swept away to make way for the appointment of 

new men in whose loyalty the emperor had confidence. Military loyalty was therefore a 

highly personal matter. It was loyalty to one particular person, the incumbent emperor. 

A comparison between the civil notion of loyalty and that of the military is intriguing. In 

the writings of eleventh-century historians and even more in the thought of Cheng Yi and 

Zhu Xi, loyalty had come to be redefined as a moral obligation that an official owed not 

simply to the person of a ruler but to the dynasty as a whole. At the core of the civil value 

system was the emphasis on individual merit in social and political placement and a 

general concern over the welfare of common people in the state. In fact, the notion of 

Edmund Worthy, "The Founding of Sung China, 950-1000: Integrative Changes in Military and 
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Mandate Heaven embodied these two core Confucian values, which was applied as a 

merit-based justification for political rule of a particular ruler or a ruling house and was 

measured by the welfare of common people under the rule. Inasmuch as the ruler stayed 

virtuous and cared for his subjects, his rule was justified. Otherwise, his people were 

entitled to overthrow him. This idea was first enunciated by Mencius and was passed 

down to later imperial periods. Some Late Ming thinkers even went so far as to declare 

that the welfare of the common people outweighed imperial interests {min wei gui, jun 

wei qing). Therefore, while Confucians extolled loyalty to the ruler and patriotism to the 

country (zhongjun aigu), loyalty to one particular ruler was conditional. 

Feelings of Indebtedness 

Loyalty is reciprocal and mutual. While the emperor carefully cultivated loyalty in his 

generals, military men of Northern Song times in turn felt deeply indebted to the imperial 

grace (guoen). Many indeed acted on their feelings of gratitude and chose to give their 

lives when the need arose. In 986, General Yang Ye fought courageously in battles 

against the Khitans, only to be captured when he was fatally wounded. He said, " The 

emperor has treated me well, and it is my duty to guard the border and destroy the 

enemy.. .yet the army has been led to defeat. How dare I stay alive in a foreign land?" He 

then starved himself to death.^'^^ There was also the case of Ren Fu, who was provost 

marshal of the Cavalry at the time of his death. In 1041, Ren participated in an expedition 

Political Institutions " (Ph.D. diss., Princeton University, 1975), p. 183. See also, XTJ, p.573/3. 
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against the Tanguts. Due to faulty intelligence, his troops advanced into an ambush and 

were surrounded by the enemy troops. Ren was wounded several times. Finally, he said, 

" I am a general and my troops have been defeated. I can only repay the country with my 

life." He then charged the enemy and was killed.^"^^ 

Indeed the notion of indebtedness (zhiren tubao) was at the core of Song military value 

system, which may be traced to the tradition of the Knight-errant in pre-Qin times.^"^^ 

Like knights-errant in the classical periods, who were expected to give their lives for 

someone who appreciated them, military men of later times were expected to repay the 

great favors they received from the emperor and his dynasty through meritorious service, 

even at the cost of their lives. 

Literacy Level 

Contrary to the stereotyped image of military men in Chinese history, the Northern Song 

military elite as a whole was a literate social group. This situation was of course 

completely congruent with the traditional value system of Chinese society. Education and 

government service had always been the marks of elite status in China. Our sources 

reveal that it was quite common for military men of the time to be interested in historical 

studies, especially in the study of one of the five Confucian classics, the Zuo Qiuming' 

See SS, "Biography of Yang Ye," pp.9303-6/14. 
See SS, "Biography of Ren Fu," pp. 10506-8/15. 
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commentary of the Spring and Autumn Annals (zuoshi chunqiu). This Confucian classic is 

the most detailed chronicle of events of the Spring and Autumn period. The two famous 

Cao brothers, sons of General Cao Bin, were all noted in their biographies as being well 

learned in this book. Di Qing was also encouraged by his patron, the celebrated statesman. 

Fan Zhongyan, to study this classic. The relatively high literacy level of those recruited 

from established military families is understandable. Their families possessed the means 

to provide them with a decent education. What was perhaps unprecedented about the 

Northern Song military elite was that even those who were of plebeian origins were often 

literate. 

An explanation of this remarkable phenomenon may be found in the expansion of 

education at the time. With the invention of printing and the general economic prosperity 

enjoyed under the Northern Song, education became accessible to a wider segment of 

society, not only to people who lived in metropolitan areas but also to those who lived in 

rural surroundings. It appears, though, that ambitious northern families tended to educate 

their sons in both civil and military arts so that their chances of success could be 

-3 c A 
enlarged. With a Confucian-oriented literary education, even if a native northern son 

failed the civil service examinations, his path to social success due to his early military 

training was still open.^^^ In the later years of the Northern Song, as the intensity of 

competition in the civil recruitment increased, literary education, even if affordable for 

On Chinese knights-errant, see James J.Y.Liu, "The Historical Knight-Errant." The Chinese Knight-
Errant, pp. 1-54. 

See SS, "Biography of Sang Yi," pp. 10510-2/15. 
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northem-bom commoners, was intended less for their success in the civil examinations, 

but more for a better chance of success in the larger society. 

We may cite the example of General Yue Fei who reached maturity during the closing 

years of the Northern Song and distinguished himself in the restoration of the empire in 

the south.^^^ Yue was born to a peasant family in Hebei. While still a young boy, his 

father made sure that he received both literary education and military training at the same 

time. We learned that in his youth, Yue Fei was particularly attracted by the Zuo 

Qiuming' commentary of the Spring and Autumn Annals, and by the military classics of 

Zhou. His martial art teacher was a certain Zhou Tong, whom Yue greatly respected. 

Though a peasant boy and later a military man, he could write prose in a smooth, almost 

elegant style and his calligraphy has become a model for later artists to imitate. Words in 

one of his lyrics entitled '^manjiang hong", or "Red River" have come down to us and 

come to be symbols of patriotism. To show that Yue could wield his writing brush as 

•ICO 
adeptly as he did his sword, an English translation of this lyric is given below: 

My hair bristles in my helmet 
I learn against the railing, the pattering rain has ceased. 
I raised my eyes, and towards the sky I utter a long-drawn shout. 
My breast is filled with violence. 
At the age of thirty fame and merits are but earth and dust. 
Eight thousand miles of land are like the moon covered with clouds. 
Do not tarry! The hair of youth grows white. 

Sang Yi, for example. 
See SS, "Biography of Yue Fei," pp. 11375-95/17. See also, Hellmut Wilbelm, "From Myth to Myth: 

the Case of Yue Fei's Biography." In Arthur Wright and Denis Twitchett, eds., Confucian Personalities 
(Stanford; Stanford University Press, 1962); pp. 147-61. 

This poem is cited from Hellmut Wilbelm, ibid. 
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Oh, vain sorrows. 
The shame of the year Jingkang (1126) not yet wiped away. 
When will the hate of the subject come to an end? 
Oh, let us drive endless chariots through the Holan Pass. 
My fierce ambition is to feed upon the flesh of the Huns, 
And, laughing, I thirst for the blood of the Barbarians. 
Oh, let everj^hing begin afresh. 
Let all the rivers and mountains be recovered, 
Before we pay our respect once more to the Emperor. 

Residence Patterns 

The lives of Northern Song military men were in general highly mobile. They were 

periodically transferred from one post to another to serve specific terms of duty, rarely 

staying at one post for an extended period. While they were serving on duty, they left 

behind their wives and families, mostly in Kaifeng, or in some cases, places close to their 

posts. During the reign of Taizong, it was a standard practice that border generals were 

given concurrent appointments as administrators of interior prefectures so that their 

families could be settled there.^^'^ As for the Sanya commanders, it appears that they were 

generally offered official residences in the capital constructed and maintained at the 

expenses of the government. Unlike civil officials, military men and their families were 

institutionally prevented from building up influence in local communities, an intended 

result of the military transfer and rotation system. 
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Elite Women of Military Family Backgrounds 

Military life in traditional China was not an easy one. Military duty often took a man 

away from his home and family for years at a time. Such activity left little time for 

managing family holdings, or educating children. These tasks were naturally left to his 

mother and wife. Due to the scarcity of material, virtually nothing is known about the 

general conditions of the elite women from military families. We known for certain, 

however, that these were invariably northern women. 

It is believed that the foot-binding social custom originated from the southern Tang court. 

During the Northern Song period, while the majority of southern women were confined 

in the inner chambers of their fathers' or husbands' households due to a pair of crippled 

feet, a great number of northern women were still active with unbound feet, participating 

in commerce, agricultural production and even warfare. The wife of Guo Kui (a Sanya 

commander), for instance, was a good businesswomen and made great profits from her 

business endeavors. Some northern women, especially those of a military upbringing, 

possessed no less martial spirit than their fathers, brothers and husbands, and were 

warriors in their own right. Liang Hongyu was a concubine of General Han Shizhong. 

The fact that she could ride horses and actively participated in some of the major battles 

See SS, p. 9373/14. 
See SS, "Biography of Guo Kui," pp. 9722-6/14. 
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that her husband General Han conducted is an indication that her feet could not have been 

bound. 

Networks of Connection by Marriage 

Information on the marriage patterns of Northern Song military families is extremely 

scanty due to the nature of our sources. I can only pierce together scattered data from the 

sources to throw some light on the marital ties of the Northern Song military families. 

The most prominent feature of the marriage patterns of military families was its imperial 

connections. Sons and daughters of the established military families were sought out as 

marriage partners by the imperial family. Over the course of the dynasty, military 

families consistently supplied empresses and imperial daughters in-law and sons in-law, 

though in the latter half of the dynasty, civilian families also began to join the ranks. 

Aside from the imperial ties, the Northern Song military families displayed a strong 

tendency of seeking out marriage partners from people of like social and professional 

backgrounds (mendang hudui). We know that Ge Huaiming, son of Ge Ba, married the 

daughter of Wang Chao. Both Wang Chao and Ge Ba were Taizong's favorites and 

former Sanya commanders. Other cases of marriage alliances between families of 

military tradition abound. 

See SS, "Biography of Han Shizhong," pp. 11355-72/16. 
See SS, "Biography of Ge Huaimin," pp.9700-3; "Biography of Ge Ba," pp. 9699-700; "Biography of 

Wang Chao," pp. 9464-6/14. 



Another intriguing feature displayed in the marriage patterns of Northern Song military 

families was that, when marriage alliances cut across professional lines between military 

and civil families, the concerned families usually shared common geographical ties. 

Though marriage alliances between families of northern and southern origins were not 

uncommon within the circle of civilian families, such marriage alliances rarely occurred 

on a significant scale between northern military and southern literati families. The 

existence of this phenomenon suggests that during the Northern Song period, the social 

integration of the old, aristocratic-oriented north and the newly rising south was as yet a 

slow and gradual process despite the many attempts made by the government to bridge 

the gap between them. 

Retirement Plan 

Army officers and military officials were required to retire when their physical condition 

rendered them no longer fit for an arduous army life or up to the rigid demands of official 

duties. While the average age limit for regular army officers to serve in the army was 55 

sui, Sanya commanders could hold office well into their seventies. The standard practice 

under the Northern Song was that upon their retirement, the former Sanya commanders 

358 were appointed into the offices of Imperial Guard Generals (huanwei jiangjun). 

See Table 6.3; "Salary Schedule for the Imperial Guard Generals." 
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In the opening years of the dynasty, military governors who were holdovers from 

previous dynasties were appointed to nominal guard positions after being stripped of real 

power. Later in the dynasty the majority of the guard officers were imperial clansmen 

-ICQ 
(nanya guan), imperial in-laws, and retired senior army commanders. The ranks of the 

Imperial Guard Generals were thus not actual offices but sinecures, providing state 

support in the form of stipends, allowances (for food, clothing, and official expenses) and 

gifts for rank holders. Gao Hua, for instance, was formerly vice commander-in-chief of 

the Palace Corps. When he retired from office (the sources do not specify at what age), he 

was offered a rank in the upper echelon of the guard offices. 

Table 6.3: Salary Schedule of Imperial Guard Generals. 

Guard Office Salary 

Superior Commanders of the Six Armies 100 

Generalissimos of the Various Guards 60 

Generals-in-chief of the Left and Right Imperial Insignia 
Guards Zd'tr 

35 

Generals-in-chief of the Various Guards 25 

Generals of the Various Guards 20 

Commandants 13 

See John Chaffee, Branches of Heaven, A History of the Imperial Clan of Sung China (Cambridge; 
Harvard University Press, 1999), p. 100. 

See SS, "Biography of Gao Hua," pp. 10456-7/15. 
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Source: SS, "zhiguan", p. 4104/6. 

High Official Honors 

Most Sanya commanders did not live as long as Gao Hua did. Many actually died on duty 

while serving in their posts. Upon their deaths, Sanya commanders were generally given 

postmortem promotions, and those who held a vice command-in-chief rank (graded 5a) 

and above were further awarded posthumous names (shi). Posthumous promotions and 

names were special political honors granted to only a small number of senior civil and 

military officials who served the state with distinction. Other special political honors that 

the Sanya commanders enjoyed before and after their deaths also included the granting of 

posthumous honors to the three generations of their immediate ancestors {zhuizeng 

sandai), the granting of official titles to their wives, and of offices to their male 

descendants (fengqi yizi). 
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CONCLUSION 

The Northern Song Military Elite in Historical Perspective 

This, then, is a work of elite study. It deals with the Northern Song elite as it is found in 

the military establishment. In contrast to the civil elite, the elite status of the military was 

not defined by degree-holding or office-holding, but by the latter's special relations to the 

emperor, the imperial family, or the dynasty at large. In fact, a considerable portion of the 

Northern Song military elite were members of the nobility of the dynasty. 

Chinese society had always been, and still is, a stratified society. At the apex of the social 

hierarchy stood those who occupied the highest places in the social, intellectual, 

economic, political as well as military life of the country. Yet within this common 

framework, social stratification underwent major shifts in the course of Chinese history. 

As such, the character and the social and geographical composition of the upper class 

changed with time.^^' 

At the most general level, the imperial period can be divided into two eras, Han (202 BC-

AD 220) through Tang (618-906), and Song (960-1276) through Qing (1644-1911). In 

the early imperial period, Chinese class structure was not radically different from that of 
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other pre-modern societies; the upper class was marked by wealth, way of life, 

maintenance of traditional values, and access to political power. Differentiation between 

military careers and civil ones existed throughout the imperial era of Chinese history. In 

the early imperial period, under native Chinese dynasties, the upper class as a whole 

provided the talents for both military and civil posts, and officials switched back and 

forth with considerable ease between these two types of posts. Remarkable military 

experiences in the field often paved the way for one's political ascendance at court, as the 

Chinese saying chujiang ruxiang, meaning "general on the filed and yet chief minister at 

court," indicates. Under the conquest dynasties, there were clear distinctions between the 

military and the civil elites. The former was formed exclusively by the alien conquerors 

and their allies while the latter tended to be drawn from the Chinese, their conquered 

subjects. In all cases, however, one salient feature of the social and political elite 

remained consistent throughout this early imperial era, that is, the upper class was 

northern in origin and aristocratic in character. The early Tang political struggles, for 

instance, were interpreted by Chen Yinque as conflicts between the Northwestern 

martial nobility and the Northeastern civil aristocracy. The Late Tang disputes, as Chen 

saw it, marked a new era in Chinese history, characterized by conflicts between the old 

aristocratic families and the newly risen families.This social pattern, in my opinion, 

Much of the following discussion of the changing nature of Chinese elite is based on information from 
Patricia Ebrey, "Introduction." The Aristocratic Families of Early imperial China, A Case Study of Pa-ling 
Ts'ui Family (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1978), passim. 

See Chen Yinque, Tangdai zhengzhi shi shulun gao [On the political history of the Tang dynasty] 
(Shanghai: Shanghai guji shudian, 1997). See also, Denis Twichett, "The Composition of the T'ang Ruling 
Class: New Evidence from Tunhuang." In Arthur Wright and Denis Twitchett, eds., Perspectives on the 
T'ang (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1973), pp. 47-87. 
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persisted, though not without metamorphosis, into the Northern Song period, with one 

side being represented by the long established families, predominantly northern in origin 

and military in tradition, and the other by the newly risen families, primarily southern in 

roots and civil in profession. 

That the southerners began to ascend onto Chinese national arena and assume an active 

part in state politics was indeed a historic change. It ushered in a whole new epoch in 

Chinese history, which was to be the late imperial period. The turning point was the mid-

eleventh century. Economic and technological changes, and in particular, the expansion 

of a competitive examination system for selection of civil officials, increased 

opportunities for social mobility as well as circulation and redistribution of power, wealth 

and status within Chinese society. For the first time in Chinese history, southerners, 

riding on the tides favorable to their rise, assumed a national stature in a unified Chinese 

dynasty, the Northern Song. They swelled the ranks of civil officials and became 

dominant players in court politics. As a result of this historical process, the character and 

the social and geographical composition of the upper class changed drastically. Forever 

gone was the time when northern-born aristocrats monopolized state power. The general 

trend, prevalent then, was that the northerners tended to hold high ranks in the military 

service whereas the southerners were most likely the candidates for high offices in the 
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civil government. This trend continued well into the Southern Song with the power 

balance between the military and the civil elites gradually shifting in favor of the latter.^^^ 

Indeed, since the work of Naito Torajiro early in last century, historians of China have 

come to agree that between middle Tang and early Song the social and political elites 

were fundamentally transformed.^^"* An ancient oligarchy, or, in some formulations, an 

aristocracy of "great clans", virtually monopolized office and informal power throughout 

the period of disunion from the third to the seventh centuries, and were still powerful 

through much or all of the Tang. It is argued that under the Song, a much broader, more 

fluid class; in the terminology of Japanese scholars, the "newly risen bureaucrats" of the 

Song, whose status rested not on heredity but on current presence in office, dominated the 

state and the society.Their rise has been traced variously by scholars to the expansion 

of the civil service examination system. 

Many factors contributed to the declining fortunes of northern military aristocracy. The ascendancy of 
southern civil meritocracy aside, I personally believe that the fall of the Northern Song and the resultant 
relocation of the capital from the north to the south dealt a fatal blow to the entrenched position of the 
Northern Song military elite. Being the political heirs of the Five Dynasties politico-military power groups 
who jointly created the new order, the Northern Song, members of the Northern Song military elite were 
entitled to various semi-hereditary privileges which safeguarded their families fortunes. The fail of the 
northern court and the subsequent southward relocation of the capital deprived them of their old power base. 
In the Southern Song, the military claimed no special treatment or privileges from the government. Their 
elite status was defined by the service they provided to the state, or mere office-holding. Their existence 
became ever more precarious, as the court was increasingly dominated by localized southern bureaucrats 
who regarded their northern military brethren more as potential threats than valued share-holders of the 
dynastic fortunes, as was the case under the Northern Song. 

See Naito Kenan, "Gaikatsuteki To-So jidaikan [An overview of the Tang and Song periods]." Rekishi 
to chiri, vol. 9, no. 5 (1922): 1-12. See also, Hisayuki Miyakawa, "An Outline of the Naito Hypothesis and 
its Effects on Japanese Studies of China." Far Eastern Quarterly 14 (1955): 533-52. 

See Robert Hymes, Statesmen and Gentlemen, the Elite of Fu-chou, Chiang-his, in Northern and 
Southern Sung (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986), p. 3. On the "newly risen bureaucrats", see 
Sudo Yoshiyuki, "Sodai kanryosei to daitochishoyu." Shakai koseishi taikei 8 (1950). On the flourishing 
and the decline of the great clans, see Patricial Ebrey, The Aristocratic Families of Early imperial China, 
David Johnson, The medieval Chinese Oligarchy (Boulder: Westview Press, 1977) and "The Last Years of 
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The present study offers no dissent from the estabUshed view that the Northern Song 

political elite was in some way fundamentally new. I would dispute the notion that the 

social and political elites then were solely made up of the examination graduates. In fact, 

in Northern Song society, a distinct and identifiable segment of the upper class was 

military in profession. Though the professed principle of military recruitment was that of 

meritocracy, it appears that this segment enjoyed greater hereditary rights than their civil 

counterpart who advanced through civil service examinations. Therefore, our knowledge 

of the Northern Song elite developed thus far by earlier scholars ~ its newness, its 

fluidity, its involvement with the exams, its cultural persona as literati — does not apply 

to this group. The Northern Song elite, I would argue, cannot be properly understood 

unless the unique nature and character of its military segment is well studied. This work 

seeks to take the first step in this endeavor. 

In my opinion, the upper class in imperial Northern Song China was comprised of two 

distinct social groups, the military and the civil. The civil elite was largely drawn from 

successful examination graduates. The military elite included predominantly men who 

enjoyed special connections with the emperor, the imperial family or the dynasty itself 

Chapter six demonstrates that four group of men were most likely to become members of 

the Northern Song military elite. They are: a) Imperial in-laws; b) Imperial associates; c) 

Scions of the established military families; and d) Former elite servicemen. 

a Great Clan: the Li Family of Chao Chun in Late Tang and Early Song." Harvard Journal of Asiatic 
Studies 37 (1977): 5-102; Denis Twichett, "The Composition of the Tang Ruling Class: New Evidence 
from Tunhuang." 
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Approximately sixty-five percent of the total came from established military families. By 

contrast, the great majority of the civil officials, especially those of southern origins, 

lacked such ties. And their forebears had held no significant offices in the northern courts 

prior to the eleventh century. Hereby, I suggest that during the Northern Song period, a 

unique and distinctive power balance was achieved between aristocratic and bureaucratic 

forces whereby state power was split between the semi-hereditary northern military elite 

and its self-reliant civil counterpart, of which the southern bureaucrats constituted the 

backbone. The ruling class of Northern Song society was therefore neither thoroughly 

aristocratic nor thoroughly bureaucratic, contrary to the generally held assumptions about 

the nature of the Song elite. The rise of the southern civil leadership in state and society 

around the mid-eleventh century challenged, for the first time in Chinese history, 

northern aristocratic monopoly of the state power, weakened its tradition, and eventually 

precipitated its demise by the time of the Southern Song. 

The preceding chapters have attempted to shed light on the nature and character of the 

Northern Song military elite as they were represented by a group of military men, the 

Sanya commanders. The picture of the military elite that emerges from my study is 

essentially a very different one from that which has been generally assumed by scholars 

of the field up till now. Rather than being inferior in every aspect to their civil 

counterparts, this study shows that the majority of the Northern Song military elite, due to 

According to Ping-ti Ho, of the Northern Song officials with biographical entries in the Songshi, 
approximately forty-six percent may be regarded as coming from hansu (literally "humble" clans or 
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their special relations to the emperors, the imperial clan or the dynasty itself, fared much 

better, socially, economically and politically, than most of their civil contemporaries. 

They were the richest, influential and most privileged members of Northern Song society. 

They were undoubtedly the elite of their times. 

The following sections will highlight some of the major characteristics of the Northern 

Song military elite. To illustrate the uniqueness of this elite, brief comparisons are made 

between the Northern Song military elite and its counterparts in earlier or late imperial 

periods. 

The Three Military Power Groups 

Chapter Five reveals that three northern-based military power groups, i.e., those of Hebei, 

Hedong and Henan, emerged following the collapse of the Tang order. They first 

competed among themselves to succeed the Tang. Over the course of the turbulent Five 

Dynasties, however, they gradually coalesced into a political partnership in their empire 

building endeavors. I suggest that because the Song dynasty was created by the joint 

efforts of these three military power groups, members from their camps continued to 

prosper and constituted the backbone of the Northern Song military elite. Not only their 

descendants, those who shared their blood, but also their fellow countrymen, those who 

shared their geographical roots, frequently filled the ranks of the high imperial army 

families). See his book, The Ladder of Success in Imperial China, Aspect of Social Mobility, 1368-19II 
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command. This explains the phenomenon that the Northern Song military elite was 

predominantly comprised of northerners and that men from Hebei, Hedong and Henan 

regions constituted its main body. 

The fluidity of Song society noted by most scholars in the field was in fact more 

characteristic of the conditions in which the civil elite often found itself The family 

fortunes of the military elite appear to have been better safeguarded by many factors, the 

most vital being marriage alliances with the imperial family, yin protection rights and 

preferential treatment from the government. Some of these privileges were available to 

the civil elite only on a minor scale. As a result, a large number of military families 

prospered over many generations and displayed remarkable continuity. 

Yet, in arguing for the essential stability of the Northern Song military elite, I do not at 

all mean to imply stasis. It is fairly obvious that the drastic social and economic as well as 

demographic changes that occurred over the course of the Northern Song had an impact 

on the fortunes of the established military elite families. Though the Northern Song 

military elite was generally successful in perpetuating their corporate elite status, within 

the group, there appears to have been a relatively high rate of social mobility. Over the 

course of the dynasty, some old military elite families declined and receded into obscurity 

while new blood was drawn into the pool. This was especially true in the later decades of 

the Northern Song when a new group of men, the north-westerners, whose geographical 

(New York and London: Columbia University Press, 1962), p. 260. 
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origins differed from the entrenched ehte body, appeared onto the miUtary scene. But 

there was never, from the beginning of the Northern Song to its end, a wholesale 

replacement of the "old" military elite by the "new". Rather, men who shared ties in 

geographic origins or claimed fellowship with the very men who founded the dynasty, in 

the main, continued to be recruited into the old elite club. This pattern persisted from the 

beginning of the Northern Song to its end, despite many changes. 

Military continuity served political purposes. In the remainder of the imperial era 

spanning the Yuan, Ming and Qing dynasties, the dominant military system was that of 

inheritance. It was a deliberate policy, on the part of the rulers, especially those of 

conquest dynasties, to perpetuate the corporate as well as family status of the military 

elite through heredity of office, so as to keep crucial military power in fdithful, if not 

necessarily competent, hands. As a result of this policy, the Mongols dominated the upper 

reaches of the military hierarchy under the Yuan, as did the Manchus in the Qing. The 

Northern Song case differed in that under the Song, military offices and ranks were to be 

earned through meritorious service rather than gained through sheer inheritance. 

Therefore, in the selection of army officers, the professed principle was that of 

meritocracy not heredity. Yet, Northern Song rulers were concerned, as much as the alien 

conquers of China were, about the loyalty of their military officers. Thus, they displayed 

the tendency of selecting men, albeit often on the grounds of personal ability, from 

among those who shared roots, culturally and geographically, if not at all biographically, 
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with the Northern Song founding fathers and their generals. In substance, mihtary 

heredity, if not in its totality, was practiced. 

Military Privileges and Civil Meritocracy 

The collapse of the Tang forever ended the aristocratic order that was prevalent in the 

first half of imperial history. A new order began to take shape. Society was restructured, 

and power and wealth were redistributed. The new elite as a whole, military and civil 

alike, was of humble or obscure origins. However, by the time the Song was founded, 

some northern families, mostly military by tradition, had become well established. Many, 

especially those that had participated in the founding of the new order, continued to 

prosper into the Song. Their descendants supplied marriage partners for the imperial 

house, enjoyed special privileges and generally received preferential treatment from the 

dynasty. Clearly a member of this group, in addition to whatever he had personally 

achieved, could count on his illustrious ancestry, tracing back to the recent past history, 

to aide his career 

The Song civil elite in general lacked such illustrious names in their immediate ancestry 

to bolster their prestige. For them, personal merit was all they could capitalize upon in 

their career advancement. As their strategies, some attempted to trace their ancestry to 

hoary antiquity. Others, however, took great pride in their self-reliance and humble 

origins, denouncing the descendants of established families for merely advancing through 
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enyin, or imperial favors and yin protection, and for jiaoxing, unmerited attainment of 

wealth and power. Many attempts were made by the civil officials to reduce the 

privileges enjoyed by the founding elite. This was in fact one of the major political goals 

of the Qingli Reform (1043-44). 

During the latter half of the Northern Song, as the population expanded, and as the civil 

value of meritocracy triumphed, the privileges that had previously entitled descendants of 

established military families to power and prestige were gradually curtailed, and in the 

end became nominal. Competition for military offices became increasingly intense, and 

the chances of success in rising high in the military establishment were sharply reduced. 

While institutional channels (banxing) were still left open for descendants of established 

military families to enter the official service on the basis of the yin protection of their 

relatives, such men nonetheless had to compete with others to win places among the high 

military. This accounts for the nearly even distribution of the Sanya command ranks 

between the scions of the established military families (22%) and those of commoner 

backgrounds (21%) in the latter half of the Northern Song. 

The Duality of the Northern Song Military Elite 

The most striking feature of the Northern Song military elite was, perhaps, its apparent 

duality, as summarized in the Chinese expression "luhou zeqin" in our sources, literally 

meaning "high salary yet light responsibility". Referred to here is the fact that the 
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Northern Song military elite was in general richly maintained by handsome salaries on 

the one hand, while their power was closely scrutinized on the other. The impression of 

their being inferior to their civil counterparts was mainly a result of this latter policy. The 

works of early scholars who touched on the issue of the status of the military under the 

Northern Song, though varying in their focuses of study and their perspectives, invariably 

confirmed this expression.^®^ While admitting that the Northern Song military elite was 

indeed institutionally downgraded in the bureaucratic structure, this study has attempted 

to demonstrate that the Northern Song military elite nonetheless enjoyed high social 

status and substantial material affluence. I would argue that without acknowledging both 

of these two aspects in its existence, the unique character of the Northern Song military 

elite cannot be fully grasped. 

One major question raised in this study is how Northern Song rulers succeeded in 

reigning in the military, especially its personnel at the apex? The duality of the Northern 

Song military provides the key to this inquiry. First and foremost, the Northern Song had 

created, over the course of the dynasty, a set of institutions to contain the military. 

Military men of high office were thereby prevented from getting out of hand. Yet, while 

efforts were made in the Northern Song to create impersonal institutions to safeguard the 

See, for example, James T.C. Liu, "Luelun Songdai wuguanqun zai tongzhi jieji zhong de diwei [An 
brief analysis of the status of the military officials in the ruling class of the Northern Song]." Liang Songshi 
yanjiu huibian [Collected works on the studies of the two Song periods] (Taipei: Lianjing chuban shiye 
gongsi, 1987), pp. 173-207; Chen Feng, "Bei Song wujiang qunti suzhi de zhengti kaocha [An overview of 
the character of the Northern Song military commanders]." Song Liao Jin Yuan shi 2 (2001); 36-41; 
Winston Lo, "The Self-image of the Chinese Military in Historical Perspective." Journal of Asian History 
31 (1997): 3-24. 
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military from spinning out of control. Song rulers also relied heavily on more personal 

mechanisms to appease the military. Students of history as well as politics are all too 

familiar with the fact that no matter how well systems may be devised to forestall 

potential political threats, when a group of men in society feels that it is not being dealt 

with fairly, serious consequences can still arise. Therefore, aside from institutional sticks, 

the Song rulers also resorted to such political carrots as to establish special ties with the 

military, bestow generous gifts and award high official honors to top army commanders 

and the like to win over the hearts of powerful military men. Moreover, the professed 

intent in the official rhetoric of institutional controls was to protect (baoquan), rather than 

to put down, those who had risen high in the military establishment, so as to nurture the 

Qi of harmony in the state (heqi). 

The following remarks quoted from Zeng Gong (1019-83) best summarize the essence of 

the Northern Song policy towards its army commanders: 

...Exalt them (the generals) with boons. Treat them with sincerity. Enrich them 
with wealth. Lower their ranks but elevate their powers. Overlook their minor 
(faults) and demand their major (accomplishments). Prolong their (tenure as) 
officials and reward their success 

The Northern Song Policy of Generosity towards the Military Elite 

See YFLG 49, pp. 337-338. My translation of this passage slightly differs from Worthy's. See his 
dissertation, "The Founding of Sung China, 950-1000: Integrative Changes in Military and Political 
Institutions" (Ph.D. diss., Princeton University, 1975), p. 190. 
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Though the Northern Song policy towards the military elite varied over time, a dichotic 

approach can be discerned in the opening years of the dynasty. On the one hand, Taizu 

lavished generous grants of money and other material endowment on his generals; on the 

other hand, he ruthlessly punished anyone whose loyalty was questionable.^^^ Emperor 

Taizong was conscious of this carrot and stick policy in military management. Once he 

remarked, "Our generals are held up to high standards. Since they are disciplined harshly 

when they fail to meet these standards, it would only be fair that they be treated 

generously when they perform well." 

It appears, however, that for the greater part of the Northern Song, when military elite 

members were involved in disciplinary actions, the policy often leaned towards 

generosity and leniency. Perhaps, with the exception of Zhang Qiong in the reign of 

Taizu who was forced to commit suicide on trumped-up charges, few top army 

commanders suffered complete losses of power due to political reasons, though they 

might be subject to demotion or exile due to military errors. No death penalties were ever 

meted out against them. One oft-quoted injunction from Taizu to his successors was that 

"Thou shall never kill great officials" {wu sha dacheri). This imperial directive may well 

have been initially intended for the military officials. 

Military men in high offices, at all times and places, are extremely vulnerable. The 

Northern Song military elite, however, enjoyed relative political security. The Northern 

See SS, for example, "Biography of Guo Jin," pp. 9334-6/14; "Biography of Zhang Qiong," 
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Song was noted in Chinese history for its tightened control over the military on the one 

hand, and its lenient treatment towards military men on the other. Taizong, for example, 

often failed to discipline generals he trusted, even if the latter apparently failed in their 

performance. Imperial confidence in such cases provided a protective umbrella for their 

military and political fortunes. It should be mentioned in passing that such a lenient 

policy was not without harmful effects. Knowing that they would not be punished by 

death penalty for their military failures, some Song generals lacked initiatives to fight 

hard on the battlefield. They were therefore criticized by their civil colleagues as being 

weisi bu weifa, or afraid of death but not military law (weisi bu weifa). 

The reasons for such a lenient policy are two-fold. The command authority of the 

Northern Song military elite was not as significant as their counterparts in the Han and 

Tang periods, thus the less severe nature of their punishments. In Han times, generals 

were given fairly sweeping discretionary and disciplinary authority. Punishment for 

failure was correspondingly harsh. In 129 BC, for example, when Han forces lost a 

major battle. Emperor Wudi pardoned the common soldiers but executed the responsible 

generals.^^® Such a severe policy also had its drawbacks. Fearing that they would face the 

emperor's wrath and be beheaded, some Han generals chose to surrender to the enemy 

after they lost battles. 

pp. 9009-10/13. 
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Second, punishments were severe only when poUtical loyalty was an issue, but the 

political loyalty of Northern Song military men had rarely been an issue due to historical 

reasons as well as the institutional and political mechanisms established by Song rulers. 

In fact, over the course of time, the military and the imperial house developed a 

relationship of mutual confidence. His loyalty being unquestioned, naturally the 

punishment meted out against an erring military man tended to be light. 

Confucian Indoctrination and Military Spirit 

During the preceding Five Dynasties period, the army dominated the government. The 

sense of military superiority was clearly shared by many military men. As a result, 

military men of the time tended to act in disobedient or rebellious ways. They did not 

hesitate to resort to violent means to redress their wrongs, nor did they have much regard 

for the law of the state. The Northern Song successfully reversed this trend and brought 

the military under the rein of the government. Northern Song military men in general 

practiced considerable self-restraint in their conduct. Some were praised by their 

biographers as having showed due respect for the law and for scholars. Other are noted in 

H.H. Dubs, The History of the Former Han Dynasty (Baltimore and London: Waverly Press, 1938-55), 
p. 45. See also, Labadie, "Rulers and Soldiers, Perception and Management of the Military in Northern 
Sung China (960-1060)" (Ph.D. diss., University of Washington, 1981), p. 224. 

One such evidence is that over the course of the Northern Song, despite constant occurrence of small-
scale army mutinies, agitated by disgruntled soldiers and low-ranking army officers, the dynasty never 
suffered a major army rebellion comparable in destructiveness to the infamous rebellion raised by the 
barbarian general An Lushan of the mid-Tang period. Nor did the dynasty witnessed any army revolts 
comparable in scope and nature to those led by high-ranking army commanders in the late Tang and the 
Five Dynasties periods who were invariably driven by imperial pretensions to rise against the established 
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the sources as having been well-studied in military strategy and tactics, even Confucian 

classics. Some could write lengthy essays discussing policies, which they submitted to 

the throne. Clearly, Northern Song military men, compared to their counterparts in recent 

history, were greatly influenced by Confucianism. This may have contributed to their 

good behavior. 

Despite Confucian influence. Northern Song military men nonetheless retained many of 

the traits shared by military men of earlier times, such as love of hunting, drinking and 

gambling, generosity and heroism. The Song was noted for a long list of cultural 

achievements. Heroism or a chivalrous spirit has long been regarded as a rarity in this 

period. James Liu pointed out in his work on the Chinese Knights-errant that while poets 

of the Tang period wrote enthusiastically about knight-errantry, those of the Song period 

rarely touched the subject. Liu attributed the scarcity of chivalric poetry in Song times to 

the prevalent influence of Neo-Confucianism characterized by its puritanic moral outlook 

and its tendency towards metaphysical and epistemological speculations.James Liu 

has a point in that he linked the dearth of chivalric poetry in Northern Song times to the 

lack of chivalric spirit in the hearts of those who penned the poems. The Tang dynasty 

marked the golden age for Chinese poetry. At that time, the great majority of the laureate 

order. Thus, it may well be said that the Northern Song set a successful pattern in military control and 
management. 

James J.Y. Liu, The Chinese Knight-Errant (Chicago; University of Chicago Press, 1967), p. 68-71. 
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poets were northerners. Some not only wrote poetry on the theme of Knight-errantry, but 

also acted like Knights-errant themselves.^^^ 

Under the Northern Song, however, with the political and social ascendancy of the south, 

the ranks of the mainstream poets were swelled by southern literati. The easy and tranquil 

southern lifestyle in which the poets lived, the Confucian values they held, and their 

southern literary sensitivity, undoubted all had an affect on their poems. Moreover, the 

northerners and southerners were mutually biased against one another. The southern 

literati could hardly appreciate the chivalric spirit of their northern cousins, much less 

sing praises of it in their poems. Thus, while the men in whose hearts the chivalric spirit 

still lived were not skillful in giving vent to their feelings by means of poetry, those who 

could write poetry embraced Confucian values, and with their emphasis on peaceful 

qualities, ran directly counter to the knightly spirit, with its penchant for violence. 

The lack of interest in knight-errantry in classical Song poetry does not mean that no 

chivalric literature was produced during the Northern Song period. In fact, a chivalric 

tradition flourished in popular literature in the form of Song drama (Song zaju), which 

was noted for its northern origins. Thus it may well be said that the northern chivalrous 

spirit never died out under the Confucianized Northern Song. The birth of the legendary 

hero Di Qing in the eleventh-century, when China was experiencing the height of civil 

ascendancy, proves this point. 

"'Such examples include two famous poets, Gao Shi and Li Bai. 
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Brief Physical Sketches of the Northern Song Military Elite 

As a final note, it is interesting to note that the Northern Song military and civil elites 

stood apart from each other not only in terms of their differences in social and 

geographical origins, values, cultural heritage and ways of life, but also in character and 

physique. Being predominantly northerners, members of the Northern Song military elite 

were overall robust, outdoor types who were tall in stature, masculine in build and dark 

of skin due to year around exposure to the sun in the field. The majority of the southern-

born civil elite, by contrast, tended to be short in stature and with a pale complexion, 

because of their indoor and sedentary lifestyle. 

Such differences gave rise to social distance while lack of social interactions further 

widened the gap. As has been noted in Chapter seven, marriage alliances were less 

frequently forged among people of disparate social, geographical and occupational 

backgrounds. The Northern Song military and civil elites therefore each formed worlds of 

their own. The chasm that separated the two worlds was striking. The Song, at some point, 

attempted to integrate the civil and military service in the government. The reform of 

bureaucratic institutions (Yuanfeng gaizhi) during the reign of Shenzong (r. 1067-85), 

for instance, was aimed at this political goal. As a result, at least the differences between 

the civil and military officials in terms of their rank system were wiped away. It is 

evident, however, that on the social and political levels, the civil and military elites 

remained aloof from each other. The lack of integration of the military and civil elites in 
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Northern Song state as well as society, in my opinion, eventually took its toll on the 

dynastic fortunes. In the year 1126, Kaifeng was under the siege by the Jurchens. 

Tensions and mutual distrust between the court officials and field commanders reached 

the point where the court was half-hearted in trusting the military to win the war, but 

whole-heartedly pursued the peace through their own diplomatic maneuvers. The reasons 

were clear. A war won by the military might not benefit the court entrenched civil elite. 

Some Final Thoughts 

In short, the image of the Northern Song military elite that emerges out of this 

investigation is a rather complex one, which hardly fits any of the stereotyped 

assumptions that have largely been accepted concerning the Northern Song military. I 

would argues that, while it is true that the military elite ranked lower in the bureaucratic 

structure, they nonetheless enjoyed indisputable social and political elite status and 

staggering wealth, unsurpassed in substance if not in empty name, by any other elite 

groups in the empire. 

It should also be pointed out that military careers under the Northern Song did not 

necessarily imply inferiority to civil ones. Families with traditions of army officers and 

military service that may even have predated the Song, a common phenomenon in the 

Northern Song through the Song did not practice heredity in the selection of military 

personnel, were honorable and well-respected in society. Military elite families generally 
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enjoyed substantial material affluence. They could easily afford the kind of education 

needed for their sons to study for the civil examinations. Though some indeed made such 

career adjustments, for the majority, the rule was to perpetuate the military line in their 

families. This suggests that for many, military life was a voluntarily chosen profession, 

an equally honorable route leading to wealth, power and prestige. 

The Sanya commanders as well as other military elite members who appear in our 

sources in general felt great pride in their military professions and heart-felt indebtedness 

to the imperial grace. Their special cormections to the emperor, the royal ruling house and 

the dynasty shaped their attitudes and values. Imperial connections, illustrious family 

lines as well as personal experiences as powerful army commanders or top military 

administrators assigned to managing the crack troops of the Northern Song imperial army 

or administering a strategic border prefecture undoubtedly gave them sense of self-

importance and convinced others to think likewise. 

This study therefore questions the received notion that during the Northern Song, all 

things military ~ officials, their culture, and their society — were made inferior to their 

equivalent civil counterparts as summarized by the oft-quoted expression zhongwen 

qingwu. 

The obscurity of the Northern Song military elite in our sources can largely be attributed 

to the bias of its civil counterpart, whose members were writers and historians at the same 
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time. These scholar-officials left behind writings in which they "constructed an image of 

themselves and the society around them at odds with reality."This then requires 

modem historians to separate the actual events recorded from the literati interpretation of 

those events. Later historians, especially those of late Ming, were also responsible for 

emphasizing the inferior status of the military elite under the Northern Song. In their 

attempts to explain the so-called military weakness issue of the Northern Song, they 

coined the expression of zhongwen qingwu?^^ Thus, until we have developed fully the 

social and political history of some less visible elites, among which the military elite was 

one, and of hidden powerful non-literati actors in government and society such as palace 

women, eunuchs, and wealthy merchants, our picture of Song society will remain one

sided and fanciful. This would require in-depth and complete studies of such hidden or 

less visible political actors without any pre-conceived assumptions. 

Peter Lorge, "The Northern Song Military Aristocracy and the Royal Family."and Society 18.2 
(October 2000): 47. 

Fang Hao, Sungsh/ [Song history] (Taibei: Zhonghua wenhua weiyuan hui, 1953). 
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GLOSSARY 

A D 

An Chongrong 
An Jun 
An Lushan 

B 

Bai Jinchao 
ban^ 
hanxing 
banzhi Mii" 
baojia 
baomingjuzhuang 
baoquan 
Beijing iic^ 
biangong 
Bianjing 
Bianliang 
bingbu ^§(5 
budi-^^ 
bujun^^ 

C 

caiwu 
CaoBin^l^ 

Cao Liyong W^IJM 
Cao Ping 
Cao Xiu 
chaiqian 
Chai Rong 
Chai Yuxi 
Chang'an 
Chen Fuliang 
Chen Yinque 
Chengde Command 
chenge yangshan 
chuzhi 

Dai Prefecture j'I»| 
Darning 
Dang Jin 
Datong Port 
daxiao 
da Xiao shichen 
da zhangfii 
DiQing^# 
dianqian jun | 
dianqian zhu banzhi | 
Ding Prefecture 
dingtian lidi 
d u ^  
Du Shengqiong 

fanfujiuliao 
fanhou 
fangbo 
Fan Tingzhao 
Fan Zhongyan 
feryou biangong, bude wei Sanya 

fengchan Taishan 
fengqiyinzi 
Fu Bi 
Fu Qian 
Fu Yanqing 
fubing 
fugui 
fuma duwei 

G 

GaoHuai^jl^ 

Gao Qiong 
Gao Qiu 
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GaoyangPass 
Gao Zunyu 
GeBa^m 
Ge Huaimin 
gemen mn 
gengshu fa 
gengyi 
gezhi 
guan'^ 
guanM 
Guandonggfi;^ 
Guangxi 
gongcheng 
Gong Mei 
gongshi qian 
gongyong qian 
Guanzhong ^4" 
gvayan 
guiyou zidi 
Guo Chengyou f| 
Guo Chotig 
Guo Jin 
Guo Shouwen f 
Guo Wei f 
guoen^^^ 
guoshi 

H 

Han Chongyun 
Han Lingkun 

Han Shizhong Ht&iS, 
HanTong^a 
Hangwu fjfS 
Hangzhou 
hansu 
haoren bu dangbing, haotie bu dading 

haoshou qiongjing, laosi chuangyou 
mnmm» 

Hebei 
Hedong 
Henan ^qf]^ 

Hengxing 
hengxing shifu 
hegi 
Holan 
Huai River 
Huai-Yangzi 
Huang Chao 
huangcheng si SJjB^Wl 
Huang Kuanchung 
huanwei mm 
huanwei jiangjun 
huazhou zidi 
Huizong 

Jiandang shichen 
J i a n g  J I f  
fiang bu zkibing, bing bu zhijiang 

Jiang bu zhuanbing 
Jiangjia zi 
Jiang Taigong 
J i a n g x i a o  j j f  ̂  
Jianlong 
Jiao Jixun 
Jiaoyue 
Jidi 

: 

P ^ P j  
Jijiao 
Jingji lu 
Jingkang 

JinJun^^ 
Jinshi 1#+ 
Jinwei^^ 
Jiucheng"^^ 
Jiuliang gtg 
Jiupin flffa 
J u n ^  
Junban 
Jungong ^5^ 
Junguo Jiwu 
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juntian zhi 
junxiao 
junyuan^^ 

K 

Kaibao 
Kaifeng 
Kaifengym 
Kou Zhun 

L 

Latter Han 
Latter Jin 
Latter Liang 
Latter Tang ̂ ^0 
Later Zhou 
libu 5^^ 
Li Chongjin 
LiChongju^^^g 

Li Chuyun 
LiJihe^aiP 
Li Jilong 
Li Jiqian 
Li Cunxu 
LiKeyong^:^^ 

Li Siyuan 
Li Tao 
Li Yonghe 
Li Yun 
Li Zhang 
liangfu 
Liang Hongyu 
liangshuifa 
Liao Shengzong 
liexiao 
Liu Mei 
liutao 7^^' 
Liu Yongnian 
Liu Zhiyuan 
longwei jim 
luhou zeqin 
Lu Shang 

Lu Zongdao 
luozhi zhengren 
Luoyang ^^1^ 
Luo Yankuei 

M 

madi 
majun 
Mancheng 
manjiang hong 
Ma Zhijie 
mendang hudui f 
Meng Yuan [gx; 
mingqian 
min weiguijun 
weiqing^%-f[ ' 
Ming Prefecture H 
Murong Yanzhao 

N 

Naito Torajiro 
nanya gum 
neijtm 
neishi sheng 
nei zhu si shifu 

O 

Ouyang Xiu 

P 

pailian 
Pan Mei 
pengri jun ̂  H ^ 

qianban fySE 
qianlong 
qianggan ruozhi 
qmgji 111̂  



Qingli 
Qining mountains 
qiqin 
gizhang 

R 

ren 
Ren Fu 
renren weiqin 
Renzong iZ^ 
rujiangi^^ 
rulang sihu 

Sanya EM 
shangjun 
shang sijun j-jZBS 
Shanyuan 
Shatuo 
Shenzong 
shi^ 
shichen 
Shi Jintang 
Shilin guangji 
shiwei jun 
shizhengji S^J$CsS 
shushuan 
Sima Guang 
Song^ 

Song Yuandu 5^%^ 
Song zaju 
Sun Zi 
Su Shi 

T 

Taiyuan 
Taizong 
Taizu 
taolue 
tianshu 
tianwu jun 

Tong Guan^y 
tongpan 
timzhu 

W 

waijun 
waiqi 
Wang Anshi 
WangChaoiM 

Wang Jizhong 
Wang Jixuni^itj 
Wang Quanbin 
Wang Xian 
Wang Yaochen 
Wang Yinlin i0||| 
Wangdu HfP 
Wei^ 

Wei River 
weishi 
weisi bu weifa 
wen 
wen sijian, wu sizhan 
Wenxuan Wang 
Wen Yanbo XBtM 
Western Shu state 
wu ^ 
Wucheng Wang Miao 
WuQi^lH 

wu sanguan 
wu sanguan jie 
wuyi 

X 

xiajun ~F^ 
Xiang ^ 
xiang ^ 
xiangjun 
xianling 
xianwei 
xiaoxiao /J^iK 
Xijing liushou 
Xincheng 
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xuanhui yuan 
Xuanwu Command 
Xuanzu 
xicniiu zhi iia 
Xu River 
Xu Prefecture 

Y 

Yanji ^§ij 
Yan Prefecture 
Yang Cunzhong #^4^ 
Yang Wenguang 
Yang Wudi ^ 
YangXin^fg 
Yang Yanzhao' 
Yang Ye 
yangshi 
yaojun 
yi jiaoxing'^t^^^ 
yin ̂  
Yingzong 
You^ 

Yuan Da jc^ 
Yumfen^gaizhi 
yuanjiu 
yuanliao 
Yue Fei 
yulong zhu zhi 
Yunshuo 

zayao 
Zhang Guanghan Zhang Guanghan; 
Zhang Maoshi 
Zhang Qiong 
Zhang Zhaoyun 
Zhang Zi 
Zhanguo si junzi 

Zhao Guangyi 
Zhao Hongyin 
Zhao Kuangyin j|L 
Zhao Pu 
Zhao Tingmei 
Zhao Yanhui 
Zhao Yanjin 
z h e n g r e n  J E f i  
zhentu 
Zhen Prefecture 
Zhenzong 
zhi 
zhihui 
zhiren tubao^^^^ 
zhishi 
zhizhou ̂  j'H 
zhon̂ u 
zhongjun aiguo 
zhongshu i=}3^ 
zhongshu menxia 
zhongshu menxia 
pingzhangshi 
zhongwen qingwu 
Zhou Shizong 
Zhou Taizu 
Zhou Tong JUS 
Zhu Wen 
zhuan qianban ftgffStt 
zhuanyuan 
zhuanyun ski J 
zhuizeng sqndai —ff; 
zhunjiang 
zhupo 
zhuwei jiangfun 
zishan tang 
zixu 
zunshu 
Zuo Qiuming #lf5^ 
zuoshi chunqiu 
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APPENDIX A: LIST OF MILITARY RANKS AND OFFICES 

Chinese 

anfu shi 

bujun si 

bushu 

chengxuan shi 

cishi f 

dianqian 

dianqian du dianjian 

dianqian duyuhou 

dianshi sanban chaishi 

dongtou gongfen guan 

du bushu 

dujian 

duyuhou 

du zhihui shi 

du zongguan 

f a n g y u  s h i  P f J  

fu du zhihui shi 

gemen tongshi sheren 

genmen xuanzan sheren 

gemen zhihou 

guancha shi 

gongfeng guan 

jianjun 

jianya 

English Translation 

Military Commissioner 

Bureau of the Infantry 

Military Administrator 

Commissioner of Pacification 

Prefect 

Bureau of the Palace Corps 

Supreme Commander of the Palace Corps 

Provost Marshal of the Palace Corps 

Court Attendant of the Three Echelons 

Palace Servitor on the East 

Senior Military Administrator 

Director-in-chief 

Provost Marshal 

Commander-in-chief 

Senior Area Commander-in-chief 

Commissioner of Defense 

Vice Commander-in-chief 

Secretarial Receptionist 

Audience Attendant 

Warder of the Postern Gate Administration 

Surveillance Commissioner 

Palace Servitor 

Army Supervisor 

Supervisor of Militia 
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jiedu guancha liuho 

jiedu shi 

jinglue shi 

juntou si 

Long-Shen wei sixiang du zhihui shi 

mtmit 

Liangsi 

majun si 

Pengri-Tianwu sixiang du zhihui shi 

qianxia #7® 

sanban fengzhi 

sanban yuan 

Sanya guanjim 

shixiang 

shiwei si 

shumi yuan 

tuanluan shi 

xunjian shi 

yinjian si 51^^ 

zaicheng xunjian 

zhaizhu 

zhaotao shi mmm 

zouma chengshou gongshi 

Deputy Military and Surveillance 

Commissioner 

Military Governor 

Military Commissioner 

Bureau of Junior Army Officers 

Commander-in-chief of the Four Elite 

Brigades in the Emperor's Army 

Two Bureaus 

Bureau of the Cavalry 

Commander-in-chief of the Four Elite 

Brigades in the Palace Corps 

Circuit General 

Attendant of the Three Echelons 

Bureau of the Three Echelons 

Sanya Commander 

Commissioner-Councilor 

Bureau of the Emperor's Guard 

Bureau of Military Affairs 

Commissioner of Militia 

Patrolling Inspector 

Bureau of Military Reception 

Patrolling Inspector within the City 

Stockade Cormnander 

Bandit-suppression Commissioner 

Area Commander-in-chief 

Mounted Imperial Courier 
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